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#WOCAffirmation was a hashtag created by April Reign in October 2017 in response to how 
Black women do not have the same supports of solidarity from populations who are non-Black 
women. Serving as a counterpublic, #WOCAffirmation embodied how Black women created 
space to affirm and amplify each other while also highlighting the harassment and abuse they 
experience in form of misogynoir on Twitter. As Black women are already under-researched in 
academia and fields within digital humanities, this study centered Black women while also 
highlighting oppressive systems of power in both physical and digital spaces. Using Black 
feminist thought as the theoretical framework, this study explored how the creation of, dialogue 
within, and engagement with #WOCAffirmation reflected the overall and intragroup lived 
experiences of Black women on Twitter. After conducting a critical discourse analysis of 
#WOCAffirmation, eight Black women were interviewed to explore their lived experiences on 
Twitter. The findings indicate how users within #WOCAffirmation and collaborators created 
space to prioritize joy on Twitter and used their voice to resist and to bond with Black women. 
Findings also demonstrate how users and Black women engage in digital resistance by protecting 
their space on Twitter, what kind of misogynoir they experience, and how Black women serve as 
producers of knowledge on Twitter. What threads the overall findings together was how Black 
women are able to use self-definition to challenge dominant narratives and combat controlling 
images. Between the findings and overall research design, implications for this study included 
attitudes, behavior, and policies on Twitter to protect Black women from misogynoir. 
Additionally, this study addresses changes in how researchers should critically consider the 
inclusion of Black feminist epistemology and methodologies in coursework. citational politics, 
and developing an ethics of care beyond what Institutional Review Boards require.  
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List of Operational Definitions 
There are a few terms used throughout this study that can benefit from being defined in 
order to ensure a shared understanding. 
Black  
 A person of African descent or the African diaspora; Black is capitalized throughout the 
study whereas white is lowercase. Although the argument that lowercasing white could 
contribute to continuing perceiving whiteness as neutral or standard, my intent to juxtapose 
Black against white is to emphasize how this work is centered in Blackness where whiteness is 
not the baseline. In addition, when I mention someone by name, it should be presumed they are 
Black unless otherwise specifically mentioned. Throughout the text, I interchangeably switch 
from writing from a researcher’s perspective and using “we”. “We” is used in relation to 
referencing Blackness and Black womanhood as a collective group to self-identify, include me 
in, and demonstrate a level of intimacy and personal connection to this work rather than 
distancing myself from the population I am a part of.  
Black Twitter 
 A satellite counterpublic network of members on Twitter who “communicate and 
collaborate to create a phenomenon that values positive Black self-identity” (Clark, 2015, p. 65) 
and who express Black cultural identity via their digital practice 
Counterpublic  
 A form of public sphere where members “engage in debate with wide publics to test 
ideas” (Squires, 2002, p. 448), reject hegemonic communicative behavior, project hidden 
transcripts, challenge dominant narratives, and attempt to change minds of outside members or 




A form of public sphere where members engage in internal discourse while “hiding 
counterhegemonic ideas and strategies in order to survive” (Squires, 2002, p. 457) and are 
hidden in order to avoid punitive actions 
Hashtag  
 A means to congregate, filter, and organize multiple tweets around one topic through the 
use of a pound sign, which facilitates the search, discovery, following, and participation in 
specific conversations 
Misogynoir 
 “The particular brand of hatred directed at Black women in American visual and popular 
culture” (Bailey, 2010); anti-Black misogyny Black women inter- and intraracially experience 
Satellite   
A form of public sphere where members pursue “separation from other publics for 
reasons other than oppressive relations but [are] involved in wider public discourse from time to 
time” (Squires, 2002, p. 448) and do not hide elements of their cultural identity 
Twitter  
An online, microblogging, social networking site where users can create a (semi-) public 
profile, assemble their own list of users to follow, post messages up to 280 characters, and make 




“You may write me down in history, With your bitter, twisted lies, You may trod me in 
the very dirt, But still, like dust, I’ll rise.” (Angelou, 1986, p. 154). This study intentionally plays 
off the title of Maya Angelou’s (1986) poem “Still I Rise”. Throughout the poem, Angelou 
speaks to how despite oppression, marginalization, and misogynoir, she, as a Black woman, 
remains resilient, perseveres, survives, and thrives. Angelou’s sentiments expressed through 
literary devices and figurative language in “Still I Rise” can parallel how Black women 
experience Twitter. While Black women experience misogynoir on Twitter, Black women have 
successfully been able to use this platform and made it work for Black women in ways that were 
never intended for them. Similar to the tone and mood recounting the weariness of our ancestral 
past and lived experiences balanced with a woven in joy and invigoration, this study worked to 
center Black women’s overall and intragroup lived experience on Twitter not solely from a place 
of harm, but as a source of joy as well. Twitter may be toxic. Twitter may be harmful. But how 
Black women innovatively use it, still we rise. 
In what follows, I describe my personal connection to the study, the problem statement, 
background, and context of #WOCAffirmation. I then give an overview of the study’s purpose 
ending with the guiding research question. I continue by providing a brief review of the 
literature, theoretical framework (Black feminist thought), and nature of the study. I conclude by 
offering the significance and scope of the study and then its assumptions, limitations, and 
delimitations.  
Personal Connection to the Study 
I have multiple connections to this study, which overlap with my personal, professional, 
and academic experiences. With a passion for social movements and social media, my original 
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interests included analyzing the relationship between those two entities. Twitter was always a 
gift for me to see how discourse personal to me and surrounding social justice issues could get 
pushed to the forefront demanding society’s attention. My professional and personal experiences 
with erasure and exploitation of labor that I also witnessed happen to other Black women on 
Twitter added another layer to my research interests. When I began to observe forms of erasure 
and exploitation of labor occurring with other Black women on Twitter, I realized my 
experiences were neither isolated nor coincidental. Academically, I learned more from Twitter 
than I have in traditional academic spaces. The insights I gained on Twitter were scaffolded, 
relevant to my (academic) interests, related to meaningful content, and exposed me to abundant 
perspectives on ongoing social justice issues. 
Overall, I observed that Black women were manipulating the technology of Twitter in 
novel and unique ways to make Twitter work positively for them. Black women were controlling 
how they created, shaped, and shared their own narratives as well as amplifying themselves and 
others. However, while I saw Black women make gains for themselves on Twitter, the inverse 
was also present in the form of trolling, harassment, and exploitation of their labor. I noticed how 
forms of racialized and gendered oppression that exists in the physical life also paralleled in 
digital spaces, especially as they manifest in the form of Collins’s (2000) core tenets of Black 
feminist thought. Collins (2000) highlighted how although the work of Black women often 
benefits themselves, their communities, or society at large in personal, political, social, or 
economic ways, Black women’s labor and knowledge are often discredited. In both physical and 
digital spaces, Black women are subjected to higher rates of harassment and abuse, yet there is 
still the expectation for them to continue their work with little or no support to address the harm. 
Black women worked to create or find their own spaces to safely engage in meaningful 
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discourse. Such spaces have been established in counterpublics, enclaves, satellites, and more 
recently formed in digital spaces. Based on my own observation and engagement with Twitter, 
these actions were something I wanted to formally explore, acknowledge, and credit. 
In relation to my personal connection with #WOCAffirmation and choosing this hashtag 
as a focus in this study, when it was initially created, I felt it represented numerous facets of 
intersectionality, Black feminist thought, and digital Black feminism. I caught wind of 
#WomenBoycottTwitter on the evening of October 12, 2017. I read the backstory of it and soon 
saw counter-arguments being tweeted primarily from Black women expressing their frustration 
with the boycott. When April Reign created the hashtag #WOCAffirmation the same evening in 
response to #WomenBoycottTwitter, I did not fully read the hashtagged tweets and 
corresponding discourse until the next morning. I checked my timeline before work, as I 
regularly did, and was captivated with the hashtag and discourse surrounding the differentiation 
of feminisms within the competing hashtags, affirmation within #WOCAffirmation, and reasons 
Black women could not afford to remain silent. I felt uplifted and empowered. I felt proud. I felt 
frustrated. I observed in awe how Black women created the space to affirm each other, seek and 
promote joy, and mobilize for social justice despite the constant exclusion and lack of support we 
experience. I appreciated how users provided historical and academic context to describe how 
the events leading up to #WOCAffirmation and the associated discourse demonstrated what 
digital Black feminism and intersectionality looked like on Twitter. 
Ultimately, my goal was to find a way to converge my interests in social movements, 
social change, and social media (particularly Twitter) with how the labor of Black women is 
erased or exploited. While I understood I may not be able to achieve that in one study, I felt the 
creation of #WOCAffirmation could work toward converging some of these elements. 
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Problem Statement, Background, and Context of #WOCAffirmation 
For centuries before the terms Black feminist thought and intersectionality were coined, 
Black women have been challenging systems of power and oppression while still being expected 
to be “de mule uh de world” (Hurston, 2000, p. 47). Their labor has been exploited by dominant 
groups for such groups’ own political and economic gains. Even as Black women fought within 
small- to national-scale social movements, their skills, work, and contributions lingered in the 
shadows while concurrently acting as bridges for others to reach their personal freedoms. Black 
women have continuously achieved to successfully make something out of nothing for 
themselves, their family, and their communities despite the interlocking, oppressive systems of 
power they have encountered. Yet, Black women have also continuously been held at lower 
ranks of social hierarchy and portrayed from a deficit lens. As a result of being ignored and 
excluded from spaces and narratives, Black women have worked to create their own spaces, 
which today includes digital spaces like Twitter. 
How Black women engage with and experience social media platforms, particularly 
Twitter, has not been extensively studied in academic literature. Nor has much research been 
done on how their digital realities compare or contrast with their physical realities. Overall, 
Black women are under-researched in digital studies. Furthermore, studies that are undertaken 
are typically not conducted from a critical, Black feminist lens centering Black women’s lived 
experiences. Safiya Noble (2018), Safiya Noble and Brendesha Tynes (2016), Catherine Knight 
Steele (2016), and Kishonna Gray (2019) argue for the need to address the inequities that exist in 
digital spaces and to challenge the extent to which racialized and gendered practices are 
embedded in digital technologies. What this study did was use #WOCAffirmation as a means to 
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explore Black women’s overall and intragroup lived experiences on Twitter while concurrently 
exploring the organized power structures that impact Black women’s experiences. 
 Feminista Jones (2019) described the Black women’s movement on Twitter as 
“employing hashtags as meeting rooms and Twitter threads as public gathering spaces” (p. 14). 
Black women have used Twitter as a publicly accessible space to not only make personal, 
professional, academic, or financial gains for themselves, but also for their community. Black 
women have created and contributed to social movements and social change (e.g., 
#BlackLivesMatter, #SayHerName, #OscarsSoWhite, and #MeToo) and used their skills to hold 
responsible individuals accountable and demand action (e.g., #LoveForLeslieJ and 
#SurvivingRKelly). They also amplified each other (e.g., #BlackGirlMagic and 
#WOCAffirmation) as well as helped to shape the technological functions of Twitter (e.g., in 
how hashtags began to be used or the emergence of threaded tweets). However, their work and 
brilliance often go unrecognized or is exploited. As the discourse Black women generate on 
Twitter evolves into movement and challenges people’s behavior and actions, Jones (2019) 
explained “we can no longer deny the power of the Black feminist voice in reconstructing 
liberation narratives for both women and Black people” (p.14). Although #WOCAffirmation did 
not cross major platforms or generate national attention, the circumstances of its creation and its 
hashtagged discourse encompassed elements of Black feminism.  
In order to further understand the significance of choosing #WOCAffirmation, I will 
provide the context surrounding the hashtag’s creation. #WOCAffirmation emerged on October 
12, 2017 in response to #WomenBoycottTwitter. The call for the boycott surfaced in support of 
the actress Rose McGowan who was suspended from Twitter for 12 hours on October 11, 2017 
as a result of violating Twitter’s terms of service. McGowan was using Twitter to break her 
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silence about how film producer, Harvey Weinstein, sexually assaulted, harassed, and raped 
women in the entertainment industry, including herself. The actress called out Weinstein and his 
enablers for their silence, and in doing so, she tweeted personal information that resulted in her 
suspension.  
 The suspension upset McGowan and several users who drew comparisons to how other 
users violate Twitter’s terms of service, notably our current president, yet they are not faced with 
punitive actions. During the actress’s suspension, several users tweeted at Jack Dorsey, the CEO 
of Twitter, and Twitter Support questioning why they were silencing a woman using her 
platform to speak out against sexual violence and demanding Twitter to unsuspend her. A non-
Black woman, Ellis (2017), suggested a boycott on October 11, 2017. The suggestion picked up 
steam the next day, with users deciding to enact the boycott on October 13, 2017. 
 While users were preparing for and discussing #WomenBoycottTwitter, rather than going 
silent, Black women and people of color were calling for users to support women of color as 
well. Filmmaker Ava DuVernay (2017) highlighted this concern on October 12, 2017 with her 
tweet, which was “calling white women allies to recognize [the] conflict of 
#WomenBoycottTwitter for women of color who haven’t received support on similar issues.” At 
the time, it held even more weight considering that the then ESPN sports commentator Jemele 
Hill had been suspended from ESPN for 2 weeks on October 9, 2017 and was facing an increase 
of vitriolic tweets in her mentions. Rather than also receiving support from white users, it was a 
majority of Black users who tweeted #IStandWithJemele in support. 
After the boycott was announced on October 12, 2017, April Reign (2017a, 2017b, 
2017c) called for Black women and women of color to amplify each other’s voices on October 
13 with #WOCAffirmation in lieu of engaging in the boycott. #WOCAffirmation was used in 
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many different contexts, including affirming Black women and women of color for the work 
they were doing. It also explained the need for solidarity within feminism 
(#SolidarityIsForWhiteWomen; Kendall, 2017a, 2017b) while highlighting the differences 
between Black and white feminism and the importance of understanding the concept of 
intersectionality. #WOCAffirmation drew comparisons between how feminists and users bonded 
together to support Rose McGowan while not supporting Black women such as comedian Leslie 
Jones, who received a high volume of backlash from the alt-right in 2016, and Jemele Hill, who 
experienced harassment, abuse, and trolling on Twitter (Cherry, 2017). Lastly, the hashtag 
described how Black women have been revealing for years that they were not receiving support 
from Twitter about the harassment they faced (Voss, 2017a, 2017b, 2017c, 2017d). While this 
summary briefly described how the hashtag surfaced, it does not fully detail the years over which 
Black women united in order to protect and amplify each other when Twitter would not provide 
that safety for them. 
Purpose of the Study and Research Question 
The purpose of this Black feminist qualitative study was to explore how Black feminism 
is reflected on Twitter via #WOCAffirmation. It also discerned the ways in which Black 
women’s lived experiences on Twitter are impacted by power structures that were created in 
physical spaces. This study combined the use of #WOCAffirmation and semi-structured 
interviews with Black women on Twitter with the use of Black feminist thought as the 
theoretical framework to reveal how Black women engaged Twitter in ways that affirmed 
themselves and other Black women. Reflecting on the problem statement and considering the 
purpose of this study, the question that guided this research was: How does the creation of, 
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dialogue within, and engagement with #WOCAffirmation reflect the overall and intragroup lived 
experiences of Black women on Twitter? 
Overview of the Literature  
This study’s overarching themes that are relevant to #WOCAffirmation and how Black 
women experience Twitter concern Black feminist thought, public spheres, and digital Black 
feminism. Black feminist thought predicates much of the work that digital Black feminism does 
and articulates much of how Black women experience Twitter. Recognizing and understanding 
the ways systems of power and oppression have manifested historically can help one understand 
how such systems continue to be perpetuated in digital spaces and within technologies. Black 
feminist has distinguishing features and relevant core themes (e.g., work, controlling images, 
self-definition, and rethinking Black women’s activism) that helped frame the groundwork done 
by Black feminist hashtags, described why #WOCAffirmation was created, and illustrated how 
Black women experience Twitter.  
Anna Everett (2002, 2004, 2009) challenged the dominant narrative that painted Black 
users as technophobes when it came to digital technologies. She reframed how Black people 
used digital technologies and engaged with social media platforms and specifically highlighted 
the creative and ingenious ways Black women have been able to make digital technology work 
for them. Expanding on Everett’s Black technophilia, Catherine Knight Steele (2016, 2017), 
Kishonna Gray (2015), and Ashley Love (2019) outlined their definitions of digital or cyber 
Black feminism, which all draw from Black feminist histories, theorists, and Black feminist 
thought. 
Historically and currently, marginalized groups have had to create their own spaces as a 
result of exclusionary practices predominantly grounded in white supremacy (Gray, 2019; 
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Squires, 2002). Catherine Squires (2002) explains how Black folks have created their own spaces 
which are differentiated by their behavior, communicative practices, and motivations. These 
spaces can take the form of counterpublics, enclaves, and satellites. In physical spaces, churches, 
barbershops, hair salons, Black Greek lettered organizations, the front porch or stoop, and the 
kitchen table can constitute a counterpublic, enclave, or satellite. In digital spaces, these can take 
shape as hashtags, podcasts, blogs, or private Facebook groups (Brock, 2020b; Florini, 2019a; 
Jackson et al., 2020; Kuo, 2018; Steele, 2016, 2017).  
Black Twitter serves as a satellite counterpublic as defined by Brock (2020b) where 
Black users can extend their oral traditions to the digital realm and engage in conversations 
centering around Blackness. It can also serve as a space for Black users to seek and create space 
for joy and to obtain comedic relief (Brock 2020b, Lu & Steele, 2019; Monk-Payton, 2017). 
Black Twitter is also a forum to engage in cancel culture and demand accountability from 
entities who perpetuate unjust harm (Brock, 2020b; Clark, 2020). Both are these elements were 
also evident in #WOCAffirmation. 
Because of Twitter’s functionalities and algorithms, it is also a space where Black women 
are vulnerable to harm. According to Amnesty International (2018), Black women are 84% more 
likely than a white woman to be targeted, harassed, abused, and harmed. Moya Bailey and Trudy 
(Bailey, 2010; Bailey & Trudy, 2018; Trudy, 2014) attribute this hostility directed at Black 
women to misogynoir. Coined by Bailey (2010), misogynoir is anti-Black misogyny. As Trudy 
(2014) theorized misogynoir, it can be internalized intraracially as well as interracially by use of 
controlling images (Collins, 2000). How Black women experience misogynoir on Twitter is 
evident throughout discourse on Twitter in addition to how they are disproportionately harassed 
and that Black women still lack protection from the platform itself. 
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As Black women have historically moved within restricted spaces while creating their 
own space in both the physical and digital spaces (Gray, 2019), Black women have constantly 
shifted, adapted, and learned to how to make use of what was accessible to them in novel ways 
(Conley, 2017, 2018; Gray, 2015; Jackson et al., 2020; Jones, 2019; Love, 2019; Steele, 2016, 
2017). This includes how Black women have used hashtags. Hashtags are a feature on Twitter 
that were initially used to organize tweets around a singular topic (Brock, 2012; Graham & 
Smith, 2016; Sharma, 2013). Marginalized populations have been able to leverage the hashtag to 
center racial and gender injustices that had been largely overlooked by the mainstream media 
(Brock, 2012; Florini, 2014; Jackson et al., 2020; Kuo, 2018, Sharma, 2013). Hashtags can be 
used in multiple ways, such as storytelling or as activist tools (Jackson et al., 2020). Tara Conley 
(2017), Sarah Jackson (2016), and Rachel Kuo (2018) researched how Black women and other 
marginalized groups used hashtags related to Black feminism and race-related topics to elevate 
and circulate discourse; center and amplify intersectional concerns; disrupt dominant systems; 
and create, shape, self-define, and share their own narratives. One outcome of Black women 
using hashtags has been how it attracts visibility that can cross social media platforms, which 
also begets negative attention and harassment (Jackson et al., 2020; Jones, 2019; Kuo, 2018). 
Considering the context of #WOCAffirmation, it encapsulated the joys and struggles Black 
women experienced on Twitter and was an example of what hashtags can achieve.  
Overview of the Theoretical Framework 
Black feminist thought (Collins, 2000) was used as the theoretical framework to guide 
this study. Black feminist thought provides a foundation to understand how Black women 
experience and navigate their lives from a unique standpoint characterized by the oppression and 
marginalization that often occurs as a result of their race and gender. According to Collins 
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(2000), only Black women can produce and self-define their experiences to contrast how they are 
portrayed in various forms of media. Safiya Noble and Brendesha Tynes (2016) and Catherine 
Knight Steele (2016) discuss the importance of using a Black feminist lens to explore how 
technologies such as the Internet are organized and reflect systems of power and whiteness. 
Using a Black feminist lens in digital studies not only centers Black women but reveals how 
racialized and gendered practices created in the physical are embedded in the digital. The use of 
Black feminist thought as a framework along with Black feminism in qualitative inquiry as 
described by Venus Evans-Winters (2019) aligns with the goals of this study to explore Black 
women’s overall and intragroup lived experiences on Twitter as well as to demonstrate how 
interlocking systems of oppression in the physical manifest and reflect in the digital.  
Nature of the Study 
 The selected research design of this study built off the work of Venus Evans-Winters 
(2019) using Black feminism in qualitative inquiry. As this study centered around Black women, 
their standpoint, and lived experiences, this research design was preferred over other approaches 
that were created out of or shaped by whiteness. Two sets of data were collected to answer the 
research question: (a) a downsample of #WOCAffirmation tweets and (b) semi-structured 
interviews. #WOCAffirmation tweet IDs (a unique string of digits assigned to each tweet) were 
available from the Documenting the Now Project. I used their command line tool Twarc to 
translate (or hydrate) the tweet IDs into a format legible to humans. I then conducted a critical 
discourse analysis of tweets, which led to themes that informed questions for the semi-structured 
interviews. The semi-structured interviews were conducted with eight Black women who had a 
high engagement on Twitter for, at minimum, 3 years.  
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I chose a hashtag analysis and interviews based on methods used in prior studies. For 
example, Sarah Jackson (2016) who also conducted studies with Sonia Banaszczyk (Jackson & 
Banaszczyk, 2016) and Brooke Foucault Welles (Jackson & Foucault Welles, 2015, 2016) did 
hashtag analyses that stemmed from digital feminist counterpublics. Jackson and Banaszczyk 
(2016) used a discourse analysis on a 10% random sample with two feminist hashtags where 
they focused on the top tweeters using the selected hashtags. Similarly, Jackson and Foucault 
Welles (2015, 2016) did a 10% sample of specific keywords and hashtags created within digital 
counterpublics relation to social justice movements. Jackson and Foucault Welles (2015, 2016) 
first did a network analysis and discourse analysis of the most mentioned and retweeted users as 
they are more likely to lead and shape discussions regarding the keywords and hashtags. Jackson 
et al. (2018, 2020) researched how hashtags serve as counterpublics within marginalized 
populations, which were often Black women, using critical discourse analysis.  
There were also few researchers who blended methods in their studies. For example, 
Kishonna Gray (2012, 2019) combined cyber and virtual studies with ethnographic 
methodologies. Raven Maragh-Lloyd (2020a, 2020b; also see Maragh [2016, 2018]) used both 
hashtag analyses with interviews and focus groups in her studies. Blending these methods, which 
both are under-utilized in digital studies, bridges voices and participants’ lived experiences to 
digital data. Coupling critical discourse analysis with interviews provides an in-depth, critical 
examination of structural, systemic oppressions that exist in both physical and digital spaces. For 
this reason, these methods were chosen to amplify Black women’s overall and intragroup lived 
experiences on Twitter in spite of interlocking oppressions. The nature of the study will be 
discussed in greater detail in Chapter 3. 
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Significance of the Study 
 This study contributed to multiple academic fields including cultural studies, digital 
humanities, and interdisciplinary gender and ethnic studies. Stuart Hall (1992) explains how 
cultural studies reflects the “shifting ground of thought and knowledge, argument and debate 
about a society and about its own culture” (p. 11). Cultural studies pushes for new forms of 
questioning, models, perspectives, and ways of study, particularly in academic settings (Hall, 
1992). Hall (1990) further describes how cultural studies enables people to not only understand 
what is going on in different spheres, but how it also provides new “strategies for survival, and 
resources for resistance” (p. 22). Given this work within digital humanities, engaging it from a 
Black feminist lens, working with an underexplored and underrepresented population as well as 
understanding the context of how Black women use Twitter as a tool for resistance and survival, 
this study embodied these aspects of cultural studies. 
With his work in mass communication and popular culture, Hall (1989) articulates how 
cultural studies helps to understand how the media is complicit in forming of what visual and 
textual representation they reflect. Like how Collins (2000) defines controlling images, Hall 
(1989, 1992) explains how forms of media are also shaped by power and culture as well as 
resistance. When analyzing the accuracy of media representation, Hall (1989) cautions that we 
also question what was absent in these representations, particularly in what was absent about 
race—what was silent, what was invisible, and what was not there. Part of what Black women’s 
engagement on Twitter accomplishes is how they use this media as a form of resistance, which 
therefore works to reconstruct the dominant visual and textual representation of Black women 
(Hall, 1989).  
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Although the field of digital humanities has existed for decades, research related to social 
media and social networking sites is relatively new given that such sites are a relatively recent 
phenomenon. Recent research has examined hashtags as social movements and counterpublics 
(Jackson, 2016; Jackson & Banaszczyk, 2016; Jackson & Foucault Welles, 2015, 2016; Jackson 
et al., 2018, 2020; Kuo, 2018), Black Twitter and communicative practices such as Black oral 
traditions (Brock, 2012, 2020b; Clark, 2014; Florini, 2014, 2019a, 2019b; Maragh, 2018; 
Sharma, 2013), Black digital experiences, digital culture, and digital technologies (Benjamin, 
2019; Brock, 2020b; Noble, 2018; Noble & Tynes, 2016; McIlwain, 2019), digital and cyber 
Black feminism and Black feminist hashtags (Conley, 2017, 2018; Everett, 2002, 2004, 2009; 
Gray, 2015; Love, 2019; Maragh, 2016; Maragh-Lloyd, 2020a, 2020b; Onwuachi-Willig, 2018; 
Sobande, 2020; Steele, 2016, 2017, 2019) and misogynoir (Bailey & Trudy; 2018; Clark, 2020; 
Trudy, 2014). Drawing on these works, this study focused on how Black women’s online 
experiences contribute to how Black women create space in the digital, affirm their and other 
Black women’s identities, and resist and challenge misogynoir.  
This study centered and amplified Black women, their lived experiences, and their 
ingenious contributions to digital cultures, which are often erased from academic, mainstream, 
and popular narratives. In addition to being erased, it is also important to understand how Black 
women have been and continue to be pushed out of dominant spaces. In the process, Black 
women have gained unique technological skills as a result of the exclusion, which is evident in 
how Black women have used Twitter. While technologies are often considered to be created out 
of whiteness and certainly for whiteness (Brock, 2020b; Gray, 2012, 2015, 2016, 2019; Noble, 
2018; Noble & Tynes, 2016; Steele, 2019), this study countered such narratives by defending 
how Black women are technophiles as described by Brock (2020b) and Everett (2002, 2009).  
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The research design and findings added to the body of existing research on understanding 
how an underexplored population, Black women, experience a specific platform, Twitter, by 
combining methods of a critical discourse analysis of #WOCAffirmation and semi-structured 
interviews as well as engaging in this work from a Black feminist lens. Within this exploration, I 
sought to better understand how Black women have successfully used their strengths to make 
Twitter work for them despite the oppression that underlies their digital experiences. Therefore, 
this research addressed the misogynoir Black women continue to experience on Twitter, while 
also focusing on the joys, accomplishments, and creativity of Black women enabled by the 
platform.  
Potential implications from this research could enact changes in attitudes, behaviors, and 
policies in digital spaces and academia. This research could encourage social media platform 
administrators to support Black women who are disproportionately targeted in online attacks, 
trolling, abuse, and harassment stemming from misogynoir. Furthermore, it emphasizes how 
Black women should be compensated for their content that is often stolen or exploited by 
companies and networks. In higher education, there could be a change in how Black feminist 
epistemologies and methodologies are taught and how Black women are cited in research and 
syllabi. Lastly, this study could encourage others to consider developing an ethics of care when 
engaging with their research that goes beyond the Institutional Review Board’s guidelines. 
Assumptions, Limitations, and Delimitations of the Study 
 Assumptions present in this study included that given the inclusion criteria, which were 
in alignment with the research question and theoretical framework, that collaborators had similar 
overall and intragroup lived experiences on Twitter. Additionally, although collaborators were 
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compensated for their involvement with the study, I did not expect that the compensation 
influenced their participation nor their responses.  
Limitations included how although all collaborators met the inclusion criteria, given the 
nature of the recruitment flyer’s circulation within the academic sphere of Twitter, it was not 
unexpected that all of the collaborators were college-educated. An additional limitation was that 
not all of the #WOCAffirmation tweets issued on the day I focused on, October 13, 2017, were 
available from the data set I used. Moreover, based on my own participatory engagement with 
the hashtag, I am aware that there was dialogue surrounding both #WomenBoycottTwitter and 
#WOCAffirmation that were not hashtagged and thus were not captured by this analysis.  
One delimitation in this study was how although this study could lean into information, 
communications, and technology fields, I limited the scope of this study to Black feminism as 
Black women's lived experiences were the primary focus. Additionally, a delimitation in this 
study was that it explored Black women’s lived experiences situated in the Global North, 
specifically in the United States. 
Chapter Summary  
This chapter provided a brief overview of the background of the study. Black women are 
an under-researched population in the growing body of research surrounding social networking 
sites such as Twitter. Therefore, it is necessary to explore and gain an in-depth understanding of 
what Black women’s lived experiences are like on Twitter and how Black feminism can manifest 
in such an environment. Using Black feminist thought as the theoretical framework and 
understanding the significance of public spheres as well as digital technologies, this study 
explored how interlocking and systemic oppressions shape and impact how Black women use 
Twitter for the benefit of themselves and Black women in general.  
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For the remaining format of the study, the contents of the following chapters are as 
follows. Chapter 2 will review relevant literature related to the study’s focus. Chapter 3 details 
the methodology and research design. The findings are presented in Chapter 4 where the 




 The goal of Chapter 2 is to discuss the literature relevant to answering the research 
question: how does the creation of, dialogue within, and engagement with #WOCAffirmation 
reflect the overall and intragroup lived experiences of Black women on Twitter? First, I discuss 
how I identified relevant literature and then shift to reviewing the literature by topics in order to 
understand the research question. Then I review the methodological literature that informed this 
study concluding with how this study will address gaps in the literature. 
Identification of Relevant Literature 
 Below, I describe the approaches used to identify literature related to understanding 
Black feminism and social media. Most of the literature I reference related to foundational 
theories and concepts came from sources I already had access to. For example, I possess either a 
physical and electronic version of texts such as Collins (2000), Collins and Bilge (2016), The 
Combahee River Collective (2015) statement, Cooper (2016), and Crenshaw (1989, 1991). For 
literature where I previously heard or read about or someone offered a reference for me at one 
point, such as Barbara Christian (1987) or Chakravartty et al. (2018), I searched the author or 
title in the University of Nevada, Las Vegas (UNLV) library database where the reference was 
available. After seeing a retweet of Venus Evans-Winters cross my timeline, I remembered her 
work from a previous conference and researched her texts through the UNLV library database 
and her personal website. 
In order to locate relevant literature related to social media, I had to engage in various, 
partly non-traditional research methods. Although there is research about Twitter and digital 
social movements available, I was specifically looking for research about how Black women 
navigate and engage with Twitter. Beginning this graduate program, it was difficult for me to 
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locate literature using databases. My searches using the library databases included various 
combinations of the following terms: Twitter, social movements, digital feminism, Black digital 
feminism, Black feminism, Black women, intersectionality, social media, (#)MeToo, 
(#)WOCAffirmation, hashtags, feminist hashtags, Black feminist hashtags, and critical discourse 
analysis among others. Databases I searched included Academic Search Premier (see Table A-1 
in Appendix A), Communications and Mass Media Complete (ERIC) (see Table A-2), and 
UNLV Quick Search (see Table A-3). My inclusion criteria consisted of articles that centered: 
Black women, Black women in digital spaces, a Black feminist lens, intersectional analysis, and 
authors who were Black women or scholars of color. If the research related to whiteness or 
focused too much on the physical life rather than digital, I excluded it. For example, several 
articles exploring #SayHerName or #MeToo relate the hashtag to gendered or sexual violence 
rather than centering the digital labor, impact, and reach of the hashtag. Most of the located 
references were found via UNLV Quick Search.  
My first significant introduction to digital Black feminism was discovering a lecture by 
Catherine Knight Steele during spring 2018. I found the lecture after searching “digital Black 
feminism” on Google. I had already done this multiple times to see what hits it would up, 
however, spring 2018 was the first time the search retrieved meaningful content. While watching 
her lecture, I pulled references Steele made to other scholars and concepts, which was what I had 
also done for future listenings with other scholars. While researching who Steele was, I 
discovered the University of Maryland’s African American History, Culture, and Digital 
Humanities (AADHum) Initiative, which was hosting a conference (titled “Intentionally Digital, 
Intentionally Black”) in fall 2018. Once I attended the AADHum conference, I was introduced to 
many researchers of color who were working in the digital humanities field as well as additional 
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resources that I could use, such as the Documenting the Now project, which archives hashtags 
and offers a public catalog of tweet IDs including #WOCAffirmation. A majority of the 
presenters made an intentional, conscious effort to amplify those who they referenced during 
their presentations, which also enabled me to research more scholars of whom I was not initially 
aware of. 
 Because I was not as successful in finding literature in databases using a range of key 
words, I specifically located articles written by the scholars I met at the conference by typing 
their names in the database search. From their articles, I discovered more concepts and pulled the 
articles for the concepts from the article’s references. As a result of finding a few prominent 
scholars in the digital humanities and information and communications technology field and 
searching the sources they referenced, I was able to grow my literature rather than primarily 
relying on search results from the library databases. It felt as if the conference introduced me to a 
tightly clustered, satellite network of researchers who referenced each other, similar to the 
engagement of Black users on Black Twitter itself.  
By following these researchers on Twitter, I was further introduced to other researchers 
and sources via their retweets. Part of encountering these retweets also exposed me to additional 
conferences and national organizations. After researching conferences and their programming, I 
followed the users hosting workshops I was interested in as well as the conference hashtag since 
attendees would often live-tweet presentations. Lastly, as a result of following these researchers, 
I was also able to witness conversations between them about hashtags and methodologies, for 
example, which also furthered my understanding of my research interests. 
I also searched each researcher’s website for their curriculum vitae (CV). I combed 
through their CV to find any publications that were not retrieved from databases when I searched 
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their name. Similarly, I searched for organizations who hosted researchers’ recorded lectures. 
That was how I found organizations such as the Berkman Klein Center for Internet and Society 
at Harvard University and joined their Race Technology Media list serve. From each researcher’s 
CV, I similarly discovered and joined professional organizations they were members of, which 
gave me access to another pool of resources mainly via newsletters or conference programs.  
These non-traditional means stemmed from my difficulty locating literature, particularly 
research published by people of color. This highlights the issue of the politics of citation and the 
discussion around what gets credentialed as knowledge. This issue has been studied by scholars 
such as Chakaravartty et al. (2018), Collins (2000), and Christian (1987). Although Chakravartty 
et al. (2018) specifically researched communication journals, which was also from where the 
majority of my peer-reviewed articles stem, I would argue their findings would mirror numerous 
academic fields—namely that there was a substantial absence of non-white scholars’ in journal 
publications. Part of their findings included how white authors cite other white authors at a 
higher rate and how non-white first authors are cited at significantly lower rates than their white 
counterparts. This creates an unequal circulation of work, reduction of visibility and attention of 
the knowledge produced by scholars of color and limits the range of citational choice 
(Chakravartty et al., 2018). As white scholars have a greater chance of being cited due to their 
larger volume of publications, this citational segregation further exacerbates disparities “by the 
racialized and gendered foundation of a White- and masculine-dominated field” (Chakravartty et 
al., 2018, p. 260‒261). This contributes to distributing institutionalized whiteness and 
reproducing a hierarchy of visibility, academic hegemony, and value that excludes Black 
women’s research and ideas (Christian, 1987; Collins, 2000).  
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In addition to the difficulty of locating literature that met my inclusion criteria, such as 
prioritizing Black women and scholars of color, I recognize not all my included literature stem 
from traditional, academic sources of knowledge. Part of my personal academic praxis includes 
citing non-academic discourse like tweets, blogs, GitHub pages, keynote lectures, or recorded 
symposiums. One reason I do this is because of the exclusionary, gatekeeping tactics of 
academic research. As Collins (2000) explains, “Black women have long produced knowledge 
claims that contested those advanced by elite White men. But because Black women have been 
denied positions of authority, they often relied on alternative knowledge validation processes to 
generate competing knowledge claims” (p. 254). I also found that publishing in peer-reviewed 
journals is behind the curve in the time it takes to publish an article thus are not always readily 
available compared to what content and analyses individual users can compose and instantly 
share via tweets, blogs, or streamed keynotes and lectures. Additionally, although some authors 
and creators are not traditional academics, their lived experiences speak to the credibility they 
bring (Collins, 2000; Evans-Winters, 2019). As I seek to not exploit marginalized populations for 
their labor and intellect but rather honor and credit them, it is paramount for me to cite them 
despite not being published in traditional academic sources. As UNLV’s digital scholarship 
librarian Thomas Padilla (2019) tweeted, “It is perfectly fine to cite things that are not articles or 
books to support a serious argument…Seek out their traces where you can. Cite them.”  
As this research is in a newer, emerging field and the scholars I am citing are from 
marginalized populations, I argue I have still conducted a robust search to locate and review 
literature that meets my inclusion criteria and supports my research question. I have also read 
additional literature not cited in order to understand new concepts related to digital humanities. 
Additionally, as a newer field of academic research, most of the literature and sources I found 
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were published within the last 4 to 5 years. Although I initially thought that the research did not 
exist, it was more so that the research was not published yet in addition to me originally not 
knowing the digital humanist scholars who shared my research interests. Overall and importantly 
to me, the majority of literature I reference is from Black women or other scholars of color.  
Overview of Literature on Relevant Topics 
 In order to discuss the creation and significance of #WOCAffirmation, I will review the 
following literature. First, I will review the history of intersectionality and detail Black feminist 
thought. While explaining the elements of Black feminist thought, I will introduce 
intersectionality and later draw parallels to how hashtags introduce readers to “the intersectional 
nature of Black women’s oppression” (Jackson et al., 2020, p. 62) that exist in physical and 
digital spaces. Then I will shift to reviewing digital Black feminism. Additionally, I will discuss 
the significance of public spheres, Black Twitter, and misogynoir, and conclude with discussing 
Black feminist hashtags including #WOCAffirmation. These areas of literature will contribute to 
understanding why #WOCAffirmation was created and how it relates to how Black women 
experience Twitter. 
In order to explain how systems of power and oppression shape how Black women claim 
space in digital locations, I will give a brief genealogy of intersectionality. I will also provide an 
overview of how Black women have historically communicated using various forms of media 
thus highlighting centuries of Black women’s political and intellectual labor. It is important to 
note that this is not an exhaustive inclusion of those who engaged with theorizing Black 
feminism and Black feminist traditions. Furthermore, it should be noted the scope of this 
literature review is limited to research that is situated in the Global North and is related to the 
U.S. experience.  
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A Genealogy of Intersectionality 
 Kimberlé Crenshaw (1989, 1991), who is credited with coining the term intersectionality 
in 1989, built upon the work that Black women had been doing for centuries. For example, Anna 
Julia Cooper laid the foundation for the concept of Black feminism and intersectionality with her 
1892 book, A Voice from the South (Cooper, 2016). Vivian May (2012) described Cooper’s book 
as “the first book-length example of black feminist theory in the US” (May, 2012, p. 61). Cooper 
developed an intersectional framework of how Black women’s social identities, primarily Black 
and female, cannot be considered in isolation, but rather as interdependent of each other (Jackson 
et al., 2020; Nash, 2019). In 1969, Frances Beal (2008) introduced the term “double jeopardy” to 
the Black feminist conversation, which emphasized how race and gender compound as “double 
discrimination” for Black women juxtaposed with Black men and white women. Deborah King’s 
(1988) concept of “multiple jeopardy” expanded upon Beal’s concept of double jeopardy by 
including class inequality as a third layer of oppression that further compounds the 
discriminatory effects of race and gender. 
The Combahee River Collective (2015) continued to theorize how systems of power 
within racism, sexism, homophobia, and capitalism simultaneously impact Black women in an 
interlocking way. In other words, Black women cannot escape the simultaneous oppression they 
face as a result of each of those forces. The Collective was the first to use “interlocking” (p. 13) 
to describe the nature of multiple oppressive forces of intersectionality. Audre Lorde (1984) 
similarly argues that “there is no such thing as a single-issue struggle because we do not live 
single-issue lives” (p. 138). Crenshaw (1989) provided a metaphor of how Black women are 
impacted at the intersection of both race and gender rather than considering how the law 
addressed racial and gender discrimination in isolation. This metaphor exemplified her argument 
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regarding legal ramifications in the workforce of companies who hired Black men and white 
women resulting in the invisibility of Black women. Patricia Hill Collins (2000) later expands on 
the political and intellectual aspect of intersectionality by introducing the concept of the matrix 
of domination. While intersectionality describes the nature of interlocking oppression, the matrix 
of domination details how the intersecting oppressions are structurally organized. These 
structures are outlined in the following four domains: structural, disciplinary, hegemonic, and 
interpersonal (Collins, 2000). 
A Historical Overview of Black Women’s Communicative Practices 
 For centuries, Black women have used the communication tools and technologies 
available to them to address structural inequities they faced as a result of intersectionality. Part of 
Black women’s digital engagement is directly informed by the historical legacies of Black 
feminists via their visual, textual, and oral narratives (Board, 2020). In the 1830s, one of the first 
women to publicly speak on Black women’s rights and abolition was Maria W. Stewart. Stewart 
delivered four speeches during a time when it was taboo for a Black person, particularly a Black 
woman, to speak in public (Richardson, 1987). Stewart also fought against negative portrayals of 
Black women, challenged Black women to create “self-definitions of self-reliance and 
independence” (Collins, 2000, p. 1), and encouraged them to foster relationships with each other 
in ways that would provide space for their activism (Collins, 2000). About 20 years later, 
Sojourner Truth deconstructed the idea, standards, and assumptions of womanhood and 
femininity based on her lived experiences with her reported “Ain’t I a Woman?” speech, which 
was delivered at the women’s rights convention in Akron, Ohio (Collins, 2000). Components of 
her reported speech not only demonstrate how she engaged in self-definition, but how she 
challenged controlling images from an intersectional analysis.  
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At the turn of the century, Black women continued to use their communicative and 
technological skills gained out of exclusionary and oppressive acts to foster their activist work 
and have their voices be heard. Ida B. Wells-Barnett, for example, composed publications that 
argued against Black women’s inferior position in society, championed for Black women to self-
define who they are, noted the power of education, and introduced investigative journalism 
(Collins, 2000; Wells-Barnett & Harris, 1991). Lastly, Black women merged the arts along with 
in-/formal intellect with activism (Collins, 2000; Franklin & Collier-Thomas, 2001). Black 
women were able to comment on Black life and convey their own narratives through forms of 
communications that are traditional and meaningful to Black folks such as literature, poetry, 
essays and music. This form of communication was also a form of resistance, which helped 
Black women build solidarity with each other and within the Black community (Collins, 2000). 
Black Feminist Thought 
 Black feminist thought is characterized by the sets of knowledge Black women possess as 
a result of their lived experiences and standpoint at the intersection of race, gender, class, and 
sexual orientation among other identities. Black women’s social identities shaped their individual 
and collective consciousness, self-definition, and actions (Collins, 2000). Collins further 
describes how Black feminist thought is action-oriented as “historically oppressed groups aim to 
find ways to escape from, survive in, and/ or oppose prevailing social and economic injustice” 
(p. 9). In other words, Black women try to use the unique forms of knowledge they acquire based 
on their experiences and standpoint to liberate themselves. In this section, I will discuss the 
suppression of Black women’s intellectual knowledge and ways to reframe digital content 
produced by Black women as intellectual knowledge. In addition, I will briefly outline the six 
distinguishing features of Black feminist thought and how it is relevant to Black feminist 
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hashtags and Black women’s lived experiences. I will conclude by identifying the relevant core 
themes of Black feminist thought in relation to #WOCAffirmation. 
The Politics of Black Feminist Thought 
 Collins (2000) provides a history of how Black feminist thought existed prior to her 
naming it. Elements within this history further demonstrate how oppressive practices in the 
digital reflect how these forms of oppressions were created and enacted in the physical. Collins 
questions why Black women’s historical intellectual tradition and activism have remained 
virtually invisible for centuries. She assesses that such suppression of intellectual knowledge was 
not coincidental. Still, despite white male institution’s attempts at suppressing the knowledge 
Black women produced in order to maintain the invisibility of Black women and perpetuate 
social inequities, Black women have been successful in producing knowledge. The ways that 
Black women have created alternative methods to produce and validate knowledge is also 
exemplified in how they navigate and use digital platforms including Twitter. 
Developing Black Feminist Thought  
Collins (2000) begins explaining developing Black feminist thought and Black feminist 
epistemology by valuing Black women’s intellect and knowledge production. Collins offers 
multiple methods to reclaim Black feminist intellectual traditions. These methods include 
discovering, reinterpreting, and analyzing the work of Black women thinkers including those 
who have been silenced. Additionally, reclaiming Black feminist intellectual traditions entails 
reinterpreting their work with new theoretical frameworks.  
One way of reinterpreting and analyzing Black women’s work is considering how Black 
women use Twitter to reframe the idea of who is considered an intellectual. As Collins stated, 
“[Black women] may be highly educated. Many are not” (p. 14). While some studies estimate 
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that approximately 42% of adult Twitter users (i.e., those 18 years or older) have at least a 
bachelor’s degree (Wojcik & Hughes, 2019), one cannot always determine a user’s education 
level based on their Twitter profile. Still, analysts should not be quick to dismiss Twitter content 
as being non-intellectual because it is published on a social media platform. Nor should Twitter 
content be dismissed on the basis of the user’s race, gender, or education level. Jessica Marie 
Johnson (2013) explains how content on the Internet is not always considered to be credible, 
credentialed, intellectual, or serious work. As a result, those producing digital content from 
marginalized groups (e.g., Black-, queer-, women of color), where the Internet is one of the few 
places they can publish their thoughts, opinions, and work, can be further oppressed, silenced, or 
exploited for their labor and intellect (Johnson, 2013).  
Six Distinguishing Features 
 Collins (2000) outlines six distinguishing features of Black feminist thought whose 
convergence provides a common ground of why Black feminist thought exists. Firstly, Collins 
describes how intersecting oppressions produces commonalities among Black women. However, 
the second distinguishing feature describes that although Black women experience similar 
challenges as a collective, individually, their experiences with those challenges may differ. 
Given that Black women are not monolithic, their knowledge and ideas that are produced from 
similar challenges are diverse. This is often evident in opinions shared while live-tweeting 
Scandal (Rhimes et al., 2012-2018) or Insecure (Rae et al., 20116-present), or the embracing of 
#BlackGirlMagic where there are differing opinions of which girls are considered Black and 
what constitutes magic. 
The third distinguishing feature describes the connection between Black women’s 
oppressed experiences that leads to resistance. Hashtags such as #SayHerName, 
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#LoveForLeslieJ, #IStandWithJemele, and #WOCAffirmation demonstrate how Black women’s 
historical experiences with oppression can transform into forms of activism. The next feature 
“concerns the essential contributions of African-American women intellectuals” (Collins, 2000, 
p. 33). Because of Black women’s standpoint and experience with misogynoir on Twitter, users 
including Shafiqah Hudson, Sydette Harry (2014), and I-Nasah Crockett (2014) were able to 
investigate and identify trolling accounts and bots disguised as Black women (Hampton, 2019). 
Hudson called on Black women users to engage the hashtag #YourSlipIsShowing (a southern 
saying referring to “something that’s meant to be concealed but is, embarrassing, on full display” 
[Hampton, 2019, para. 7]) to out such accounts followed up with reporting and blocking them 
(Hampton, 2019). Their investigative, intellectual work later revealed that they inherently 
identified a large body of alt-right users who were being radicalized online, which later served 
political consequences in the United States (Hampton, 2019).  
Understanding that “neither Black feminist thought as a critical social theory nor Black 
feminist practice can be static” (Collins, 2000, p. 39) but evolves as society changes is the fifth 
distinguishing feature. Knowledge, practices, and analyses must change along with social 
conditions. These changes have been evident over the last years evident with cancel culture 
(Clark, 2021). #MeToo is an example of a Black feminist hashtag to exemplify demanding 
accountability for sexual abuse and sexual harassment in numerous industries for actions 
previously considered harmless to some (Park, 2017). The final distinguishing feature of Black 
feminist thought revolves around the relationship it has to other projects for social justice. Black 
women’s political involvement as a means for human empowerment has recently been evident 
on Twitter by highlighting Black women’s local, state, and national voting turnout (Blain, 2020). 
As Black women continue to not only outvote other demographics and vote in diverse 
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candidates, Catherine Knight Steele described how although Black women tend to vote “for the 
greater good” (Steele, 2019, 00:07:38) and saw through the 2016 U.S. presidential election 
interference, the Democratic Party continues to focus its attention on white, working-class men 
(Steele, 2019).  
These six features provide the political and intellectual context for understanding Black 
feminist thought. These features (a) demonstrate how Black feminist thought is reflected in 
Black feminist hashtags including the creation of and engagement with #WOCAffirmation and 
(b) describe how Black women experience Twitter. 
Relevant Core Themes 
 Collins (2000) outlines seven core themes in Black feminist thought that reflect the 
political contexts collectively impacting Black women and characterizing their knowledge, 
production, and standpoint. For the purpose of this study, I will discuss the four core themes that 
are relevant to #WOCAffirmation and how Black women experience Twitter. These include: (a) 
analyzing Black women’s work and labor, (b) controlling images, (c) the power of self-
definition, and (d) rethinking Black women’s activism. While discussing the chosen four core 
themes, I will demonstrate how oppressive structures in the physical also manifest in digital 
spaces.   
Work. Collins (2000) draws from Zora Neale Hurston’s (2000) Their Eyes were 
Watching God to introduce the metaphor of Black women being the mules of the world—
dehumanized, living machines producing exploitive labor in a capitalistic, political economy. 
Given the historical context of how enslaved Black women’s labor was exploited for economic 
and political gains, aspects of how Black women navigate work in various spaces and forms of 
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exploitation continue to exist today. One aspect Collins discusses is Barbara Omolade’s (1994) 
framework, which describes the relationship between Black women in professional spaces.  
In part, the framework explores the “mammification” of Black women professionals, 
namely how “Black women professionals are expected to fix systems which are in crisis due to 
underfunding, infrastructure deterioration, and demoralized staffs” (Collins, 2000, p. 65). An 
example of this is when Mikki Kendall created #NotYourMule in response to the backlash 
Oscars Academy Award host, Chris Rock, and April Reign, creator of #OscarsSoWhite, received 
from Latinx Twitter about the lack of Latinx representation during the 2016 Oscars ceremony 
(Gutierrez, 2020; Kendall, 2016a, 2016b). In this instance, Kendall explained how groups do not 
move in solidarity with the Black community yet seek to reap the benefits of their labor, 
sacrifice, risk, and activism (Gutierrez, 2020; Kendall, 2016a, 2016b). Additionally, the amount 
of content that gets stolen from Black women on Twitter and other social media sites that 
influencers, journalists, and corporations profit off of also contribute to Collins’s (2000) framing 
of work as well as misogynoir (Bailey & Trudy, 2018; Chen, 2020; Frier, 2021; Grace et al., 
2017; Jones, 2019; Rosenblatt, 2021). 
Controlling Imagery. Controlling how Black women are portrayed in society is an 
additional core theme in Black feminist thought. Controlling images, such as the stereotypical 
mammy, matriarch, welfare queen, jezebel, or sapphire, are used to justify Black women’s 
oppression and reinforce power structures. These forms of controlling imagery, which have a 
common underlying theme of sexuality, not only perpetuate oppressive narratives about Black 
women but are used to keep Black women in their low status within the social hierarchy. 
Schools, mass media, government agencies, and the Internet are a few sites where controlling 
images are reproduced and reinforced (Collins, 2000). Black women are subjected to negative 
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portrayals of themselves in the media and in digital spaces. Although Black women work to 
dismantle controlling images, go against respectability politics, and work to take ownership of 
their bodies and sexuality, Black women are still subjected to critique. An example of this 
includes the discourse on Twitter surrounding Cardi B and Megan Thee Stallion (2020) in 
reference to their lyrics and music video to their song, WAP, in the summer of 2020. While hip-
hop feminism (Morgan, 1999) and a Black feminist lens would argue that Cardi B and Megan 
Thee Stallion created space for Black women to “imagine their bodies and sexualities outside the 
purview of a white supremacist heteropatriarchy” (Brown & Turner, 2020, para. 19), controlling 
images such as the jezebel and sapphire were invoked in response to the song. 
Self-Definition. Resisting, rejecting, and challenging oppressive power structures (e.g., 
controlling imagery) leads to Collins’s (2000) core theme of Black women finding their voice to 
express their self-defined standpoint. She explains how “self-definition is the quest to move from 
silence to language to individual and group action” (Collins, 2000, p. 120). Collins argues that 
finding their voice is essential to the survival of being Black. Additionally, finding spaces to 
move toward individual and group action is needed for Black women to self-define their 
consciousness and name their own reality.  
Given the impact of power in public and private spaces, Black women found needed 
social spaces for safe discourse to resist dominant ideologies and objectification as the Other as 
well as countering controlling imagery (Collins, 2000). These spaces included extended family 
networks, Black community organizations, and churches granted while acknowledging that these 
were some of the same spaces that “also perpetuated racist, sexist, elitist, and homophobic 
ideologies” (Collins, 2000, p. 101). The spaces and ways in which Black women could build 
their individual and collective voices included: Black women’s relationships with each other 
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(e.g., friendships or family interactions), formal organizational ties (e.g., Black women 
organizations or the church), and affirming relationships among Black women (Collins, 2000). 
The need for community between Black women also manifests in digital spaces. On Twitter, 
Black women who may be strangers still band together to recognize the need to value Black 
womanhood during events such as #SolidarityIsForWhiteWomen, #YourSlipIsShowing, or 
#LoveForLeslieJ.  
Black Women’s Activism. Collins (2000) describes how Black women have collectively 
resisted forms of power and intersecting oppressions. Collins (2000) introduces the matrix of 
domination to demonstrate how intersecting oppressions are organized. The matrix of 
domination is organized by four domains of power categorized as structural, disciplinary, 
hegemonic, and interpersonal and are “sites where oppressions of race, class, gender, sexuality, 
and nation mutually construct one another” (p. 203). This matrix illustrates how Black women’s 
activism must concurrently address more than one oppression. Black women’s activism has 
occurred in two dimensions. In one dimension, Black women work to create spheres of influence 
and resistance within the existing social structure. In the second dimension, Black women work 
to transform institutions by changing discriminatory policies and procedures within various 
systems. These movements are also reflected on Twitter in how Black users engage in dialogue 
in various networked public spheres and use hashtags, such as #SayHerName, #OscarsSoWhite, 
or #MeToo, to demand systemic changes and changes to the platform itself. 
Intersectionality 
 Intersectionality is an analytical framework that examines how systems of power and 
oppression are interlocking in reference to one’s identity. Crenshaw (1989) exposes how using a 
single-axis framework “erases Black women in the conceptualization, identification and 
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remediation of race and sex discrimination by limiting inquiry to the experiences of otherwise-
privileged members of the group” (p. 140). As Collins and Bilge (2016) explain, people’s lives 
and the organization of power are not shaped by a single axis (gender or race or class, 
singularly), but rather multiple axes that influence each other and work together (gender and race 
and class). Black women’s livelihood and the organization of power surrounding it are not 
shaped by their Blackness nor womanhood but by being both Black and a woman. Where 
“Black” tends to be credited to maleness and “woman” is equated to whiteness, Black women are 
erased and rendered invisible at the intersection of race and gender. 
As I have described how Black feminism is expressed in physical space, I will next 
discuss how Black women navigate digital spaces and how Black feminist practices are reflected 
in digital spaces. 
Digital Black Feminism 
 Drawing from the historical context of Black feminists’ intellectual labor and from 
traditional media to digital media, Black women have consistently used mediated technologies to 
organize, mobilize, and create narratives that demand the attention of other groups (Board, 2020; 
Jackson et al., 2020). Anna Everett (2002) described the myth of what she named technophobes, 
where Black folks were presumed to be non-participants “in the incipient technosphere,” (p. 132) 
and faced a “black intellectual lag,” (p. 133) in regard to technology. In response to this myth, 
Everett (2002; 2009) theorized Black technophilia meaning Black folks actually “have a natural 
affinity for the Internet and digital media” (Brock, 2020b, p. 5). Specifically, while characterized 
as “under-class” and the “have-nots” of the information economy, Everett (2002, 2004) details 
how “black women made ingenious uses of the new technology to further their own community 
uplift agendas” (Everett, 2002, p. 131). She shared an example of how Black women combined 
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traditional grassroots organizing strategies with available technologies to organize, market, and 
mobilize for the low-profile 1997 Million Woman March in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. Black 
women “found a way around this limitation [of the digital divide] and…enacted their stealth 
cyberwomanist activism by using the master’s tools to tear down barriers to mass publicity for 
their cause” (Everett, 2004, p. 1282). 
As I engage in researchers’ work about digital Black feminism and await forthcoming 
publications, my definition of digital Black feminism encapsulates the historical foundation Love 
(2019) provides along with her explanation of what digital Black feminism does. My definition 
also entails Gray’s (2015) and Steele’s (2016, 2017, 2019) theoretical grounding with 
components of Black feminist thought. In short, I would define digital Black feminism similar to 
Steele, namely, it is how the elements of Black feminist thought translates to and shows up in the 
digital form in reference to the work Black women do in digital spaces and the engagement 
Black women have with the platform and others, particularly with other Black women. 
Love (2019) contributed to my understanding by bridging Black feminist elements to the 
digital. She explains how digital Black feminism “challenges popular culture, current events, and 
politics to address critical issues in the Black community at local and global levels” (Love, 2019, 
p. 54). Digital Black feminism also highlights counternarratives and creates spaces for Black 
women to engage in conversations centering Black women and girls, especially in spaces that 
were not traditionally constructed for them—an aspect that is iterated throughout explanations of 
digital Black feminism. Digital Black feminism also emphasizes the importance for Black 
women to organize, mobilize, and lead movements for themselves, their community, and at the 
local and potentially global level. Lastly, considering social media sites being sites of teaching 
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and learning as well as Black women being sources and producers of knowledge, digital Black 
feminism also expands on the idea of access to public educational spaces.  
With her research on video games and gaming culture, Kishonna Gray (2015) builds her 
definition of Black cyberfeminism overlapping with cyberfeminism and technofeminism. Gray 
also includes tenets of Collins’s (2000) work—primarily “(a) self-definition and self-evaluation, 
(b) the interlocking nature of oppression, (c) the embrace of intellectual thought and political 
activism, and (d) the importance of culture” (p. 181). Shifting to how Black feminism reflects in 
digital spaces, Gray identified three themes as part of her Black cyberfeminist framework in how 
it: (a) explores social, techno-structural nature of oppression, (b) interrogates intersecting 
oppressions experienced in digital technology spaces, and (c) examines the distinctness of the 
digital feminist community influenced by historical patterns. Elements of three themes relate 
back to Collins’s core themes, such as how Black women find and create their own spaces in 
relation to self-defining and controlling their content, activism, confronting and working to 
dismantle interlocking structures of domination and intersecting oppressions, and move within 
two dimensions to engage in their digital activist work.  
Catherine Knight Steele described her definition of digital Black feminism as “the 
moment of Black feminist thought shaped by the relationship of Black feminist thinkers to digital 
technology” (Stringfield, 2020, para. 4). Steele drew from Patricia Hill Collins’s (2000) matrix 
of domination, Joan Morgan’s hip-hop feminism (1999), and Anna Everett’s (2009) Black 
technophilia to build her analytical framework of Black feminist technoculture (Steele, 2019). 
Steele defined Black feminist technoculture by describing the historical relationship between 
Black women and technology as well as challenging the definition of technology itself (Steele, 
2019). As a part of how Tonia Sutherland (2017) defined archival amnesty as how American 
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archivists neglect to document violence against marginalized groups, this is also true to how 
Black women as users and creators of technology during enslavement and beyond were excluded 
from the dominant narrative about their understanding and use of technology – an intentional 
practice of erasure (Steele, 2019). Therefore, this perpetuates the idea that white men are those 
responsible for technological innovation and dominant inhibitors of digital spaces. While Black 
women as users and creators of technology have been systemically erased from the dominant 
narrative, Black digital practices have now become “hypervisible to mainstream white culture 
and the world through positive, negative, and political performances of Black cultural aesthetics 
and…social media activism” (Brock, 2020b, p. 17).  
Steele continued to elaborate on how Black women developed their technological skills. 
Beginning with enslavement, Black women were placed in a unique, social position to develop 
tools and technologies as a form of resistance, entrepreneurship, and survival. These skills were 
gained and continue to be used as a result of being excluded from traditional points of entry. 
Rather than working from a deficit perspective of Black women’s technological skills as 
devalued or low-skilled, Steele argued the need to reframe the definition of technology and 
technological skills considering how Black women maximized their relationship with 
technology.  
Steele explains that “Black feminist technoculture presents a lens through which we can 
better understand the possibilities of digital technology that sever the cord from white 
supremacists and patriarchal origins of a technology that we use and study every day” (Steele, 
2019, 00:26:33). These aspects of technology and how technology is related to whiteness relates 
back to Collins’s core theme of work and labor in how although Black women were integrated 
yet exploited and excluded in economic and political labor, their work was considered non- 
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intellectual by the dominant group. Steele concluded by listing five rhetorical moves that Black 
feminist bloggers initially used prior to how the moves exist on Twitter as Black women shift 
from the traditional sense of Black feminism to digital Black feminism: “(a) (prioritization of ) 
agency, (b) (reclaim) the right to self-identify, (c) centralization of non-gender binary spaces of 
discourse, (d) the creation of complicated allegiances, and (e) the insertion of a dialectic of self 
and community interests” (Steele, 2019, 00:38:26).  
I have personally observed how Black women have successfully used Twitter and 
hashtags in a manner I have not seen before. Steele argues that these technological skills were 
not gained by mere coincidence but were grounded in Black feminism and historical practices. 
Considering Black feminist technoculture in the present tense, “if…technoculture is embedded 
with white supremacy, with patriarchy, [and] with misogyny, Black feminist technoculture is its 
undoing.” (Steele, 2019, 00:36:29). 
Claiming Space 
 Kishonna Gray recently articulated how space is racialized, gendered, and “is constructed 
and affects (and is affected by) those with the most power” (Gray, 2019, p. 165). In both physical 
realities in digital experiences, Black women take up space in realms that were not meant nor 
created for them (Gray, 2019; Steele, 2019). Gray (2019) used the metaphor “space invader” to 
describe how Black women are framed in negative or deviant portrayals when they occupy 
physical or digital spaces and locations that were constructed by and for (white) men. Various 
public and private spaces are gendered where men and women are expected to occupy those 
spaces with a specific role. Within these spaces, other Black women are restricted in their space, 
location, and movement (Gray, 2019). For example, Black women were once confined to spaces 
in the house to only perform domestic duties (Collins, 2000; Hine & Thompson, 1998). Such 
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restriction is often enforced with violence, especially as white people have not accepted Black 
bodies in public spaces, particularly those spaces deemed as white only (e.g., BBQ Becky or 
Amy Cooper).  
When understanding the restriction and navigation of space in the digital, like Gray 
(2019), Noble (2018), Noble and Tynes (2017), and Steele (2017) articulate, it is the offline 
societal power relations that also shape and influence Black women’s experiences on digital 
sites. As Black women work to deconstruct and disrupt these white, cis-heterosexual, western, 
male-dominated spaces, as space invaders, they are threatened with violence (Gray, 2019). In 
digital spaces, this form of violence is apparent through silencing, trolling, abuse, and 
harassment as well as exploitation or erasure of their labor. 
Despite how Black women’s space and movement are controlled by whiteness (also 
enforced by white women and Black men), Black women have been able to use digital 
technologies to create and construct their own spaces (e.g., digital counterpublics, enclaves, and 
satellites) to center matters pertinent to them and “do the transformative work needed for their 
communities” (Gray, 2019, p. 158). Considering the social, political, and intellectual labor 
behind hashtags such as #SolidarityIsForWhiteWomen, #NotYourMule, #YesAllWomen, 
#SayHerName #MeToo, or #SurvivingRKelly, for example, we can see how Black women 
carved out digital spaces for self-representation and self-definition. Black women also worked in 
these spaces to challenge and counter the reproduction of power systems resembling whiteness, 
masculinity, and heterosexuality. Lastly, Black women have been able to produce knowledge in 
order to transform their own lives and mobilize to amplify the most marginalized oppression 
(Gray, 2019; Jordan-Zachery & Harris, 2019). When reflecting on Black women and their 
activist work, Collins (2000) explains how the safe spaces Black women created gave them 
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liberties to explore ideas that concerned them. They are spaces where Black women could be 
empowered and enhance their ability to participate in social justice matters in exclusivity but 
working toward societal inclusivity.  
Public Spheres 
 When considering the idea of space, who has access to it, and who is intentionally 
excluded from it, the idea of public spheres is often invoked. Public spheres are social, public 
spaces that are characterized by individuals congregating to engage in discourse involving 
politics, political actions, public debates of public affairs, and collective solutions (Habermas, 
1962/1989). However, these spaces were often reserved for privileged populations (whether by 
location or communicative method), thereby excluding marginalized communities. 
Consequently, marginalized groups were excluded from access to politics and political discourse 
and engagement. 
 As marginalized groups moved to create their own spaces with differing goals and 
communicative strategies than dominant groups, Catherine Squires (2002) worked to reframe 
and offer new vocabulary for how members create and move within Black public spheres. 
Squires (2002) speaks of Black publics as “an emergent collective composed of people who (a) 
engage in common discourses and negotiations of what it means to be Black, and (b) pursue 
particularly defined Black interests” (p. 454). Squires created a three-part model of what spheres 
look like for marginalized publics, which are characterized by the members’ motivation, 
communicative practices, and behaviors. What is novel about Squires’s model is how she 
acknowledges the historical, political, cultural, and economical intersections of social identities. 
This contrasts with the way previous theorists (e.g., Felski, 1989; Fraser, 1990; Dawson, 1995) 
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have reframed the idea of public spheres. Her three-part model of publics includes satellites, 
enclaves, and counterpublics. 
Satellites, Enclaves, and Counterpublics 
 Squires (2002) defines satellite publics as independent, public spaces that are open for 
group members. Satellite publics are those that pursue “separation from other publics for reasons 
other than oppressive relations but [are] involved in wider public discourse from time to time” 
(p. 448). Although these spaces are not entirely separated from other publics, the separation 
demonstrates the satellite’s lack of need to engage with dominant groups. Furthermore, their 
separation from other publics is not for physical protection, but rather to maintain their cultural 
identity (Brock, 2020b; Lu & Steele, 2019; Squires, 2002). Additionally, members of satellite 
publics do not hide elements of their cultural identity.  
Enclave publics are spaces in which members engage in internal discourse while “hiding 
counterhegemonic ideas and strategies in order to survive” (Squires, 2002, p. 448). Discourse, 
ideas, and debates are hidden to avoid punitive actions. Additionally, the enclave relies on 
members to keep the space safe and hidden in order to protect themselves from unwanted 
visibility of the public itself as well as their shared “opinions, ideas, and tactics for survival” 
(Squires, 2002, p. 458). While discourse and debates occur within enclaves, they do not move 
beyond this sphere (Steele, 2017).  
 Counterpublics, however, are spaces where members “engage in debate with wider 
publics to test ideas and perhaps utilize traditional social movement tactics” (Squires, 2002, p. 
448). Counterpublics reject hegemonic communicative behavior and “instead project the hidden 
transcripts, previously spoken only in enclaves, to dominant publics” (Squires, 2002, p. 460). 
Counterpublics function by engaging with other publics that often include those that are hostile 
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(Florini, 2019a). Counterpublics work in conjunction with enclaves as counterpublics occupy 
and reclaim state-controlled and dominant spaces by challenging dominant narratives in an 
attempt to change the minds of members of dominant publics or to gain solidarity with other 
marginalized publics (Brock, 2020b; Kuo, 2018). This can manifest in actions such as boycotts 
or protests (Steele, 2017).  
Twitter and Hashtags as a Counterpublic 
Twitter is a publicly accessible site where its algorithms are designed to value group 
amplification, which makes it easier for networks of users to achieve visibility. These 
characteristics make Twitter an ideal space for counterpublics to form (Florini, 2019a; Kuo, 
2018). As a counterpublic, Twitter can force the mainstream public to pay attention and respond 
to issues of social progress that marginalized groups are demanding, which have historically 
been ignored (Jackson et al., 2020). Hashtags can also be a form of a counterpublic where the 
messages conveyed through these digital counterpublics can now “disseminate, demonstrate, and 
demand [the members’] needs” (Kuo, 2018, p. 499). Furthermore, it should be noted that these 
forms of publics are not fixed nor stable, but rather exist in fluid states (Florini, 2019a; Squires, 
2002). Therefore, Twitter’s networked publics and hashtags can also be considered oscillating 
publics that fluctuate between a combination of all three publics based on members’ motivation, 
communicative practices, and behaviors as well as the public's visibility (Florini, 2019a; Squires, 
2002).  
Jackson et al. (2020) elaborate on their hashtag activism research within counterpublics 
by explaining how such hashtags work to tell stories and counternarratives while also referencing 
the social and political labor that simultaneously occurs. In counterpublics, members of 
marginalized groups can use hashtags to uphold or challenge cultural ideologies, build networks 
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of dissent, and “shape the cultural and political knowledge fundamental to contemporary 
identity-based social movements” (p. xxxviii). Relating to #WOCAffirmation, as Ava DuVernay 
(2017) challenged “white women allies to recognize [the] conflict of #WomenBoycottTwitter for 
women of color who haven’t received support on similar issues.” DuVernay, April Reign, and 
users who tweeted the hashtag contributed to the discourse challenging dominant feminist 
narratives using an intersectional lens to frame their issues and experiences while explaining why 
Black women cannot afford to be silent. For the purpose of this study, I considered 
#WOCAffirmation as a counterpublic. 
Black Twitter 
 Over the years, there have been varying descriptions of what kind of public sphere Black 
Twitter should be considered as. While most classify it as a counterpublic, Brock (2020b) argues 
that Black Twitter should instead be classified as a satellite counterpublic, as “members of 
satellite publics do not feel compelled to hide or change their cultural particularities” (p. 86) 
while being observed under the white gaze. Brock maintains this holds true for Black Twitter as 
users engage in explicit, unapologetic conversations centering Blackness (Brock, 2020b; Florini, 
2019a). While Black Twitter can be referred to as a whole, there are additional spheres within 
Black Twitter, such as Woke, Academic, Blue Check, CSI, LLC, or Hotep Black Twitter. As 
Black folks are not a monolithic group, neither is Black Twitter. 
Brock (2020b) describes Black Twitter as being a convergence of how Black cultural 
identity is expressed through digital practice that is “informed by cultural discourses about Black 
everyday life” (p. 81). An example of a type of discourse Black Twitter engages includes 
discussing social and political issues. Taking advantage of its tightly clustered networks, Black 
Twitter is often able to achieve some form of intervention or impact on desired outcomes toward 
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justice (Florini, 2019a). Additionally, how users embody cultural discourse is often expressed via 
the users’ communicative strategies such as how Black oral traditions are digitally conveyed. 
Brandy Monk-Payton (2017) and Jessica Lu and Catherine Knight Steele (2019) elaborate on 
how Black oral traditions and Black comedic discourse shape joy and humor online. Historically, 
the use of Black oral traditions, such as storytelling and signifying, allowed Black folks to 
cultivate kinship ties, strengthen community, and engage in discourse overlooked by dominant 
groups. These oral traditions have carried over to Black users’ engagement on Twitter (Florini, 
2014, 2019a; Brock, 2012; Monk-Payton, 2017; Lu & Steele, 2019).  
Similarly, using a Black feminist and Black queer lens, Monk-Payton (2017) also 
examined the use of sass and shade in Black digital spaces. These forms of humor are predicated 
on Black women’s performances. Monk-Payton, Lu, and Steele observe how the same 
communicative practices and the use of humor on Twitter create spaces for joy as a form of 
resistance against mainstream media’s portrayal of Black folks and to create counternarratives to 
“(re)imagine new worlds in which Black life is not constantly under threat but, instead, is 
celebrated everywhere we turn, scroll, and click” (Lu & Steele, 2019, p. 831). Furthermore, the 
use of Black comedic discourse embodies in-group and collective knowledge that enables Black 
users to engage with each other in a publicly accessible and visible setting that is yet still hidden 
from dominant groups. Therefore, by using hashtags as well as storytelling and signifying as 
humor, Black users can cultivate spaces for joy to disrupt the heaviness they experience in their 
physical lives.  
In his book Distributed Blackness: African American Cybercultures, Brock (2020b) 
discusses the relationship between race, culture, and technological practice that work to shift 
digital practice from afro-pessimism to afro-optimism. Rather than viewing or enacting joy as 
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resistance, Brock explains how although racism and white supremacist ideologies define 
everyday life, they are not the entirety of Black folk’s existence. Therefore, race and 
technologies should not only be examined from deficit and resistance but from joy as well. When 
we consider our digital practice as joy, Brock argues it should extend from what is considered as 
“play” to an antidote to stress. Drawing from Black feminist epistemology, Brock presents Black 
online interiority (reframed from Joan Morgan’s [2015] Black female interiority) as a Black 
digital practice to understand how Black embodiment and jouissance, “a conceptually rich word 
describing an excess of life” (Brock, 2020b, p. 31) vivifies Black online experience. He theorizes 
“Black digital practice through three interrelated frame sets, all drawing on Black aesthetics: 
ratchetry, racism, and respectability” (Brock, 2020b, p. 162). Considered as intertwined, ratchet 
digital practice and racism detail the ability for users to interact without censorship or within the 
expectations of respectability politics grounded in whiteness (Higginbotham, 1993) – to self-
define and simply be. As Brock pushes for engagement and existence as solely joy, it often 
creates tension and critiques of Black online identities across Black networked spheres on Black 
Twitter due to our perceptions of ratchetry, racism, and respectability. 
Another aspect of Black Twitter is how users engage in cancel-culture. Meredith Clark 
(2020) writes about cancel-culture explained as “an expression of agency, a choice to withdraw 
one’s attention from someone or something whose values, (in)action, or speech are so offensive, 
one no longer wishes to grace them with their presence, time, and money” (p. 88). Because of 
Twitter’s archival capacity, this form of accountability that was “originally a practice of Black 
women signifying” (Brock, 2020b, p. 220) allows for Black users to talk back as a collective 
thereby disrupting the institutional privilege to continue perpetuating injustices or wrong-doings 
rather than critiquing actions perpetrated at an individual level (Brock, 2020b; Clark, 2020). 
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Considering the creation of #WOCAffirmation and my own personal engagement with the 
hashtag, it encompassed both elements of creating joy via affirmations and feeling solidarity in 
holding people accountable on Twitter and physical spaces.   
Misogynoir 
Part of the reason for #WOCAffirmation’s creation was how Black women have 
disproportionately experienced harm in the form of harassment, trolling, doxing, and having their 
content exploited on Twitter. However, despite the countless times Black women have expressed 
this to Jack and Twitter and demanded forms of protection, it was primarily other Black women 
who supported and protected each other. Additionally, in just looking at cases that trend on 
Twitter, the lack of support Black women received from white women, such as with Leslie Jones 
or Jemele Hill, compared to how quickly white women organized the boycott and took action for 
McGowan differentiated. While #WOCAffirmation is an example of resistance to the misogynoir 
Black women experience, dialogue between Black women using the hashtag highlighted 
examples of the misogynoir they have experienced on Twitter over years.  
 Misogynoir is a term coined by Moya Bailey in 2010, which she defines as “the particular 
brand of hatred directed at black women in American visual & popular culture” (Bailey, 2010, 
para. 6). Visual and popular culture also includes social media sites such as Twitter (Jackson et 
al., 2020). Misogynoir can further be understood as anti-Black misogyny, tying its understanding 
back to an intersectional analysis of how Black women experience race and gender and are 
erased at that intersection of womanhood.  
 Trudy, a “creator, curator, writer and social critic” has “engaged with and/or wrote about 
movements and political/media critiques lead and created by Black women and other women of 
colour” (Trudy, n.d.). Trudy has developed a framework of how misogynoir can be understood 
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and has detailed how it exists inter- and intraracially in addition to how misogynoir is also “the 
appropriation of Blackness as a consumable product” (Trudy, 2014, para. 23). Interracial 
misogynoir focuses on how controlling images, stereotypes, and archetypes are used to harm, 
oppress, and objectify women, but also used to reify Black women’s social hierarchal status 
(Trudy, 2014). Intraracial misogynoir explains how (cis and non-cis) Black men and Black 
women can internalize, perpetuate, and reinforce anti-Black ideologies when it comes to Black 
women and controlling images, stereotypes, and archetypes. Trudy (2014) emphasizes how 
cishet Black males exert their male privilege, dominance, and control over women across spaces 
including the Black church, community organizations, entertainment, and public social spaces. 
Similarly, Black women can “internalize and proliferate misogynoiristic constructs of Black 
womanhood as a way to align with the Black male gaze,” (Trudy, 2014, para. 18) and non-cishet 
Black women “can also harbor anti-femme attitudes and ones specifically shaped by Blackness 
and womanhood” (Trudy, 2014, para. 18).  
 Examples of misogynoir on Twitter come in the form of discursive engagement, 
critiques, attacks, and hashtags. On a macro level, Black women face higher amounts of harm on 
Twitter. According to an Amnesty International (2018) study that analyzed 288,000 tweets sent 
to 778 female politicians and journalists in the United States and the United Kingdom in 2017, 
“Black women were disproportionately targeted, being 84% more likely than white women to be 
mentioned in abusive or problematic tweets. One in ten tweets mentioning black women was 
abusive or problematic, compared to one in fifteen for white women” (Key Findings section, 
para. 1). As Feminista Jones (2019) experienced and wrote, because the access users have to 
each other on Twitter, whenever Black women share their opinions, comments, or ideas, they are 
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“susceptible to attacks from all sides; these attacks are either racist or sexist or, in the case of 
misogynoir, both” (p. 99). 
Twitter’s accessibility as a platform is one of the ways that leave Black women 
vulnerable to misogynoir. For years, Black women have expressed their need for protection on 
Twitter to Twitter Support and Jack Dorsey, Twitter’s co-founder and chief executive officer. 
Yet Gray explains how digital institutions are slow to respond to such concerns because 
engagement (hits and clicks) with content such as racist and sexist practices increase the 
platform’s popularity (Board, 2020). As Gray states, “Commercial social networks are not going 
to disrupt their perceived base to address racism and misogyny” (Board, 2020, p. 70). 
Furthermore, as Black women use Twitter to share and amplify their lived experiences as well as 
resist and challenge dominant structures, narratives, and inequalities (could also be described as 
cancel or call-out culture), Black women are blamed for the problem rather than addressing the 
problems within systemic injustices and whiteness (Board, 2020). 
Labor and Erasure as Misogynoir 
One form of misogynoir is stealing, co-opting, and exploiting Black women’s digital 
content (e.g., tweets and threads) which thereby erases and dismisses their labor as unvalued and 
their knowledge not credentialed (Bailey & Trudy, 2018). Jordan-Zachery and Harris (2019) 
discuss how Black women use digital sites and Black feminist hashtags as a way of “rejecting 
[the] appropriation of their labor and…[engaging] in a ‘cohesive organized resistance’” (p. 27). 
Black women are often expected to serve as the intellectual mammy or labor for the benefit and 
gains of others (Jones, 2019; Jordan-Zachery & Harris, 2019). They are often not fairly 
compensated for the content they produce, “which is often repurposed into corporate and 
nonprofit marketing campaigns for lifestyle, media, and consumer brands,” (Brock, 2020b, p. 
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214). While Black women were not being compensated nor acknowledged for their intellectual 
or creative labor, other entities were profiting off them. 
 #BlackGirlMagic was one of the hashtags that was branded and profited off of by 
marketing campaigns (Brock, 2020b). Although #BlackGirlMagic has been used to celebrate the 
successes we witness in entertainment, Catherine Knight Steele explains how the creator of the 
hashtag, CaShawn Thompson, created the phrase “Black girls are magic” (Thompson, 2013) to 
actually celebrate the ways “Black women thrive inside of boundaries that are erected to keep 
them from doing such” (Steele, 2019, 00:09:14). Steele (2019) also elaborates on how the 
hashtag does not do justice to the centuries of labor and practice Black women have done with 
their “intellectual curiosity, technical skill, and communicative genius…that white western 
culture” (00:09:58) worked to diminish. While the original intent of the phrase was created to 
celebrate how Black women succeed despite systemic barriers, the commercialization of the 
hashtag excluded Thompson from companies’ financial profits and origins’ narratives as well as 
has been used as shorthand in placement of the complex history of Black women’s labor and joy 
(Steele, 2019). 
Black Feminist Hashtags 
 Although hashtags were initially created to organize tweets around a single topic (Brock, 
2012; Sharma, 2013; Tufekci, 2017), Black women have shifted the use of hashtags beyond its 
original intent. Black women began to use hashtags in a novel format as a means to elevate, 
circulate, and center their intersectional concerns while centering and making their own lived 
experiences visible outside their own public sphere (Conley, 2017; Jackson, 2016). Black 
feminist hashtags are a “new iteration of the politics of self-definition (identity) and self-
valuation (power and justice; Jordan-Zachery & Harris, 2019, p. 4). They are a nod to the core 
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principles of Black feminist thought. More importantly, Black feminist hashtags are used to 
create, control, and share Black women’s own narratives as experts of their own lives in addition 
to interrupting, existing, and taking up space in institutional, political, cultural, and white places 
(Conley, 2017; Jackson, 2016; Jordan-Zachery & Harris, 2019; Kuo, 2018). By using Black 
feminist hashtags, Black women are “engaging in the actions theorized by Black feminists that 
seek a radical democratic practice by claiming space for their articulations of self” (Jordan-
Zachery & Harris, 2019, p. 20), sharing their understandings of lived experiences and social 
justice, curating their stories as a methodology for community building, and challenging systems 
of power with the goal of restoring justice (Jordan-Zachery & Harris, 2019). 
Tara Conley (2017) discusses the significance of Black feminist hashtags and how they 
“are not simply a confluence of text, hypertext, symbols, and ‘racially charged’ feminist trends 
on social networking platforms. They do things” (p.23). Having the power to facilitate 
connections between Black women’s intersectional experiences of oppression, feminist practices, 
and discourse across time and space, Black feminist hashtags have the potential to disrupt 
dominant systems by functioning as a counterpublic of storytelling and reporting (Conley, 2017; 
Jackson et al., 2020). Creating these hashtags affords Black women the opportunity to hold 
nuanced, complex conversations that may not have been typically had in digital and physical 
spaces (Jackson et al., 2020). Thus, hashtags also serve as sites of knowledge production. There 
is a range of reasons why certain Black feminist hashtags are used, such as working as a 
liberatory practice, acting as an intervention strategy, or performing ideological and political 
work (Conley, 2017; Jackson et al., 2020; Jordan-Zachery & Harris, 2019; Kuo, 2018). Although 
hashtags are instrumental in expanding discourse across social identity groups and contributing 
to creating social action in physical spaces, it is important to note that “they were never intended 
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to be strictly productive or provide authoritative information.…they’re markers of a 
conversation, never the conversation itself” (Brock, 2020a). 
A few examples of Black feminist hashtags that predicate #WOCAffirmation are 
#SolidarityIsForWhiteWomen, #YouOkSis, and #WhyIStayed. Mikki Kendall’s creation of 
#SolidarityIsForWhiteWomen was one of the first instances of hashtags being used outside of 
their original intent, and it heavily impacted how hashtags would be used to publicly access and 
engage in discourse (Jones, 2019. #SolidarityIsForWhiteWomen demonstrated how Black 
women have been ignored and marginalized in the name of solidarity, not only historically, but 
in online feminism as well (Conley, 2017; Gray, 2019; Jackson et al., 2020; Jones, 2019; Kuo, 
2018). #YouOkSis (Jones, 2014) did the work of real-time storytelling related to gender-based 
abuse and violence (Conley, 2017; Jackson et al., 2020; Jones, 2019). It also shifted from online 
discussions to offline campaigns and protests (Conley, 2017). #WhyIStayed was used as an 
intervention strategy that created a space for community to share stories rather than spaces of 
isolation or shame while simultaneously acting as a site of education where users outlined 
resources and manipulative signs and behaviors in abusive relationships (Conley, 2017; Jackson 
et al., 2020). These Black feminist hashtags are examples of how hashtags increased the 
visibility of Black women’s lived intersectional experiences in digital and physical spaces while 
also highlighting how Black women created spaces to challenge the dominant and gatekeeping 
discourse in the digital. 
Additionally, Jackson et al. (2020) expanded on how Black women used Twitter and 
hashtags to highlight misogynoir, share survival strategies, and hold the inter- and 
intracommunity members of their networked public spheres accountable. Inter- and intraracial 
conversations centering Black women’s lived experiences with sexual and gendered violence 
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include #FastTailedGirls, #MeToo, #SurvivingRKelly, #WhyIStayed, and #YouOKsis. 
#BlackLivesMatter and #SayHerName, both created by Black women, center state violence 
where the Say Her Name campaign specifically was created to amplify Black women and girls 
victimized by state violence. #IStandWithJemele, #LoveForLeslieJ, and 
#SolidarityIsForWhiteWomen demonstrate the binary gendered differences of support between 
Black and white women’s experiences and users. #GirlsLikeUs addressed transadvocacy 
especially for Black transwomen and transmisogynoir. Exploitation, stealing, and co-opting 
Black women’s labor to assuage another group’s struggle were addressed with #NotYourMule.  
Black feminist hashtags discussing misogynoir use an intersectional approach to amplify 
Black women’s realities and demonstrate resistance beyond their counterpublics, which thereby 
expands its visibility of racialized and gendered discussions (Board, 2020; Jackson et al., 2020; 
Kuo, 2018). Using Black feminist hashtags is a method for Black girls and women to render 
themselves visible (physically, emotionally, and culturally) in structures such as digital spaces 
that oppress and construct them as invisible or hypervisible (Jordan-Zachery & Harris, 2019). 
While hypervisibility can be weaponized leaving Black women vulnerable to harm and thereby 
adding another layer of misogynoir (Board, 2020; Jackson et al., 2020; Kuo, 2018), Audre Lorde 
(1984) argued that visibility can also be Black women’s biggest strength. 
Conley (2017) describes how Black feminist hashtags are “sites of struggle over the 
politics of representation,” as they aim to challenge social norms of marginalization and 
violence; are tools for storytelling, organizing, and resisting; and “function as a way to renew 
stories and interventions across time and space” (p. 29). Like other Black feminist hashtags, 
#WOCAffirmation was able to force this narrative into public discourse by reflecting the 
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experiences and needs of Black women while calling on mainstream media and politics to listen 
and respond (Jackson, 2016). 
#WOCAffirmation  
 #WOCAffirmation was created by Twitter user April Reign on October 12, 2017 in 
response to #WomenBoycottTwitter. The #WomenBoycottTwitter was created in support of 
actress Rose McGowan who was suspended from Twitter for violating its terms of service while 
calling out sexual assault and harassment allegations against film producer Harvey Weinstein. 
While Reign and other users supported McGowan, they wanted to amplify how Black women 
experienced targeted abuse and harassment on the platform and did not receive the same swift 
form of support as McGowan—particularly from white women, the account Twitter Support, and 
Jack Dorsey, co-founder and chief executive officer of Twitter (Reign, 2017d). 
While white women took the day off from Twitter, Black women and women of color 
knew they could not afford to stay silent. For many Black women, the boycott reinforced how 
#SolidarityIsForWhiteWomen. As Clarkisha Kent (2017) asked, “if the powers that be want you 
to shut the fuck up (especially in online spaces like Twitter), why would you do that? Why give 
them what they want?” (para. 9). #WOCAffirmation partially ended up being a free course on 
what intersectionality is and how it appears in digital and physical spaces for Black women. As 
one user tweeted, “So #WomenBoycottTwitter seems to be ‘white women boycott Twitter while 
women of color drop knowledge’. I’m here for it. #WOCAffirmation” (Weston, 2017). 
 One form of dialogue that emerged with the hashtag was users using #WOCAffirmation 
as a teachable moment to express how feminism has not been intersectional. Black women have 
been erased at the intersection of gender and race, which was not only apparent in 
#WomenBoycottTwitter. The erasure included the lack of solidarity regarding the harassment 
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Black women inter- and intraracially experienced on the platform for years. As Angela 
Onwuachi-Willig (2018) explains, #WOCAffirmation as well as #MeToo “reflects the 
longstanding marginalization and exclusion that women of color experience within the larger 
feminist movement in U.S. society” (p. 107). 
 As the creation and knowledge produced with #WOCAffirmation were both generated 
from places of exclusion and lack of support, part of the purpose of the hashtag was to amplify 
and affirm Black women and women of color. As Reign (2017a, 2017b, 2017c) tweeted in the 
initial thread:  
“What I would like to do is amply the WOC #OnHere who are doing the work. I don’t 
know if that is threads or convos or businesses or what. So that’s what I’m going to do. 
You on your sh*t? You doing something you’re proud of? You selling stuff? Hit me. I’ll 
retweet. Let’s go. The hashtag I’ll be using is #WOCAffirmation. Shout out sistas that are 
doing the damn thing. Promote them. Hit me so I can RT. Lift us up.” 
During this time, I witnessed tweets of women promoting their projects and businesses and 
others celebrating small and grand accomplishments. It was also noticeable how a portion of 
those tweeting added a disclaimer about how they typically would be uncomfortable sharing 
moments of joy but were finding comfort in celebrating with an uplifting, supportive space. 
Although it was a moment of amplification for Black women, it was also refreshing to observe 
how all genders also joined in celebrating Black women. 
 #WOCAffirmation embraced several components and tenets of Black feminism thereby 
highlighting the same message our Black feminist foremothers expressed over centuries. Created 
by a Black woman for Black women and women of color, the hashtag accomplished several 
things. It challenged the societal narratives surrounding Black feminism and white feminism; 
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resisted oppressive tactics enacted by society and technologies; and confronted how Black 
women are not supported in the physical and digital realms including Twitter. Additionally, 
within #WOCAffirmation, users continued to self-define and control Black women’s narratives, 
humanity, lived experiences, and imagery. They defined and performed the social, political, and 
intellectual labor Black women produced by themselves, for themselves as well as portrayed how 
Black women are producers, agents, and cultivators of knowledge based on their lived 
experiences and standpoint at the intersection of race, gender, class, and sexuality. Lastly, 
#WOCAffirmation created space for Black women to affirm each other, promoted joy, and 
mobilized for social justice. Stories shared via #WOCAffirmation not only reflect what Black 
women experience in physical and digital spaces but served as a form of liberation and a 
reminder of how “Black women are inherently valuable” (The Combahee River Collective, 2015, 
p. 15). 
Overview of Literature on Relevant Methodologies and Methods 
Numerous methods have been used to explore hashtags, counterpublics, enclaves, and 
satellite spaces, marginalized populations, and how Black women navigate various social 
networking spaces. The methodological literature that informed my study is grounded in 
Collins’s (2000) work on Black feminist epistemology and Venus Evans-Winters’s (2019) work, 
which used Black feminism as qualitative inquiry. This will be described in further detail in 
Chapter 3. My methods mirror those used by researchers who combined various forms of 
discourse analysis for hashtags and the use of a Black feminist framework. 
 Sarah Jackson, Rachel Kuo, Moya Bailey, Brooke Foucault Welles, and Sonia 
Banaszczyk have collectively and individually analyzed how dialogue and hashtags created in 
public spheres are used and represented by marginalized groups. Analyzed hashtags among the 
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five researchers include: #Ferguson (Jackson & Foucault Welles, 2016), #GirlsLikeUs (Jackson 
et al., 2018), #myNYPD (Jackson & Foucault Welles, 2015), #NotYourAsianSidekick (Kuo, 
2018), #SolidarityIsForWhiteWomen (Kuo, 2018), #YesAllWomen (Jackson & Banaszczyk, 
2016), and #YesAllWhiteWomen (Jackson & Banaszczyk, 2016). Jackson, Foucault Welles, and 
Banaszczyk used downsampling techniques that randomly sampled 10% of their tweet collection 
(Jackson et al., 2018; Jackson & Banaszczyk, 2016; Jackson & Foucault Welles, 2015, 2016). 
These studies conducted a network analysis of the top retweeted and mentioned users to examine 
the power and influence of hashtagged discourse, users, and forms of media followed by a 
discourse analysis of the tweets. Rachel Kuo (2018) similarly conducted a network analysis of 
her tweets and used a critical technocultural discourse analysis (Brock, 2018) for the tweets. 
These studies specifically analyzed digital data and compared how hashtagged discourse 
transcends public spheres while challenging dominant narratives. 
 A few scholars combined hashtag analyses with engagement with participants. These 
include Kishonna Gray and Raven Maragh-Lloyd who also both used a Black feminist 
framework with their research. Maragh-Lloyd (2020a, 2020b) conducted four focus groups with 
Black women, in which they discussed their relationship with social networking sites and their 
patterns of resistance online. Additionally, Maragh-Lloyd conducted a critical technocultural 
discourse analysis of the participants’ online posts to link to their offline patterns of resistance. In 
another study, Maragh-Lloyd conducted in-depth interviews with Black active Twitter users to 
explore racial authenticity online and how Black users enact race into their social networks 
(Maragh, 2018). Maragh-Lloyd used grounded theory to analyze interviews but uses critical 
technocultural discourse analysis to couple interview data with participants’ Twitter posts along 
with other public social media posts they have engaged with.  
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Gray (2012, 2016) also conducted research combining digital and physical data collection 
where she applied ethnographic methods, such as participant observations and narrative 
interviewing, with women of color participants on Xbox Live. Gray observed patterns of 
behavior and customs of her participants’ interactive and discursive engagement on Xbox Live. 
She followed up with her ethnographic observations with individual and group semi-structured 
interviews where she and participants discussed identity, linguistic profiling, and inequalities and 
oppression in online gaming.  
How This Study Adds to the Emerging Literature 
Some researchers have begun to study how Black women navigate digital spaces. 
Catherine Knight Steele (2016, 2017) initially looked at the blogosphere with the inclusion of 
Black oral traditions, communications, and digital Black feminism. Kishonna Gray (2012, 2015, 
2016, 2019) has a focus on cyberspaces and gaming culture in relation to Black women. Sarah 
Jackson has studied racialized and feminist hashtags as counterpublics and Tara Conley (2017, 
2018) studied hashtag feminism and activism in general. Raven Maragh-Lloyd (Maragh, 2016, 
2018; Maragh-Lloyd, 2020a, 2020b) focused on how Black women live-tweet and exert 
individual and community care on Twitter. Safiya Noble (2018) used a Black feminist lens to 
study how algorithms and technologies are embedded with and perpetuate racism. All of these 
researchers discuss the oppressive systems that impact the way Black women experience digital 
spaces.  
Matamoros-Fernández and Farkas’s (2021) examined 104 articles published between 
2014 and 2018 in social media research. Their research was three-fold where they examined: (a) 
the geographical contacts, social media platforms, and methods researchers engage in writing 
about racism and hate speech on social media, (b) what studies used critical race perspectives to 
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explore how systemic racism is reproduced throughout social media, and (c) methodological and 
ethical challenges of social media research. After analyzing qualitative methodologies and 
analyses, Matamoros-Fernández and Farkas’s (2021) found the majority of qualitative methods 
used textual analysis (33.7%). Interviews and ethnographies methods accounted for 6.7% each 
and critical discourse analysis accounted for 3.9% of methods. Additionally, when looking at the 
inclusion of critical race perspectives in studies, Matamoros-Fernández and Farkas’s (2021) 
found 23.1% of qualitative articles implemented a critical approach in their studies. Lastly, they 
found that mentions of ethical considerations and challenges “largely remain absent” (p. 214) in 
examined articles. The absence of ethical considerations and challenges included not having an 
ethics of care protecting social media users as well as the researcher themselves. My study 
highlighted the lack of research in the three above areas. First, I combined methods of critical 
discourse analysis and interviews. I also included a critical approach via a Black feminist lens. 
Lastly, I incorporated an ethics of care beyond the Institutional Review Board (IRB) guidelines 
and Twitter’s terms of service (the agreement which outlines how individuals can access, use, 
and engage with Twitter’s services and data) to ensure users’ public tweets are protected. 
Although the digital humanities has existed for decades, researching social media, 
particularly Twitter, is still a growing body of research. This is largely because Twitter has only 
existed for 14 years at the beginning of this study. While there have been studies on hashtags, 
hashtag activism, and social movements, the specific focus on how Black women experience and 
navigate Twitter is relatively new. Articles and books on the topic have only just been recently 
published, are still in press, or under contract. My study contributed to the emerging body of 
literature within cultural studies, digital humanities, and interdisciplinary gender and ethnic 
studies by explicitly focusing on how Black women experience Twitter and centering their 
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intersectional experiences. Furthermore, it combined a critical discourse analysis of 
#WOCAffirmation with interviews, thereby offering a first-hand perspective of Black women’s 
actual lived experiences rather than relying on textual interpretations and analyses.  
Chapter Summary 
This chapter provided a review of the literature that provided a foundation and context for 
the purpose of this study. The genealogy of intersectionality coupled with a historical overview 
of how Black feminists have used communicative and technological tools for centuries grounds 
how Black women navigate digital spaces today. Moreover, Black women’s standpoint pushes 
Black women to navigate dominant spaces differently as a means for survival. One action is 
evident with how Black women create their own spaces in form of counterpublics, enclaves, or 
satellites, which also exist in digital spaces like Twitter. Although Black women experience joy 
within the satellite counterpublic space of Black Twitter and use the platform to self-define, 
Black women must also combat multiple forms of misogynoir on Twitter with little protection 
from the platform as well as non-Black users. Black women’s lived experiences in digital spaces 
overlap with the motivating factors of #WOCAffirmation where both embody elements of Black 
feminist thought. While this chapter offered a review of the works related to the research 




This chapter introduces the research methodology for this study centering 
#WOCAffirmation and the overall and intragroup lived experiences of Black women on Twitter. 
My methodology centered Black feminism in qualitative inquiry and it was built upon the 
theoretical framework of Black feminist thought. In this chapter, I explain my research approach 
to this study. Then I explain my role as the researcher, describe my theoretical framework, and 
detail the research design. Lastly, I share the ethical considerations in this study. 
Approach to Study 
Because of the nature of the research question, namely, “How does the creation of, 
dialogue within, and engagement with #WOCAffirmation reflect the overall and intragroup lived 
experiences of Black women on Twitter?”, I assessed that qualitative research methods would be 
more appropriate than quantitative or mix-methods approaches. To further explain, this study 
firstly sought an understanding of Black women’s lived experiences. It also contained semi-
structured interviews and archival data (#WOCAffirmation tweets) as opposed to survey 
research or structured interviews and observation. This research was ongoing, incorporated 
themes, and had a thick description of data compared to a statistical analysis and thin 
descriptions. Lastly, it was written with tentative, ongoing conclusions and the use of first-person 
narratives whereas quantitative research tends to generalize data and use third-person narratives 
in report writing (Hays & Singh, 2012). Therefore, because of the nature of this study, I chose a 
qualitative approach. 
Black Feminism in Qualitative Inquiry 
 I used the approach of centering Black feminism to guide the research process while 
focusing on the voices, concerns, and issues of Black women. Part of Collins’s (2000) 
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description of Black feminist epistemology challenges how “elite White men control Western 
structures of knowledge validation” (p. 251) and prioritizes how Black women’s standpoint 
should be constituted as credible research rather than suppressed by white men and white 
systems. Furthermore, Venus Evans-Winters (2019) described how students are generally 
“introduced to the idea of ‘scientific research’ by White men, and later the concept of qualitative 
research by White women, while reading assigned texts of White researchers’ interpretations of 
the social world and experiences” (p. 15). What lacks from a white perspective is how Black 
women make sense of their world and experiences, which does not always fit within the confines 
of a white framing (Collins, 2000; Evans-Winters, 2019). As Evans-Winters explains, through 
the formal inquiry process, it is important to consider how Black women challenge and 
understand “contemporary social injustice, like the imposition of deficit-thinking, white 
supremacy, and racialized gender bias in society as well as the research process itself” (p. 15).  
In outlining the “tenets and methodology of Black feminism/womanism…in relation to 
qualitative research methods and analysis” (Evans-Winters, 2019, p. 15), Evans-Winters (2019) 
offered five actions that shape a researcher’s Black feminist consciousness including: “(a) 
musings about knowledge and knowing; (b) how one interacts with participants throughout the 
research process; (c) one’s understanding of the context where the study takes place; (d) the body 
of literature reviews; (e) interpretation and analysis of data,” (p. 15). Where the first three actions 
describe epistemology and the approach to research, the last two actions begin to describe the 
steps of a qualitative research process. All five actions were present with my entry to this study, 
literature review, engagement and discourse with participants, data analysis, and interpretation.  
Evans-Winters described how the researcher begins her inquiry by reflecting on her own 
lived experiences; therefore, bringing them to the forefront of her research process by weaving 
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participants’ stories into her “observations, interpretations, and theoretical ponderings” (Evans-
Winter, 2019, p. 18). This challenges the traditional notion that research should only be 
objective. Additionally, researchers’ and participants’ use of dialogue in describing personal 
experiences, narratives, conversations, symbols, and metaphors to communicate information to 
assess knowledge also is part of the methodology of qualitative Black feminist research (Collins, 
2000; Evans-Winters, 2019). Showing up and engaging as our authentic selves builds trust 
between the researcher and participant sharing their stories as well as the audience receiving the 
story (Evans-Winters, 2019). This further contributes to getting in-depth, rich perceptions that 
also honor the work of the individual and the collective. I will discuss how these actions 
appeared during the interview process later in this chapter. Lastly, considering the politics of 
citations and historical exploitation and violence enacted upon Black bodies in the name of 
research, Black feminism in qualitative inquiry includes Black women as collaborators, agents of 
knowledge, or co-producers of knowledge rather than as participants (Collins, 2000; Evans-
Winters, 2019; Gray, 2019). 
Black feminist epistemology centers on how researchers express Black women’s 
concerns, validate Black women’s knowledge production, and rearticulate Black women’s 
standpoint (Collins, 2000). In methodologies, this is achieved by embracing and using methods 
of data collection, data analysis, and representations of human experiences that work for us as 
Black women (Collins, 2000; Evans-Winters, 2019). This is done instead of continuing to frame 
our experiences through the white gaze and our experiences, and ultimately research, would still 
be considered and valued as intellectual work (Collins, 2000; Evans-Winters, 2019). How this 
was reflected and elaborated on throughout this chapter and study was how I chose what 
constituted as literature and how I prioritized Black women’s texts. To honor and value our 
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dialogue within interviews, I also chose to not decode their quoted statements in Chapter 4. 
Lastly, I omitted a section on trustworthiness as this work and the lived experiences between my 
participants and myself are trustworthy and legitimate within itself without needing the approval 
of what traditional, scientific research deems valid especially when framed from a white or 
outsider lens. As Collins (2000) articulates: 
By insisting on self-definition, Black women question not only what has been said about 
African-American women but the credibility and the intentions of those possessing the 
power to define. When Black women define ourselves, we clearly reject the assumption 
that those in positions granting them the authority to interpret our reality are entitled to do 
so. Regardless of the actual content of Black women’s self-definitions, the act of insisting 
on Black female self-definition validates Black women’s power as human subjects. (p. 
114). 
Researcher’s Positionality 
While Chapter 1 emphasized how I arrived at this study based on my personal 
observations, engagement with, and admiration of Black women on Twitter, I will further 
describe my positionality in alignment Black feminist inquiry in reflecting on my own lived 
experiences. I will first describe how I self-identify. I will then elaborate on my own lived 
experiences on Twitter by answering the first question I posed to my participants, who I will 
reference here forward as collaborators, that is, why did I join Twitter and what has kept me on 
there. This will demonstrate that I also meet the inclusion criteria that were outlined for 
collaborators. 
Although my mother is German, and I wholeheartedly embrace that part of my identity, I 
identify as Black. My father’s family hails from New Orleans, Louisiana. Because my father was 
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in the military, my family moved every 4 years. I lived in Germany two separate times during 
my childhood. The first time I attended school on a U.S. military base. The second time, I 
attended a German school. I moved back to the United States to live with my father before my 
freshman year in high school. At that point, numerous black women such as aunts, extended 
family, and family friends helped my father in raising me. While books, music, TV, and film 
gave me insight into Black culture in my youth, it was not until my undergraduate career that I 
was formally and academically exposed to Black culture and history via my elective courses. 
Examples of these courses included the interdisciplinary study of African-American history, 
African-American psychology, the Black Panther movement, Black film studies, and African-
American music and culture. How I was raised between two cultures, moved around the world, 
and used education as a source of stability all contributed to the way I formed my identity.  
As far as my personal engagement with Twitter goes, I created an account in 2009 in 
preparation for a conference at the request of the regional secretary of the National Society of 
Black Engineers, a student organization that I was on the executive board as an undergraduate. 
However, I did not become active on Twitter until a year later. At the time, I only followed those 
with whom I went to university with. My following network did not widely expand beyond my 
personal network until about 2013 when #FF (Follow Friday) was an active hashtag. This was a 
way for users to recommend other users to follow. My current following now predominantly 
includes musicians, journalists, academics, and those who I met at a conference or via a 
conference’s hashtag. 
Of all the social media accounts I possess, I am the most active on Twitter. My activity 
consists of scrolling through the timeline multiple times a day. I tweet minimally where those 
tweets usually describe my current mood. I enjoy live-tweeting TV shows with my Twitter 
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timeline, however, outside of that I tend to not tweet socio-political and cultural commentary. 
This is largely because of how the climate on Twitter has changed over the recent years. 
Currently, Black content can at times be overly critiqued, which diminishes the joy I found in a 
show, film, national event, song, or newly released album, for example. As a colleague stated, 
“Twitter is where nuance goes to DIE” (B. Adams, personal communication, February 6, 2021). 
Despite my frustration with Twitter over the last few years with my timeline’s fixation on 
constant critiques, I have stayed on Twitter for multiple reasons. Twitter informs me of what is 
going on in other geographical locations on a national and international level that I would not 
have learned from the mainstream media. I can better understand concepts because of the ways 
users are able to analyze and break down content. Exposure to academic resources and academic 
events have been extremely helpful during this doctoral process, especially considering how this 
field of digital humanities is not a focus at my university. Most importantly, what has kept me on 
Twitter are those pockets of joy, which primarily consist of my engagement with Black women 
and Black Twitter. It is their jokes, their takes, seeing their successes, and feeling like I have a 
space to go that simply “gets it,” particularly when those spaces do not exist in my physical 
reality. I do not have to explain myself. I can be myself and although I do withhold commentary, 
what I do tweet is not self-censored compared to other spaces I am in such as my professional 
environment. It feels good to be able to access a space at any time and have my identity affirmed 
based on how I curated my timeline. Despite the misogynoir, the harm, and the times I need to 
have a break from Twitter, it is those moments of joy, access to information and resources, and 




The theoretical framework that was used with both the #WOCAffirmation and the semi-
structured interviews data sets was Black feminist thought. While Chapter 2 provided a 
description of the components of Black feminist thought to lay a foundation for digital Black 
feminism, frame the context of Black feminist hashtags, and understand why #WOCAffirmation 
was created, in this chapter I will briefly reiterate what Black feminist thought is while adding 
the impact of using a Black feminist lens in digital research. 
Black Feminist Thought 
 Patricia Hill Collins (2000) devised Black feminist thought to provide an understanding 
of how knowledge and ideas are produced by Black women and shaped by their standpoint. 
Primarily drawing on critical social theory, Collins described how Black women have a self-
defined standpoint of their oppression that is distinctive from other racial and gender groups as a 
result of interlocking systems of oppression. Because it is predicated on the idea that only Black 
women can produce and clarify their standpoint based on their own experiences as well as how 
Black feminist thought highlights how Black women have been framed and portrayed by 
dominant groups, this theory is relevant and aligns with the research goals.  
A Black Feminist Lens in Digital Spaces 
 Safiya Noble and Brendesha Tynes (2016) argued for the need to implement “theoretical 
and methodological approaches that allow us to intervene on the organization of social relations 
that are embedded in our digital technologies and that can foster a clearer understanding of how 
power relations are organized through technologies” (p. 1). Doing so can address inequities that 
are present in digital spaces that are overlooked by other feminist theories while simultaneously 
challenging and critiquing dominant narratives and research on race and gender (Noble, 2018). 
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Noble and Tynes (2016) as well as Steele (2016) noted the importance and significance of 
approaching digital work from a Black feminist lens and an intersectional framework, 
particularly considering how the Internet and technologies are organized, perceived as, and 
reflect systems and sites of power, whiteness, and patriarchy (Gray, 2016; Noble, 2018). Using a 
Black feminist framing, including intersectional analysis, can reveal how racialized and gendered 
practices are shaped by offline social relations that are embedded in technological hardware and 
software, which often negatively impacts those of marginalized communities (Gray, 2016; 
Noble, 2018; Noble & Tynes, 2016). By employing a Black feminist lens in this study, I 
demonstrated how power, politics, culture, and values (Noble & Tynes, 2016) are entrenched in 
digital spaces and impact Black women’s lived experience on Twitter as well as the creation and 
engagement with #WOCAffirmation.  
Research Design 
I collected and analyzed two sets of data for this study: #WOCAffirmation tweets and 
semi-structured interviews. Overall, I analyzed #WOCAffirmation where those themes and 
selected tweets further informed the semi-structured interviews questions with participants. The 
first part of data collection in this study consisted of analyzing the #WOCAffirmation data set 
available from the Documenting the Now (DocNow) project, a project that supports ethical 
collection, use, and preservation of social media content. I began by downsampling the tweet IDs 
from users that tweeted #WOCAffirmation. After conducting a critical discourse analysis of the 
tweets, I selected themes to further inform my semi-structured interview questions as well as 
selected tweets to include in the interviews. I will first discuss my work with #WOCAffirmation 




 The first set of data is a downsample of tweets that referenced #WOCAffirmation. I will 
first explain why I chose Twitter as the site location. Then I will describe how I collected and 
managed the data. Lastly, I will describe how I analyzed the data. 
Location 
When I consider location for this study, I frame it as the significance of why I chose 
Twitter as the location to explore in comparison to other social media sites rather than to describe 
how I gained access to a space I am already a part of as qualitative research seeks to do. 
Therefore, I will describe how Twitter’s functionality and accessibility makes it a unique space 
for discourse and action to occur. 
Twitter’s technology allows it to support “interpersonal and social interactions, creating 
and maintaining personal connections within the network,” (Florini, 2019a, p. 51). A significant 
factor of such interactions is the formation of relationships via weak ties. Weak tie relationships 
are those where users in one’s network are indirectly connected to each other, such as through an 
acquaintance or a friend of a friend (Granovetter, 1973). This results from users being able to 
follow and mention (or @) any account that is not private thus expanding their networks 
(Jackson & Foucault Welles, 2015; Tufekci, 2017). Working within the social network theory, 
Granovetter (1973) explained how although a network can be structurally weak, the ties within 
the network can be relationally strong. Within the network of Black Twitter, users often follow 
each other and thereby develop higher numbers of reciprocal, interpersonal relationships thereby 
forming a tightly clustered network (Granovetter, 1973; Sharma, 2013; Tufekci, 2017).  
Twitter’s functionalities also provide space for layered forms of communication. For one, 
users can have immediate, real-time discussions, often in the form of live-tweeting major media 
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events (Florini, 2019a). For example, within Black Twitter, users often live-tweet during a media 
event or a television show as a “family” (Jones, 2019, p. 48). Twitter’s @ feature, which 
facilitates direct conversations, and the following and hashtag feature allow each user to build 
personal environments around topics and people of interest (Brock, 2020b). As a result, when 
engaging in real-time discussions, the interpersonal relationships among users increase 
engagement among users (Brock, 2020b), which again relays back to the strong reciprocal 
relationships that exist on Black Twitter. Additionally, Twitter has a many-to-many form of 
communication that differs from traditional media’s (e.g., radio, newspaper, or television) one-
to-many form of communication although one-to-one does exist in form of private 
communication on Twitter such as direct messaging. This dismantles the single perspective 
narrative that characterizes one-to-one communication.  
 Twitter is also a location where marginalized users can leverage the platform as a unique 
space to create digital Black publics, build fictive kinships and community, affirm social 
identities, disrupt and challenge hegemonic, dominant narratives, resist, and amplify discourse 
where they could otherwise be erased or silenced (Florini, 2019a). Marginalized populations can 
leverage the technologies that digital media provide to shape their space as a place for 
counternarratives and creating and sharing content as they bypass traditional, mainstream media 
outlets (Florini, 2019a). However, although the platform offers a space for marginalized 
communities, the technology that shapes it still is created by the “same logics that silence and 
erase those experiences” (Florini, 2019a, p. 12) where logics refer to white supremacist practices 
and ideologies. As Gray (2019) stated, “it is necessary to make plain and account for the 
ambiguous power relations which digital technologies sometimes conceal” (p. 157). Twitter and 
its technologies and algorithms are certainly flawed in how marginalized populations are 
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surveilled, protected, and punished, which impacts how users navigate and engage the platform 
as well as how discourse is shaped. This is further exacerbated by bots that disrupt these digital 
marginalized spaces and jolt discursive trajectories. However, despite the oppressive 
technologies and algorithms, Twitter is still a place where Black women can use the platform as 
a digital public sphere to center Black joy, reframe narratives about Black girls and women, 
reimagine freedoms, resist, critique and counter oppressive systems, and create communal spaces 
in ways that transcend geographical boundaries and that are not always possible in their physical 
realities (Conley, 2017; Gray, 2015, 2019; Johnson & Nuñez, 2015; Jones, 2019; Love, 2019).  
Data Collection, Data Management, and Data Analysis 
 Because data collection, management, and analysis for #WOCAffirmation did not occur 
in an isolated, linear fashion, particularly the management aspect of it, I am encompassing these 
three aspects under one heading. In this section, I will describe how I worked with the 
#WOCAffirmation dataset in chronological order. 
DocNow collects Twitter data sets under the guidelines defined by Twitter’s Application 
Terms of Service. As data sets are not allowed to be publicly shared, DocNow only offers the 
tweet IDs. Those tweet IDs need to be converted into a JSON format in order to view the tweet’s 
details. Although all tweets containing #WOCAffirmation were collected between October 13‒
14, 2017, all tweets from private, deleted, or suspended accounts are not included when tweet 
IDs are converted into JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) format, which is a format that can be 
read by humans, as private tweets are not permitted to be included nor be published per Twitter’s 
Application Terms of Service.  
Prior to this study, I applied for a Twitter Developer Account and registered for a Twitter 
application to access Twitter’s application programming interface (API). Both actions are 
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necessary to engage with the #WOCAffirmation data set. Before I could use Twarc (a command 
line tool developed by DocNow) to engage with the tweets, I installed Python (the programming 
language Twarc is written in) and pip (a tool to install and manage software packages). I had also 
installed and configured Twarc to my Terminal application prior to the study after several trials 
and errors and with assistance from Miranda Barrie, data curation specialist, and Thomas Padilla, 
digital scholarship librarian, both from UNLV. I then downloaded Homebrew (a software 
package that simplifies software installation on Apple operating systems) to my Terminal 
application, as I worked from a macOS. Lastly, I downloaded a set of Twarc’s utilities that 
allowed me to explore the data including filtering out retweets from the data set while still in the 
Terminal Application (Mitchell, 2020; Scholars’ Lab, 2020). 
 I downloaded the data set archived by Bergis Jules (2017) who is an archivist and one of 
the principal investigators of DocNow. Jules collected tweets containing #WOCAffirmation that 
were sent between October 13–14, 2017 and posted them on DocNow’s public catalog of tweet 
IDs. The total number of tweets collected were 80,339. I used DocNow’s hydrator application to 
get details about the data set such as how many tweet IDs (a unique string of digits assigned to 
each tweet) were hydrated and how many tweets were not read, i.e. the percentage deleted. When 
I first performed these steps in 2019, I initially thought I had done something incorrectly as the 
tweets I hydrated did not pull as far back as the data set originally stated (from October 11, 2017) 
and because the deletion rate was 25%. My first tweets started the early morning of October 13, 
2017. However, after contacting Bergis Jules, who invited me to pose my question to the 
DocNow’s Slack channel, Ed Summers, the technical lead for DocNow, and Igor Brigadir, the 
chief technology officer for the company recsyslabs, concluded they pulled the same tweets as I 
had. They assessed that the collection dates were perhaps incorrect where Summers also noted 
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the deletion rate of 25% was “not unheard of, but quite high” (personal communication, 
November 4, 2019). When I repeated these steps to hydrate the tweet IDs at the beginning of this 
study in order to have the most recent, publicly accessible tweets, the hydrator app returned 
55,912 tweets where the deletion rate was 30%. 
I then submitted a series of commands on the Terminal application to obtain the sample 
of tweets that I used in this analysis as outlined in Figure 1. I converted the TXT file into JSON 
format. Because I only wanted to analyze each tweet once, I removed any retweets from the 
JSON file. Removing the retweets reduced my sample from 55,912 to 15,175 unique tweets. For 
each of the unique tweets, I then pulled five attributes, including the date and time a tweet was 
sent, the tweet ID string, the full text of the tweet, and how many times it was retweeted and 
favorited. I converted that JSON file into a CSV format, so I could view the five attributes in 
Excel. Although Jules (2017) collected tweets from October 13 to 14, 2017, I was only interested 
in tweets posted on October 13, 2017, the day of the boycott. Therefore, I manually removed 





Steps to Retrieve Data Set and Convert to CSV Format 
 
 
Note. These steps start after applying for a Twitter developer account and installing Python, pip, 
and Twarc in the command line tool. The Twarc commands are those in the white font. 
 
 
After emailing Brooke Foucault Welles (personal communication, April 21‒27, 2020), a 
network scientist who has done hashtag analyses with Sarah Jackson and Moya Bailey, we 
decided a pseudo-random sample of 10% would be adequate for the purpose of this study. 
Therefore, in Excel I added a column in which I assigned each tweet a random number, sorted 
the random numbers, and selected the first 10% of tweets (n = 1,159) to use for my study. 
I began cleaning my data set in Excel by converting HyperText Markup Language 
(HTML) character references and symbols to text or emojis within each of the 1,159 tweets. For 
example, if “&amp” appeared in the full text of the tweet, I converted it to “&.” The process was 
similar for converting characters and symbols to the correct emoji. These were checked for 
accuracy by searching for and comparing the full text of the tweet in the CSV file with the 
original tweet. Furthermore, because each form of media (e.g., attached image, GIF, or link) was 
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included in each tweet in a link format, I searched to confirm what type of media was linked to 
each tweet. Out of the 1,159 tweets, 192 contained HTML character references, 182 contain 
emojis, and 448 contained a link where some tweets had multiples of each of the three. 
I used critical discourse analysis (CDA) to analyze #WOCAffirmation tweets in order to 
challenge and deconstruct the use of language in tweets (Wodak & Meyer, 2001). Critical 
discourse analysis also acknowledges background knowledge and explores how dominance 
structures discourse and how discourse is interpreted, situated in space and time, and legitimized 
by dominant ideologies (Wodak & Meyer, 2001). In this case, this resembles the competing 
hashtags (#WOCAffirmation and #WomenBoycottTwitter) and how Black women were often 
left to defend themselves from the harm caused by non-Black women users for which they 
receive no or minimal protection from Twitter. Furthermore, CDA aims to produce 
enlightenment, emancipation, and analysis of the resistance to unequal power relationships 
(Wodak & Meyer, 2001), which is embedded in the very nature of why #WOCAffirmation was 
created.  
I used ATLAS.ti, a data analysis and research software, to code – “a word of short phrase 
that symbolically assigns a summative, salient, essence capturing, and/or evocative attribute for a 
portion of language-based or visual data” (Saldaña, 2016, p. 4). I coded each of the 1,159 tweets. 
Because some tweets received multiple codes, I ended up with 1,636 initial codes. I determined 
codes based on the theoretical framework in conjunction with CDA. Additionally, I did in vivo 
coding so long the content of tweets aligned with the framework and analysis. Hashtags outside 
of #WOCAffirmation (e.g., #SayHerName, #WomenBoycottTwitter, or #BoostWOC) all 
received in vivo codes. Emojis and linked media (e.g., website links, images, and GIFs) were 
also coded as CDA considers visual data. 
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Outside of coding based on the context of the tweet, I also looked up a majority of tweets 
to gain further context based on who tweeted. This was necessary as the context of tweets can 
change based on social identities. In most cases, I searched to determine what race and gender 
tweeters were. Assuming what information that was posted was to be true, determining race and 
gender was based on my assumptions given their profile picture and bio where some bios 
explicitly stated either their race, nationality, gender, or pronouns both by text or emojis (e.g., 
flags for nationality). I also searched any links if users had one in their bio for additional insight 
into their social identities. Lastly, I scrolled their timeline to read tweets to gain an understanding 
of their positionality.   
The first indicator that prompted me to search for individual tweets was those that 
mentioned other users. I searched for the user who sent the tweet as well as all those who were 
mentioned. Secondly, I searched all tweets that had linked content to determine what form of 
media it was. Lastly, if I could not determine the context or tone of the tweet (e.g., if the tweet 
was trolling or sarcastic), I searched those to see if the users’ social identities could provide 
context. While there is a caveat that my assumptions of their social identities could certainly be 
incorrect, attempting to determine the social identities not only gave me insight into who said 
what, but also if users were part of the in-group or out-group of who they were amplifying or 
what they were or were not supporting.  
After completing the initial coding, I exported the codes from ATLAS.ti into a CSV 
format where I could see the content from each tweet and its respective codes. I reread all codes 
to refamiliarize myself with them as a whole. Then I began to sort initial codes into categories 
based on patterns and connections among the initial codes. While still working in Excel, I 
opened a new worksheet where I copied and pasted codes as I started to determine categories. 
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Once a category was formed and named, I added codes that belong to the category underneath 
the category. The first categories I chose were codes that contained hashtags, emojis, and linked 
content. Among hashtags, I differentiated categorized codes by “hashtags related to Black 
women,” “amplification,” hashtags related to the “boycott,” “STEM,” “race/ethnicity,” or 
contained a variation of “WOC,” for example. Categories containing emojis specified whether 
they were “smileys,” “hearts,” “hands,” or “flags” among others. For codes referring to links, 
categories included links to “GIFs,” “quoted tweets,” “personal/other’s work,” “images,” or 
“spam” among others. Additional examples of categories include “gratitude and appreciation for 
#WOCAffirmation,” “creating safe spaces for Black women/WOC,” “trolling hashtag,” 
“amplifying organizations,” “actively and purposely engaging with #WOCAffirmation,” and 
“silence”. From the 1,636 initial codes, I determined 86 categories. 
I then shifted to organizing those categories into broader, overarching themes that 
reflected the context of the categories. While still working in Excel, I opened a third worksheet 
for themes. As I reviewed the categories, I began to pair similar ones into the third worksheet of 
themes. Examples of overarching themes include “joy from #WOCAffirmation,” “use of 
narratives,” “use of voice,” “affirmations,” and “providing resources” among others. I grouped 
the 86 categories into 19 overall themes. Table 1 provides a sample of how themes were created 













Sample of Coding for #WOCAffirmation 
Initial Code(s) Number of Codes Initial Category 
Overall 
Theme 





Do not be silenced 1 
DO NOT SILENCE YOURSELVES 1 
Let's not stay quiet 1 
Never be silenced 1 
She was not silenced 1 
Silence/silencing/silent 3 
Speak the fuck up. 1 
We can't be silent 1 
Won't silence me now 1 
I'm not going to shut up 1 
Hype the fuck out of everyone else but for myself, not a 




My voice is powerful, my experience are valid, & my 
talents are needed 1 
Name our greatness 1 
Needs to affirm self more with voice than materials 1 
 
Note. Although some included codes are in vivo coding, this table does not include the content of 
tweets to protect users’ privacy. This table only provides a sample of categories within themes. 
 
 
Once I finalized the #WOCAffirmation themes, I isolated themes which most supported 
the research question and used them to further inform the semi-structured interview questions. In 
determining this selection process, I prioritized finding a balance between focusing solely on joy 
or harm. As quoted by Evans-Winters (2019), Leith Mullings (1997) stated, “To only focus on 
the strengths, accomplishments, and victories does not give sufficient attention to the system of 
domination. Yet to emphasize too heavily the structure of oppression underplays the creative 
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energy of a people” (p. 18). Recognizing how Black women seek out and create spaces for joy 
on Twitter, their engagement cannot be explored in isolation from the harm they experience. 
Therefore, I worked to explore this balance with collaborators in the interviews. For example, I 
included a question in the interview protocol to ask collaborators about the harm they have 
experienced and observed on Twitter while in turn circling back to how Black women can thrive 
on Twitter despite oppressive and suppressive tactics. Lastly, for the third portion of the 
interview that entailed reading tweets to collaborators to explore their response to them, I took a 
total of 10 tweets from eight themes to integrate into the interview protocol. 
Semi-Structured Interviews 
The second part of data collection in this study consisted of semi-structured interviews in 
order to gain firsthand, in-depth insight from Black women who have both a high engagement on 
Twitter and with Black women on Twitter. The themes found in the #WOCAffirmation data set 
informed the semi-structured interview questions. Both sets of findings contribute to the 
overarching themes discussed in detail in Chapter 4. I will first describe the location, sample, 
recruitment, and then collaborators. I continue with detailing the data collection, management, 
and analysis. 
Location 
Similar to the description of location for #WOCAffirmation, my location in regard to the 
semi-structured interviews does not solely entail access to a physical space but rather considers 
social location. Social location refers to how social identities affect one’s experience in relation 
to others as well as what access individuals have to power, status, and privilege. Social location 
in tandem with an intersectional analysis further considers how the interlocking systems of 
power and oppression can impact Black women. Gray (2019) discusses how Black women’s 
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social location shapes how Black women navigate and sustain their identities in physical and 
digital spaces, particularly those that were not created for them. As it pertains to the goals of this 
study, Black women’s standpoint, the research approach, and theoretical framework, it was 
imperative to highlight collaborators’ social location knowing that their physical location and 
physical and digital experience cannot be separated, but rather mutually influence each other. In 
this study, collaborators’ social location was considered with how the 2020 global pandemic, 
social justice uprisings, and discursive events on Twitter contributed to collaborators’ 
engagement on Twitter and therefore their responses to interview questions. 
Before discussing what was discussed in the interviews, it is important for me to 
highlight specific events that occurred prior to the interviews to provide context for what 
collaborators discussed in our interviews. Although I asked collaborators to review tweets they 
bookmarked and liked over the years prior to the interview to help them recall content across a 
larger time span rather than solely recalling recent events, current events were brought up across 
almost all interviews. Because these events (see Figure 2) occurred over a span of months during 
2020, the year felt like a non-stop suffocation of Black women’s being with moments of joy 
sprinkled in between. This exemplified what one collaborator, Kiki, described as the duality of 










Timeline of Adverse Events in 2020 Discussed in Interviews
 
Note. These events highlight major discussion pieces in interviews and on the timeline where the 
graphic focuses exclusively on harmful occasions and not joyous. Interviews began September 
29, 2020. Spacing between events is not to scale.  
 
 
In introducing the events in chronological order to provide context of collaborators’ 
social location, the first begins with Breonna Taylor’s murder by police in Louisville, Kentucky. 
Although her death occurred on March 13, 2020 (Levenson, 2020), it did not enter my Twitter 
timeline en masse until May 12, 2020. CNN first reported on her murder on May 13, 2020 (Jones 
et al., 2020). Shortly thereafter, George Floyd was murdered by police in Minneapolis, 
Minnesota on May 25, 2020 (Alcindor & Nawaz, 2020). These two murders sparked national 
and international uprisings for months. However, in contrast with Floyd’s death, the 
memeification of Taylor’s death where the tagline “Arrest the cops who killed Breonna Taylor” 
was used in ways where Black women were reduced to a fad, punchline of a joke, and a means 
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of performative allyship (Blay, 2020). Furthermore, there were several occurrences of users co-
opting #SayHerName to amplify murders of non-Black women, which directly contradicts and 
erases the purpose of why Say Her Name was originally created (African American Policy 
Forum, n.d.; Fondren, 2020).  
Oluwatoyin “Toyin” Salau, was a 19-year-old, prominent activist who at the time was 
protesting in rallies for justice including the murder of Tony McDade, a Black trans man. On 
June 13, 2020, Salau was murdered in Tallahassee, Florida after she explicitly tweeted on June 6, 
2020 about being sexually assaulted by a Black man she sheltered with and then she went 
missing for 9 days (her body was found June 14, 2020 and identity confirmed June 15, 2020). 
The murderer’s identity was confirmed by Tallahassee police on June 15, 2020. (McDonnell 
Nieto del Rio, 2020). While still mourning this event as a collective on Twitter, two days later, a 
video circulated throughout Twitter of a Black woman being thrown in a dumpster by Black men 
where none of the bystanders intervened (Hudson, 2020) contributing to the already existing pain 
and hurt with Toyin.  
On June 17, 2020, rap artist J. Cole released a single with lyrics that contained 
misogynoir targeted at rap artist Noname. In his song, he critiqued the way she spoke about 
injustices and suggested that her message would come across better if she changed her tone. He 
continued with that if she changed her tone, then he would learn better because he also chooses 
to not do the labor and read (Jackson, 2020). This goes back to controlling images with the 
expectation that Black women will do the labor to serve as an intellectual mammy (Collins, 
2000; Jones, 2019). Starting on July 6, 2020, rap artist Talib Kweli and his followers excessively 
harassed Maya Monroe, a 24-year old student activist, on Twitter after she commented on 
colorism among rappers’ marriages. This harassment continued for 17 days until Twitter finally 
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suspended his account. However, the harassment continued on Instagram (Smith R. Eens, 2020). 
On July 12, 2020, the rapper Megan Thee Stallion was allegedly shot by rapper Tory Lanez. 
Megan faced further critique and challenges about her attire, dancing, and lyrics in her feature 
and video with Cardi B, WAP (Cardi B & Megan Thee Stallion, 2020), which was released 
August 7, 2020. While Megan faced critiques all summer about what happened and if she 
deserved it, when Lanez finally broke his silence, it was leveraged and used to promote the 
release of his album on September 24, 2020. This was the day after only one of three of the 
officers involved in Breonna Taylor’s murder was indicted on a first-degree of wanton 
endangerment charge (Daystar’s Shriveled Strands, 2020). This was significant as many Black 
women on Twitter felt Lanez’s discrediting Megan as a form of profitable promotion was 
insensitive to Black women as they were still reeling from the unjust verdict in Taylor’s murder. 
While these are short descriptions of events that occurred, these events led Black women 
to have many heavy and frustrating conversations on Twitter. Many of the collaborators 
expressed sentiments related to these conversations during the interviews. However, I do need to 
acknowledge that there were joyous moments that occurred as well, such as live-tweeting 
television show centered around Black women Insecure (Rae et al., 2016‒present), Beyoncé 
releasing her album Black is King (Knowles-Carter et al., 2020), and Jasmyn Lawson bringing 
seven Black women-led sitcoms to Netflix (Lawson, 2020).  
By centering Black feminism and collaborators’ lived experiences as well as considering 
recent events in this research process, this analysis provided “critical understandings of how 
Black women creatively piece together their personal and shared realities into the qualitative 
research process and within and across cultural contexts” (Evans-Winters, 2019, p. 27). 
Compounded by physical isolation, how the pandemic was being handled, the social injustice 
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uprisings in addition to the previously noted events impacted collaborators’ social location of 
how they socially, politically, and culturally experienced the year and thus what they discussed 
and how they showed up in interviews. 
Sample 
The inclusion criteria for collaborators they must: a) self-identify as a Black woman; b) 
be 18 years of age or older; c) have been on Twitter for a minimum of 3 years; and d) have a 
high engagement on both Twitter and with Black women users. For this study, self-identification 
of “Black” included those of Black, African-American, and Afro-Latinx descent as well as 
women from multiracial backgrounds who still identified as Black. Self-identification of 
“woman” included cis, trans, and femme women. The rationale behind the criterion of being on 
Twitter for 3 years was determined in order for collaborators to have time to have been engaged 
with Black women Twitter users and Twitter as a whole. Additionally, 3 years of engagement 
would have included collaborators to possibly have engaged with #WOCAffirmation although 
engagement with the hashtag is not required. High engagement on Twitter and with Black 
women included following, retweeting, tweeting at, favoriting, or bookmarking tweets as well as 
following hashtags created by Black women.  
Recruitment 
 To recruit collaborators, I tweeted an IRB-approved flyer (see Appendix C) from my 
personal Twitter account. The flyer and tweet included a link to the interest survey (see 
Appendix D) for interested users to complete in order for me to determine if they meet the 
inclusion criteria. The tweet stated “Hey, fam! It’s finally time to start recruiting for the 
dissertation. I’m interviewing Black women (femme, trans, cis) about their experience on 
Twitter. Complete the survey if interested and please share!”. Three days after I posted my 
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recruitment tweet, 15 users completed the survey—all of whom met the inclusion criteria. I 
prioritized the eight users who indicated they were familiar with #WOCAffirmation.  
That evening I sent a follow-up email providing additional details, such as my time frame 
for conducting the interviews and the areas of topics that would be covered. If they were still 
interested and able to interview within my time frame, I sent them the informed consent form to 
review, my Calendly link for them to book an interview time and date within my selected time 
frame, and reminders to review their liked and bookmarked tweets prior to the interview as well 
as to come up with a pseudonym to preserve their confidentiality. 
 Within a week after posting my tweet, I had booked seven interviews. Two interviews 
had to be rescheduled. As I could not confirm the eighth interview and still had potential 
interested candidates left to select, I went back to my interest survey, reached out to, and 
confirmed an interview with another collaborator to keep my number of collaborators at eight. I 
then closed access to the interest survey. At that point, my tweet had a total of 17,971 
impressions (i.e., the number of times people saw my tweet on Twitter) and 1,045 total 
engagements (i.e., the number of times people interacted with my tweet). Forms of engagement 
included 602 media engagement (i.e., clicks of the image), 148 detail expansions of the tweet, 
100 retweets, 77 profile clicks, 64 link clicks to the interest survey, 52 likes, and 2 replies.  
Collaborators 
A total of eight collaborators (as presented in Table 2) met the inclusion criteria. All 
collaborators self-identified as Black. One collaborator also noted she holds her Black and 
Native identities as equal. Seven collaborators were millennials, born between 1981-1996, and 
one was Generation X, born between 1965-1980 (Dimock, 2019). Although not directly asked, 
throughout the interviews it was revealed that all collaborators have at least completed a 
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bachelor’s degree. One collaborator was preparing to apply to graduate school, one completed 
her master’s degree, and three were in a doctoral program. One collaborator resided in Europe 
but was born, raised, and spent the majority of her life in the United States. Lastly, although lack 
of familiarity with #WOCAffirmation did not exclude collaborators from the study, I prioritized 
interested candidates who selected that they were familiar with the hashtag. All eight 
collaborators indicated they were familiar with #WOCAffirmation in the interest survey, 
however, I discovered during the interviews that only four were. More information about 




Basic Description of Collaborators With Interest Survey Data 








Self-Reported Level of 
Engagement with Black Women on 
Twitter 
Audre 24‒39 2010 No Twice daily High 
Imani 24‒39 2015 Yes 3-4 times a day 
 
I have a high engagement with 
Black women. Particularly Black 
queer women.  
Kiki 24‒39 2014 Yes I have my own 
business so I'm 






I have different accounts, I have a 
business account and a personal 
one. On my business account, 
people are more pleasant to me 
regardless of what I say. But on my 
personal one, which has a lot less 
followers, I receive a lot more 
harassment for my thoughts and 
opinions. Typically I only really 
interact with and follow Black 
women and Black LGBT+ folx on 
Twitter. It’s rare that I interact with 
anyone that isn't Black unless I 
know them in real life.  




I have a high engagement with 
black women (cis, trans, femme) 
the majority of who I follow and 
interact are usually black women  
Milie 24‒39 2009 No Multiple times 
a day 
My engagement with Black women 
is all day, everyday 
Mina 24‒39 2009 No 2-6 times a day 
 
The majority of the people I follow 
on twitter are Black women. Their 
level of intelligence and wit are 
always spot on. 
Patterson 40‒55 2012 Yes 2-3 times a day 
 
I follow a lot of Black 
women/femmes, have many Black 
women followers, I favorite, 
retweet, and/or reply Black women 
regularly, and typically look at 
their hashtags 
Virginia 24‒39 2012 Yes Once a day I purposefully follow Black women 
because they are my community 
and who I appreciate hearing from 
- same with retweeting and 
following hashtags relevant for my 
community.  
 
Note. The confirmation of familiarity with #WOCAffirmation is from engagement during 




 Each collaborator took part in one 60- to 90-minute interview. All interviews were 
conducted via the video conferencing platform Zoom because of the health and safety concerns 
related to the ongoing coronavirus disease. I selected Zoom because it had useful features such as 
audio and video recording, chat, and screen sharing. Before each interview began, we reviewed 
the informed consent form (see Appendix E) together. I then opened our space by clarifying 
collaborators’ pronouns, describing my entry to the study, and explaining that this space and time 
is for us. That is, I indicated that we can speak as freely and authentically as we were 
comfortable with. We did not need to confine ourselves to academic expectations or 
communicative standards of whiteness. 
 The semi-structured interview questions consisted of three parts as notated in the 
interview protocol (see Appendix F). The first set of questions covered the collaborators’ 
experience on Twitter overall. Then I shifted to discuss their intragroup experience. I concluded 
by sharing screenshots of 10 de-identified tweets from my #WOCAffirmation data set and 
having the collaborator share their initial response to the tweet. During the interviews, I jotted 
down notes of collaborators’ responses that I wanted to expound upon later. Because it was a 
semi-structured interview, although I had my interview protocol to guide the interview process, I 
posed questions in an order that made the conversation more fluid. I closed the interview by 
explaining the next steps for both myself and the collaborator; sending their financial 
compensation of $25 via PayPal, Venmo, or Zelle; and sharing selected #WOCAffirmation 
tweets that included positive affirmations. After each interview was complete, I transcribed the 
interviews from the audio recording. In cases, where I could not make out the collaborators’ 
words from the audio recording, I referred to the video recordings to try to read their lips. 
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 Discursive Engagement During Interviews. Because of the global pandemic, all plans to 
conduct as many as the eight interviews in-person were eradicated thereby forcing all interviews 
to be virtual. Given how personal and intimate qualitative research can be, it was imperative that 
trusting relationships were still virtually formed with collaborators despite the lack of physical 
interaction. Additionally, building trusting relationships was paramount for me because of the 
historical mistrust Black folks have with being subjects in research as well as how Black women 
are exploited for their intellectual content on Twitter. Still using Black feminism in qualitative 
inquiry as my approach, there were certain components of our engagement that can be 
considered as a methodological tool to build trusting relationships and offer each other grace. 
What I found was that although we were physically isolated across the United States and Europe, 
there was something to be said about interviewing and sharing our personal lived experience 
from the comfort of our homes (a space the collaborators and I would have never accessed if I 
conducted face-to-face interviews). It is a possibility that having the familiarity and safety of 
their own space allowed the collaborators to be even more vulnerable than they would have been 
in a library, coffee shop, or other public, yet private location.  
While grounding this study in Black feminism and working to developing trusting 
relationships in virtual settings, there were multiple ways we made space for each other. For 
example, in the interest survey, Virginia expressed in an optional text box that she appreciated 
having the space to write in both her Native and Black identity in response to the question if 
interested collaborators identified as a Black woman. When I reached out to interested 
collaborators to confirm if they were still willing to participate in the interview, Kiki replied 
asking if she could show de-identified screenshots of tweets in case there was something in 
particular we wanted to discuss or if it was relevant to a question. Thus, she not only brought her 
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lived experiences to the interview, she could provide textual evidence and artifacts as well. These 
small actions among others were ways we were mutually gracious and made space for each other 
prior to commencing interviews. 
 When beginning each interview, I gave a brief overview of how I arrived at my research 
interests offering collaborators how my reflections, lived experiences, and insights are integrated 
into the research process (Evans-Winters, 2019). I started by describing how after my negative 
experience earning my master’s degree, I decided I would never return to school. “Ain’t enough 
drugs in the world” that could convince me that obtaining a PhD would be a better experience 
than my master’s. Collaborators related to this sentiment based on their own experiences 
(“Okay?!” and “I remember saying that.”), while also affirming and congratulating me for 
making it to the data collection stage. I closed out by describing my personal academic 
background by explaining how I wanted to converge my interests of Black women-centered in 
social movements, social change, and social media based on what I was observing on Twitter 
before I decided to return to school. If I was going to go back to academia, I wanted to research 
something where I could approach it from joy contrasting with my experience during my 
master’s program.  
To emphasize how this study was “less concern[ed] for how outsiders legitimate (or 
receive and perceive) our assertions” (Evans-Winters, 2019, p. 23) and how our “lived 
experiences, and reflections of these socially constructed experiences, are legitimate subjects of 
research and analysis” (Evans-Winters, 2019, p. 23), the last part of introducing how I wanted us 
to be comfortable in this space and how I wanted this interview and research to be reflective of 
us. I primarily focused on the use of language to how we do not have to censor ourselves but 
rather “[converse] in one’s cultural point of reference” (Evans-Winters, 2019, p. 22). I offered an 
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example of how “I was raised by a cussin ass father who raised some cussin ass kids, and that 
will likely show up in this interview for me.” This elicited positive responses from collaborators 
such as laughter, smiles, and head nods as well as verbal responses. “Okay, cuz I was gonna ask 
which version of Milie did you want. You want Milie to show up or do you want Milie?”  
 During the interview, we continued to build upon sharing our personal experiences and 
centering Black women and Black feminism in our discussion. The tone of voice got softer, yet 
more assertive when speaking of the joys we experience and the need to amplify other Black 
women while we passionately expressed our frustrations. Collaborators included ample use of 
storytelling, irony, metaphor, and similes (Evans-Winters, 2019) to demonstrate their argument 
while also using elements and language of Black culture and digital language familiar to Black 
Twitter. Personal narratives were also woven into responses relating back to their engagement on 
Twitter. LaShay recounted her childhood by painting a picture of how she was put into unwanted 
situations because of her physical stature and ultimately feeling like she was never protected, 
especially as a Black woman, when discussing misogynoir and Megan Thee Stallion. Mina and 
Patterson both shared stories about their personal health and experiences with doctors. When 
discussing how she felt about GIFs, Virginia posed the question back to me of how I felt. “What 
are your thoughts? I’m gonna come back! I wanna hear your answer to this question!” thereby 
making the interview a two-way of questioning rather than just me posing questions.  
Outside of me intentionally wanting to close interviews on a high note and ending with 
affirmations, collaborators expressed their own affirmations along with encouragement about 
this research study. They shared how proud and excited they were about this work, how it is 
necessary, their appreciation for this space, and reflected on this experience and their responses. 
Kiki thanked me for the time stating that it felt like therapy to be able to freely express her 
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frustrations within her digital and physical realities while also being able to share the joyous 
parts of Twitter. Furthermore, having a shared understanding of her points without her having to 
provide an entire back story felt cathartic. At one point Virginia commented on how she did not 
expect one of the tweets we discussed to bring up certain unanticipated emotions. Patterson 
reflected on her experience by saying, “Yvonne, you got me thinking about a lot of stuff. I 
thought I only tweeted a couple of times, but I’ve been tweeting!” She also described how she 
not only learned an ample amount about how to navigate her own research, but that she liked that 
I “made this very down-to-earth. You seem very comfortable at your home, which is how I want 
to engage with people when I’m doing my research.”  
Considering the circumstances we were in given the outcomes of the global pandemic 
and coming off of a summer of national and international uprisings, we were individually and 
collectively physically, emotionally, mentally, and spiritually tired. Due to both the pandemic 
and uprising, we were forced to mourn and grieve either in isolation or over video conferencing 
rather than with our community. Moreover, we were still expected to academically and 
professionally perform as if nothing were happening. This made it even more paramount for me 
to enact and capture that joy during interviews. I wanted to create a space where the 
collaborators and I could speak without fear of consequence of our words (unlike on Twitter at 
times) and express the pleasures of the platform while also being critical of the space. Therefore, 
while I was physically exhausted and faced personal challenges during the weeks conducting 
interviews, each interview ended with a rare burst of energy after sharing space with virtual 




Participation in the semi-structured interviews was voluntary. With consent to participate 
in the interviews, collaborators must have also consented to be audio recorded. Video recording 
was optional. Virtual interviews were conducted in private spaces individually determined by the 
researcher and collaborators. Collaborators chose their own pseudonym at the beginning of the 
study after consenting occurred. Their pseudonyms were used on audiotapes, audiofiles, 
transcripts, field notes, and for reporting purposes. If collaborators shared information that was 
specific enough and would allow them to be identified, that information was omitted from this 
study and will be omitted from publications and presentations.  
All data collected were stored on an approved UNLV secured storage server that only I 
and the principal investigator had access to. My personal laptop and all of the digital data saved 
on it were password protected. I have and will continue to not use public Wi-Fi to connect to the 
Internet from any device on which study documents and data are viewed. All forms of data will 
be stored for 5 years after the conclusion of this study and then destroyed. 
Data Analysis 
After completing the interviews and transcriptions, I, again, used ATLAS.ti to code the 
interviews and begin data analysis. When coding interviews, I tended to code sentence by 
sentence or thought by thought whether the content related directly to the research question or 
not. I determined codes using my theoretical framework, Black feminist thought, as my guide. 
Additionally, I used the topics included in the literature review to determine codes. Some 
statements were also coded in vivo as they inherently embodied the theoretical framework. Some 




After completing the initial set of codes in ATLAS.ti, I exported them into a CSV format 
that allowed me to see the content from the interview, the respective codes, and from which 
collaborator each code stemmed. First, I reread all codes. During this time, I removed codes that 
were not relevant to the research question. An example would be how in interviews with Imani 
and LaShay, we individually discussed “how Black TV gets deconstructed in harsher ways than 
other shows” (an in vivo code from LaShay’s interview) when discussing Lovecraft Country 
(Green et al., 2020) or Insecure (Rae et al. 2016‒present). After removing irrelevant codes, I 
opened a new Excel worksheet to copy and paste the initial codes into categories based on 
connections and patterns among the codes. Therefore, underneath each category, the content, the 
name of the collaborator from whom the content came, and a code were listed. Once I copied and 
pasted a code onto the new worksheet into a category, I highlighted it in the original document as 
an indicator that the code was already categorized. This process resulted in 45 initial categories. 
Once I determined the 45 initial categories, I began to organize them into overarching 
themes. This process entailed opening a new worksheet in the same Excel file to serve as a 
sandbox. I copied and pasted the categories with their respective codes, collaborator, and content 
there for an isolated visual of categories. Some initial themes were clearly identified and formed 
including “Twitter as a site of knowledge,” “using their voice,” and “harm.” Upon reviewing 
categories and themes and returning to my research question, categories and themes were 
eliminated due to them not answering the research question. Examples of removed themes 
included the overall theme of “platform structures” where initial categories included “how 
algorithms and technology impacts content on timeline,” “differences in social media platforms,” 
or “functionalities/structure of Twitter.” Additionally, some categories were eliminated from an 
overall theme when I realized it was not representative of a majority of my collaborators. For 
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example, “Twitter in the classroom” was a category under the theme of “Twitter as a site of 
knowledge” and “African American Vernacular English as a form of digital blackface” under the 
theme of “Harm” (now “Misogynoir”) were removed because only one to two collaborators 
referenced them. Table 3 offers an example of the content of interviews, initial codes, categories, 






















Examples of Coding for Semi-Structured Interviews 
Content Initial Code(s) Initial Category Overall Theme 
I think it's really important to share those stories. 
I, myself, my story of sexual assault, I shared 
that on Twitter and Facebook. And that was the 
way that I shared that publicly beyond myself 
and my circle of supportive people and stuff. 
That's how you found out about me and where 
my life has been at places. I think that's positive. 
Positive importance and 
impact of sharing personal 
narrative 
 








Sometimes I feel like people are sharing their 
narrative a little too much  
Balance between private and 
public self and consequence 
of sharing 
On Infant’s Fertility Awareness week, I usually 
share that I've had two pregnancy losses and I’ve 
had women DM me to say “I don't feel 
comfortable by liking this or retweeting this, but 
thank you for sharing that cuz I know I’m not 
alone.” We need that space to be vulnerable, 
open, and share our pain where it will be 
affirmed and held with love, trust, and regard. 
Creating space to be 
vulnerable and share stories 
“where it will be affirmed, 
held with love and trust” 
 
Sharing personal narrative 





I just want people to always know that they can 
reach out because, I mean, if we gon make it 
through this shit, it’s gon be together. Not alone! 
Creating sense community 
and solidarity 
We have to defend ourselves somehow. Being 
quiet ain’t go do us nothing. 
Using voice - defend selves, 




being silent on 
Twitter 
In certain situations, Black women voices are 
not wanted to be heard. It's okay for us to be 
loud and make sure that we’re understood even 
in fear of stigmatism of loud Black woman or 
angry Black woman. Sometimes it just needs to 
be said and you navigate how you need to 
navigate. 
Using voice to dismantle 
controlling images 
 
Using voice to be rendered 
visible 
I just think of, like, other Black women in my 
life like my mother, my grandmother who just 
weren't even able to be themselves. 
Systemic oppressions 










I agree with that. I think we talked a lot about 
that silence being an issue, you know, and 
stories that just have been actively suppressed 
either by individuals or just like you know the 
society is not interested in hearing them. 
Oppressive systems forcing 
Black women into silence or 




Organizing categories into themes became difficult when I found that either the codes did 
not align with the category or theme, all categories did not align with the theme, or categories 
could fit better into an already existing theme or a newly created one if framed or named 
differently. Additionally, for content that received multiple codes, while finalizing themes and 
writing the findings, I determined which singular theme that content would fit under best. As 
coding is an iterative process, I continued to tweak categories and themes from when I first 
created them and while writing the findings to ensure everything aligned to my research 
question, framework, literature, and that they were representative of the sample.  
I grouped the 45 initial categories into 10 overarching themes. However, because I was 
incorporating both data sets from #WOCAffirmation and interviews, once I finalized the themes 
and sub-themes from the interviews, I went back to the #WOCAffirmation themes to see how 
themes from both data sets mutually informed each other and best answered the research 
question. From the 19 themes from #WOCAffirmation and the 10 themes from the semi-
structured interviews, I selected five overarching themes with sub-themes for the study. The five 
themes are creating space to prioritize joy on the timeline, using voice to resist and to bond, 
digital resistance, misogynoir, and Black women as producers of knowledge.  
1. Creating space to prioritize joy on the timeline 
a. Who we follow on Twitter 
b. Self-representation and self-definition 
c. Affirmation and amplification 
d. Creating community versus isolation 
2. Using voice to resist and bond 
a. Sharing personal narratives 
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b. Solidarity among Black women 
c. On silence and voice 
3. Digital resistance 
a. Protecting our space 
b. Protecting other Black women 
4. Misogynoir 
a. Digital blackface in form of GIFs 
b. Exploitation of Black women’s being 
c. Engagement between Black men and Black women 
5. Black women as producers of knowledge 
In organizing the themes, I aimed to isolate them in such a way to best understand users’ 
experiences. That is, I organized themes similar to how a user would create a Twitter account 
and experience the timeline. For example, I discuss how users and collaborators curate their 
space before talking about how they protect it, as the opposite order could cause confusion. 
Therefore, I arranged themes by how users create and engage with their space, leading to how 
they experience it (e.g., using voice, protecting their space, and misogynoir). Because the final 
theme of Black women being producers of knowledge had minimal overlap with other themes, I 
found it was best suited to be presented last. Although I organized the themes in how users 
would experience Twitter, overlapping still existed. For example, a user describing how they 
speak out against a form of misogynoir can overlap with other themes such as the consequences 




 I created individual digital informed consent forms for each collaborator. Once they 
confirmed they were interested in moving forward with the interview, I shared the informed 
consent form with them and gave them the opportunity to review before the interview. 
Collaborators were able to sign and return the informed consent form prior to the interview while 
being aware we would still review it together once we start the interview. For those who did not 
submit the informed consent prior to the interview, we reviewed it together, and then they e-
signed and submitted it. 
After I completed composing the findings, I sent the findings to collaborators. 
Collaborators had two weeks to review both documents and provide any feedback if they chose 
to do so. This was in effort to continue to compose and engage in this research with them as a 
collaborative process in addition to ensuring their voice was being honored. Any feedback 
collaborators had was considered to make further edits. Lastly, they were compensated $10 if 
they chose to review and provide feedback.  
Zoom 
In reference to virtually conducting interviews in what I am assuming were collaborators’ 
homes via Zoom, a video-conferencing platform (Lobe et al., 2020), I was also mindful of 
various ethical considerations. This included utilizing a platform that not only possessed user-
friendly features (e.g., video, audio only, screen sharing, chat functions, and audio and video 
recording), but also did not require collaborators to sign up for an account, although they must 
download the application (Lobe et al., 2020). I did not post the meeting ID in public spaces nor 
reuse access codes. I had the meeting room password protected and used the waiting room 
feature to prevent any unauthorized access to the meeting space. Access to the video and audio 
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recordings were restricted to me and were stored on a password-protected laptop (not the Zoom 
cloud) as well as in a password-protected file. Files of the recordings were also immediately 
renamed to the collaborators’ pseudonyms once they were downloaded to the designated file as 
they were saved with the name collaborators used to register for the meeting.  
Collaborators selected their own location, thereby determining the level of privacy on 
their end. Based on personal observations, it appeared that only one collaborator had another 
person in their direct vicinity, which was only when the collaborator’s partner opened the door 
and entered the collaborator’s room to remove their dog and closed the door on their way out. 
Two collaborators used headphones thereby eliminating public two-way audio. Only one 
collaborator initially blurred her background. Once we realized that we both concealed parts of 
our home during the workday for the same reasons, we both revealed our living spaces. No 
sensitive information was shared nor was visible when I screen shared during the portion of the 
interview to display de-identified tweets. Only one collaborator shared her screen to discuss 
tweets where there was also no sensitive information revealed. Lastly, according to Zoom’s 
(2020) privacy policy, Zoom does not sell personal data. It only collects user data required to 
provide Zoom services for technical and operational support and service management (e.g., IP 
addresses), and users can opt-out of Zoom’s utilization of cookies.  
Documenting the Now 
To ethically access and engage with #WOCAffirmation, I had to abide by Twitter’s 
Terms of Service, which included protecting the privacy of Twitter users. DocNow, where I 
retrieved the #WOCAffirmation data set, also abides by Twitter’s Terms of Service. DocNow 
created “new digital tools to facilitate the collection, analysis and preservation of tweets and 
associated web content, as well as engagement with a broad range of stakeholders around the 
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myriad issues involved in working with this content” (Jules et al., 2018, p. 2). DocNow’s 
primary concern centered around ethical concerns related to archiving social media content 
initially spurring from social movements formed out of the Ferguson protests and how 
institutions of power sought to engage with the data that would result in harmful outcomes. 
Part of the difference between traditional forms of data collecting and research involving 
social media content is how the public and privacy boundaries are blurred. Observing, 
consuming, and collecting content from the Internet is conducted at a distance where public users 
are not all aware of how their data are being used (Jules et al., 2018). This creates space for 
observations to morph into surveillance and for third parties to weaponize users’ data against 
them and cause harm to already marginalized and vulnerable populations (e.g., police targeting 
activists, Cambridge Analytica, or the relationship between Russian and the 2016 U.S. 
presidential election; Jules et al., 2018). Therefore, DocNow worked to address the ethical 
challenges of archiving social media content to especially protect marginalized groups. Four of 
the challenges DocNow considered are: (a) users’ lack of awareness of how social media 
platforms and third parties use their data; (b) potential fraudulent use and manipulation of social 
media content; (c) the heightened potential harm for marginalized communities particular those 
engaged in protests and forms of civil disobedience that are surveilled by law enforcement; and 
(d) the “difficulty of applying traditional archival practices to social media content given the 
sheer volume of data and complicated logistics of interacting with content creators” (Jules et al., 
2018, p. 3).  
The creators of DocNow worked to construct a software that embedded these ethical 
considerations in the design in order to collect, analyze, and preserve tweets as well as other 
forms of social media content. DocNow included Twitter’s Terms of Service in addition to 
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creating tools that were informed from a community perspective that also respected the content 
creator, donor, and power of the content itself (Jules et al., 2018). In closing, DocNow offered 
four recommendations for archivists engaging with social media and web content detailing that: 
(a) “archivists should engage and work with the communities they wish to document;” (b) 
“documentation efforts must go beyond what can be collected without permission from the web 
and social media;” (c) “archivists should follow social media platforms’ terms of service where 
they are congruent with the values of the communities they are attempting to document;” and (d) 
“when possible, archivists should apply traditional archival practices such as appraisal, collection 
development, and donor relations to social media and web materials” (Jules et al., 2018, p. 12). 
For this research study, I engaged in all four recommendations. 
Ethically Engaging with Tweets 
Although tweets are public content, there is concern about the ethics of engaging with 
tweets for research and publication, particularly considering the lack of consent needed for using 
tweets from marginalized groups. A significant concern of mine and other scholars is how we 
engage in tweets (in this case) from Black women while respecting their labor rather than 
exploiting them, which is not accounted for by the IRB. Jessica Marie Johnson (2013) blogged 
about the politics of citation as it pertains to “women and genderqueer people of color, social 
media, and proper attribution” (Johnson, 2013, para. 5). Just because content produced on social 
media is not considered a “scholarly production” (Johnson, 2013, para. 13), it is still intellectual 
and a form of labor that should receive appropriate recognition, especially as that content is often 
appropriated by traditionally recognized institutions. Leveling the politics that are privileged in 
spaces that are considered formal with informal counterpublic or enclaved spaces that do not 
possess the same privileges reframes how knowledge and content creation can be viewed and 
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amplifies and recognizes voices that are rendered invisible (Johnson, 2013). Furthermore, to 
honor Black women’s voices and given the confliction I felt with using a large number of tweets 
without the user’s consent, I decided to interview Black women—viewing them as (co-) 
producers of knowledge—to include their personal experience on Twitter rather than to rely 
solely on tweets.  
I created my personal ethics of care leaning into Florini’s (2019a) and Bailey’s (2015) 
approach to ethically engage with the politics of citation, community, and tweets while 
mitigating any potential harm not accounted for by the IRB and Twitter’s terms of service. 
Firstly, for any tweets I decided to directly quote, I attempted to use those from public figures 
and “micro-celebrities” (Florini, 2019a, p. 216) in order to mitigate any potential harm, such as 
harassment or exploitation, that may come from citing Black women and other marginalized 
voices. This decision was made under the assumption that my dissertation will not significantly 
increase such users’ visibility and exposure.  
Also, in prioritizing tweets from public figure accounts, at times I chose to paraphrase 
(yet still citing) tweets instead of direct quoting them to still account for their content, but the 
reader would have to perform an extra step of labor to find the tweet. In other circumstances, I 
asked for permission to publish a user’s tweet. Again, although permission is not technically 
required to cite tweets, I chose to not further the exploitation of Black women or other 
marginalized populations in regard to how their voices and ideas were used in this study. In 
addition to seeking permission, I would also share the larger context of drafts in order for users 
to understand how their tweet and voice contributes to this body of work. Although that would 
ask potential users for their time to read and review, I want to give them the choice to do so 
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whether they decide to or not. In regard to exploring #WOCAffirmation as a whole, I did reach 
out and inform April Reign who positively responded.  
As Bailey (2015) frames her ethics of care, consenting is a collaborative, ongoing, and 
shifting process and can be critically transformative. Although not required, I chose to engage 
with my research (both collaborators and digital data) in ways that did not cause undue harm 
beyond the intentions and expectations of the IRB or Twitter’s terms of service. 
Chapter Summary 
Chapter 3 provided the methodological approach and the research design of this study 
addresses the research question of how does the creation of, dialogue within, and engagement 
with #WOCAffirmation reflect the overall and intragroup experiences of Black women on 
Twitter. While using Black feminism as qualitative inquiry, Black feminist thought was the 
theoretical framework. Two data sets were used providing textual evidence as well as Black 
women’s voices and personal lived experiences on Twitter to the study. Lastly, there were ethical 
considerations for how interviews were conducted with video conferencing platforms as well as 






This chapter presents brief profiles of collaborators interviewed and then the overarching 
findings from #WOCAffirmation and interviews. The findings between both analyses are 
organized into five themes with sub-themes. The five major themes are creating space to 
prioritize joy on the timeline, using voice to resist and bond, digital resistance, misogynoir, and 
Black women as producers of knowledge. I developed the themes using the theoretical 
framework, Black feminist thought (2000), as my guide, which are also supported by existing 
literature. The findings also incorporate heavy use of direct quotes from the collaborators to 
honor their voices as well as to support and justify themes.  
Collaborator Profiles 
 I created the following profiles to give readers insights into the participants’ worlds, 
interests, and entry points to Twitter. The information included is how long they have been on 
Twitter, why they joined, what content they are interested in, and where they are geographically 
located. Some details have been generalized to protect participants’ privacy. The profiles of the 
participants are presented in alphabetical order based on their chosen pseudonym. 
Audre 
 Audre considered herself to be part of the “technology generation.” She joined Twitter 
while she was in high school. “Twitter was just the transition from Facebook to the next social 
media platform. So by the time I got to high school, Twitter was popping.” She originally joined 
to connect with her classmates outside of school and to “just really [have] a Black-ass time as a 
teenager.” After college graduation, Audre stated, “I kind of use it for intellectual reasons and 
then I use it to get a good laugh.” Audre tends to use “Twitter specifically…as an outlet for 
needs to express my mind.” While Audre gains “a lot of insight, a lot of intellect, a lot of chances 
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to push myself to study different paradigms or adapt new ways of thinking,” she also enjoys 
Twitter to get “some good engagement, feedback on TV shows, or see who’s getting dragged 
next.” 
Imani 
 Imani is a “whole Black girl from [East Coast city],” who has been on Twitter for about 5 
years.  
I joined because I knew that—this was before I went back to grad school. I was still 
teaching—I knew there were a lot of really important conversations happening on Twitter 
and I felt like I would get them second hand through Instagram and third hand through 
Facebook. And I didn't really love that. It also was a time where I was organizing and 
there were a lot of resources and information like Skillshare and things that were 
happening on the Twitter space as well. 
Imani explained that she has three circles within the Twittersphere including “Black geek 
Twitter,” “queer womanist Twitter,” and “dyke Twitter.” She also has a second profile, which is 
her “professional, teacher Twitter…cuz the kids be looking for you.” This profile is geared 
toward engaging in “Black educator content, Indigenous educator content, diversity, equity, 
inclusion folks, some political organizing, and policies stuff.” 
Kiki 
 Kiki has been on Twitter for about 6 years “because I was actually late in joining social 
media and Twitter just seemed like one of the ones that was easier to join.” She continued to 
describe how in comparison to Facebook or Instagram, Twitter has more anonymity and you can 
“write whatever you want on Twitter. It’s way easier to see other people’s opinions and create 
your own space on Twitter than on other platforms.” Kiki has three Twitter accounts. One is for 
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her business. Another is her personal Twitter “which is basically a throw away diary.” The third 
is a “‘just whatever Twitter’ where I just retweet the things that interest me.” The space she 
engages with the most is with Black creatives and the Black artistsphere. Kiki lives in an area in 
the United States where there are “a bunch of older, conservative, white people who are always 
carrying around those Blue Lives, those confederate flags” and where there are not many Black 
folks especially since her friends moved away after graduating from college.  
LaShay 
 LaShay joined Twitter around 2008 or 2009 when a friend persuaded her to get an 
account for “Black Twitter reasons.” “At the time, I was like, Twitter is for politicians and…for 
them to do whatever they got to do or [to] share news articles and stuff. So I wasn’t really into 
it.” LaShay deleted that account, but later created another one “to be part of the Internet 
phenomenon…cuz each platform operates very differently. You get different information and 
discuss information differently. And so I wanted to be a part of the conversation.” LaShay 
attended an HBCU and is preparing to apply for graduate school in the hopes of bridging her 
bachelor’s degree in engineering with her work and interest in the fine arts. 
Milie 
 Milie has been on Twitter for over 10 years and joined while she was in college. “It was 
such a new thing at the time. And honestly, I think in the beginning I didn’t know what it was, 
like, [Twitter] is stupid.” She attended an HBCU, which contributed to how she started to build 
her networks on Twitter.  
Back then it was just a new phenomenon that everyone joined. It was a bunch of us 
talking mess, but we can also talk to the other schools, too, especially when events are 
coming up. It made everything more fun.  
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Milie also uses Twitter to maintain ties with friends and acquaintances. “I’m an only child so I 
really hold my friendships…really dear.” Examples of relationships she maintains on Twitter 
include those with people she went to college with and sees most when she and her husband 
(who she met on Twitter) return for homecoming. 
Mina 
 Mina has been on Twitter for 6 years. She rejoined the platform after attending an 
academic conference and a friend live-tweeted a conference panel Mina organized. Someone 
took a screen shot of one of those tweets and posted it into a Facebook group to which Mina 
belonged. That is when she remembered she still had a Twitter account. After realizing others 
wanted to engage in her academic work, she decided to become more active on Twitter where 
she also worked to “put a presence out there” as she is preparing for the job market. Mina was in 
the process of completing her PhD journey at the time we interviewed. Mina lives in an area 
where there are few Black folks. She was the only Black woman in her academic program for 
some years. 
Patterson 
 Patterson joined Twitter 8 years ago. She joined after attending a talk by Ava DuVernay 
at Spelman College after her film Middle of Nowhere (DuVernay, 2012) was released. Patterson 
was inspired by DuVernay and she mentioned how DuVernay was the first person to like one of 
her tweets. Patterson highly prioritizes engaging with Black women, particularly those who 
contribute to her personal, professional, and academic enrichment. Part of Patterson’s critical 
engagement with Twitter includes being intentional with who she follows in terms of what 
content they are sharing and who they are on a humanistic and individual level. Patterson was 
also adamant about researching beyond what content is in tweets thus not taking information at 
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face value. Lastly, she is mindful about which tweets she likes and retweets because she does not 
want to spread any misinformation or publicly signal that she supports content when she in fact 
does not. Patterson works primarily with youth in educational settings and mentoring capacities 
on the East Coast and is beginning her PhD journey.  
Virginia 
 Virginia joined Twitter in 2012. She transitioned from Facebook to Twitter “since 
everyone around me had it.” She took a break from Twitter during college when she moved to 
Europe to study abroad where she ended up permanently living. She described the reasoning for 
her break as how “I was living half abroad, half splitting time between places.” She returned to 
the platform in 2016 to “feel connected to people…who I actually knew in real life, but also 
Internet friends and people who you just want to see their thoughts and opinions on things.” 
Virginia is very much engaged in community organizing and she appreciates the access she has 
to resources on Twitter that can be globally shared. She further values the conversations that 
occur on Twitter, especially as they spill into the physical and shift perceptions throughout 
society.  
Thematic Findings 
This section presents my findings organized under the five themes. For each theme, I 
summarize the dialogue and engagement that occurred within the #WOCAffirmation 
downsample. I then discuss collaborators’ discussions and responses in the interviews where 
their engagement with #WOCAffirmation are woven in throughout the themes. As 
aforementioned in the previous chapters, only Black women can produce and self-define their 
experiences. Therefore, it was important to use a Black feminist lens when examining how Black 
women experience the digital realm. For this reason, in presenting the findings resulting from the 
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data collected through #WOCAffirmation and interviews with Black women, I aim to use their 
own voices to describe their lived experiences. I will also provide context and support through 
literature and studies. Additionally, when I refer to dialogue within #WOCAffirmation in the 
findings, I label the user’s assumed race. When I refer to #WOCAffirmation and users, I 
specifically am referencing the users within the downsample I analyzed. 
Creating Space to Prioritize Joy on the Timeline 
 Within the #WOCAffirmation downsample, 57 tweets described the joy, fulfillment, and 
gratitude users experienced because #WOCAffirmation was created. Some users described being 
moved to tears by #WOCAffirmation and expressed how the hashtag motivated, inspired, and 
rejuvenated them. Black women expressed their joy and gratitude, in part, by supporting and 
amplifying other Black women whose work made an impact in their lives. Many were moved to 
taking such actions by Reign’s (2017b) initial #WOCAffirmation tweet, which stated, “You on 
your sh*t? You doing something you’re proud of? You selling stuff? Hit me. I’ll retweet.”  
Another aspect of finding appreciation within #WOCAffirmation was the creation of a 
“safe and beautiful” space (42 tweets) in which the amplification and affirmation of Black 
women could occur. Black women were amplifying each other by encouraging users to follow 
other Black women or by retweeting their information so Black women could gain more 
exposure. Others took it further by financially supporting Black women and their work by 
purchasing merchandise. After witnessing the amplifying, affirming, and joy that was taking 
place under #WOCAffirmation, several users were inspired to join in instead of boycotting 
Twitter along with McGowan’s supporters as they had originally planned. (65 tweets).  
Therefore, within interviews, it was paramount for me to explore that since Twitter was a 
space we willingly choose to be a part of, how do collaborators create, find, and prioritize joy on 
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the timeline. This showed up in the corresponding sub-themes of (a) how collaborators decided 
who they follow and why, (b) self-representation and self-definition, (c) various forms of 
affirmations and amplification that occur on the timeline, and (d) creating community on Twitter.  
“I’m Very Specific About Who I Follow:” Who We Follow on Twitter 
 Curating one’s space on Twitter begins with who a user follows. The content a user will 
engage with is shaped, in part, by the tweets, likes, retweets, and quote tweets of those they are 
following. All of the collaborators who I interviewed were intentional about who they followed, 
and they predominantly followed Black women. In branching out to other digital counterpublics, 
enclaves, or satellites, collaborators also followed users within spheres of their personal interests 
such as academia and artistry. This created the foundation of intra-community and kinship ties, 
which therefore contributed to collaborators’ joy, feeling of safety, and thereby overall and 
intragroup lived experiences (Collins, 2000; Maragh-Lloyd, 2020b).  
 What I found that was paramount to who collaborators followed was how their followers’ 
content and engagement made them feel. For example, Milie highlighted how “who I follow is 
huge because the person who I follow and the content that person is gonna put out is going to 
affect me and my day.” She explained that she will block someone she is following if: 
You're not funny, you're not motivational, and you’re not providing any education or 
anything like that…so I feel like as long as you’re putting out positivity, even a little bit 
of fuck shit, if it’s funny but not at the expense of hurting someone, [I’ll follow]. 
Audre also focused on positivity with her following. “I try my best to curate my timeline [and] 
try to follow positive people, inspiring people.” Audre was rather cognizant of who she followed 
where their values aligned with her. “I know that I can look at your page and I can draw 
inspiration. I can draw joy. I can learn something from you.” Imani described how “there were 
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all these power users and I spent a lot of time trying to figure out, ‘Do I want this person on my 
feed? Do I like it? Is it helpful to me? Does it make me feel good?’” Lastly, Mina’s purposeful 
following and engagement “with other Black scholars and in particular Black women 
really…soothes me. It soothes my soul. It feeds my soul where those connections [are lacking] 
especially in my actual program.”  
The intentional affirming and amplification of women via #WOCAffirmation compelled 
several users to expand their network by following the Black women being amplified and 
encourage their followers to do the same. Within the downsample, 36 tweets were related to 
users how users followed more Black women and women of color based on their content or 
professional work. Examples of tweets included users mentioning they were findings so many 
great voices to follow by searching through the WOCAffirmation hashtag and threads. 
Additionally, users mentioned how they hope white users would also follow those women being 
amplified in #WOCAffirmation in hopes that white users would read, learn from, and listen to 
Black women’s needs and brilliance. In addition, 10 tweets included either #FF or 
#FollowFriday given that October 13, 2017 was a Friday. As a result, the hashtags served as a 
gateway into #WOCAffirmation’s dialogue across digital public spheres (Brock, 2020b; Florini, 
2019a; Jackson et al., 2020; Kuo, 2018; Sharma, 2013).  
In our interviews, the collaborators reflected on how they expanded their networks in 
response to the dialogue occurring in #WOCAffirmation. In describing her engagement with 
#WOCAffirmation, Kiki spoke to how she followed users after being intrigued by the content 
and the conversations that were occurring within the hashtag.  
Black women and women of color just spoke to me on a different level. I immediately 
became interested cuz I was like, “Oh, why haven’t I heard of this before?” I need to 
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follow this and I need to follow all these people cuz they speak about things that people 
need to hear, people need to listen to, and that others don’t care about. 
Similar to #FollowFriday that was referenced in #WOCAffirmation, Mina shared how when she 
reactivated her Twitter, she looked at who her friends were following and decided, “‘Let me 
follow a bunch of those people.’ And then kept branching out. ‘Who are those people following? 
Who are my other friends who I love and respect?’” (see Florini, 2019a; Brock, 2020b; Sharma, 
2013). She also brought up how the timeline would ask for users’ top five (insert a category) to 
amplify users and broaden their networks.  
I love it when people will be like, “Here are my top five whatever. Favorite scholars or 
favorite people, I like their Twitter” or whatever...and then that kind of creates a chain of 
now other people are retweeting that with their five and I’ll go through and follow 
everybody I’m not following already. 
Therefore, based on the personal relationships Mina had with her friends, she leveraged the trust 
and shared values within her intragroup communities to expand the number of users she followed 
and ensure the content she engaged with provided joy (Collins, 2000; Maragh-Lloyd, 2020a, 
2020b). 
Findings from both datasets exemplified how users and collaborators chose to create their 
network on Twitter prioritizing those that shared their social identities, particularly, Black 
women who recognize the importance of “what matters to us” (Maragh-Lloyd, 2020a, p. 117). 
Black women’s relationships with each other further constituted a safer place to engage in daily 
conversations as well as nurture bonds with other Black women based on shared strengths and 
resources (Collins, 2000; hooks, 2015). Understanding who collaborators followed in 
conjunction with how users encouraged others to follow those being amplified for their work and 
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content within #WOCAffirmation informed how joy is prioritized in collaborators’ experience 
on Twitter. 
“Don’t Think I Can’t Be a Scholar and a Thot:” Self-Representation and Self-Definition 
One of the dialogues within #WOCAffirmation (51 tweets) was Black women declaring 
the ways they were resisting, disrupting, and making and taking space in dominant white spaces 
by virtue of embracing all parts of their identity in their professional work or how they engage on 
Twitter. Some described doing the radical work to ensure change or embracing all parts of their 
identities as their method to fight white supremacy. Others distinctly described their resistance as 
self-definition by combatting racialized and gendered forms of marginalization in their 
workplace.  
For collaborators, being able to exist (and to an extent, perform) as their authentic self as 
a form of self-representation and expression of self-definition was significant for collaborators in 
prioritizing joy in their Twitter experience (Brock, 2020b; Collins, 2000; Gray, 2015; Sobande, 
2020; Steele, 2019). The collaborators found freedom in Black women, who are often censored 
in the physical realm, being able to relish in their identities on Twitter. This sub-theme relates to 
Brock’s (2020b) discussion on the libidinal economy and ratchetry on Twitter for Black folks to 
having the space to just simply be and self-representation on Twitter (Sobande, 2020) without 
having to self-censor or be limited by respectability politics (Higginbotham, 1993). 
When considering how we portray ourselves on Twitter under various gazes or “the 
spectacle of the Other” (Hall, 1997, p. 225), Mina explained how she aspired “to bring together 
myself outside of the classroom, outside of the advising center, outside of academia and bridge 
those gaps—bring in the music that I like, the things I like to do. Those things are important.” 
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She described her aspiration for a scholar’s Twitter account as a way to embrace her personal 
and professional identities and interests.  
One of the things I love about her account is she is unabashedly herself. She is queer, 
poly, and she tweets about that. She tweets about partners, about twerking, about pleasure 
activism and it's very much from an unfiltered, “This is who I am. This is what you 
get”…don’t think I can’t be a scholar and a thot! 
Mina appreciated this about the space she created on Twitter because “I can bring all of me to 
that space and feel comfortable, confident, and heard.” Using this as an example of self-
definition to counter or dispel controlling images of Black womanhood within white spaces 
(Collins, 2000; Gray, 2019), Mina spoke to how she has been able to use Twitter as a space to 
resist dominant racialized and gendered ideologies of what a scholar is. 
Audre, Kiki, and Milie also discussed showing up on Twitter as their more authentic, 
comfortable selves. Audre framed this type of engagement as “tweeting through it” while “not 
being afraid to be Black.” She added that Black women could be  
vulnerable in a way. And also just being unapologetic and just not giving a fuck and just 
tweeting how they feel and just expressing themselves, whether it be sexually liberated or 
really just being their full selves. 
It was significant for Kiki to have “a platform where we can say what we want. I think that's 
definitely important. That makes me happy that people feel validated and that they feel safe to 
say whatever they want.” There is also another level of comfort that the digital adds. As Audre 
explained, “I feel like we are more comfortable with expressing ourselves online than we are 
face-to-face” (see Tufekci, 2017). This was similar to the sentiment Milie felt when expressing 
“on Twitter, I can be myself. I can talk like myself. I can show my anger without any 
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repercussions of someone questioning. I can show all my sides of myself like when I’m upset, 
angry, happy, sad, goofy.” This contrasted with how she moves in her physical reality, 
particularly in her professional life. 
But in society, and especially in corporate America, I can’t. It's not that I can't do it. I 
don't feel comfortable doing it, right? Because if I really wanted to, I could. But I think 
it's just more so not being comfortable. 
The balance between using voice and self-defining while navigating respectability 
politics across spaces demonstrates boundaries between liberation, resistance, punitive actions, 
and survival in the physical and digital (Collins, 2000; Gray, 2019; Higginbotham, 1993). 
However, the collaborators were still able to use this space to draw joy and embody all parts of 
self-definition (Collins, 2000). 
There are, however, negative consequences of showing up as your authentic self on 
Twitter as evident in the upcoming section about the theme of misogynoir. Though Black women 
are able to engage in a more authentic manner on Twitter, users still cannot tweet without fear of 
consequences. Recalling experiences from her time acting in a human resources capacity, Imani 
highlighted how the biases and racism embedded in the algorithms and technology can unfairly 
target Black women (Benjamin, 2019; Noble, 2018; Noble & Tynes, 2016).  
I think a fucked up thing that often happens is… nowadays folks are using these apps that 
will go back and track the digital footprint of a potential candidate. And so often people 
showing up as their actual selves on places like Twitter…because Twitter is a verbal 
platform, it's where people get caught up the most. It’s unfortunate and fucked up and 
obviously deeply, racially coded that those apps pick up your tweets and flag them as 
racially charged or lewd, right? If there's curse words in them or [if tweets are] politically 
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charged, right? … I’m not racially charged. I am not white. Me talking about my 
experience in your algorithm means that you read me as racially charged…but what 
you're reading, what you're flagging is that I am naming that I want basic health care. 
That I want to show up in the world as a Black queer woman and not experience 
violence, right? And you're flagging those things as a radical. You're flagging me saying, 
“Bitch, yaasss,” to my homegirl as me being lewd on the Internet. And those kinds of 
biases built in the algorithms will continue to negatively affect Black women.  
What Imani articulated was how she embodies all parts of her self-defined standpoint by finding 
and using voice to express her experiences the way she chooses to whether it be in a liberatory, 
survival, challenging, activist, advocacy, resistance, joy, or just her own ‘being’ sense of 
engagement. However, given the uneven organization of power relations structured within digital 
technologies and algorithms that are mediated by whiteness, it reinforces oppressive, silencing, 
and punitive tactics that exist in our physical realities in how Black women use language and 
voice to self-define (Benjamin, 2019; Collins, 2000; Noble, 2018; Noble & Tynes, 2016). 
Dialogue within #WOCAffirmation highlighted Black women self-amplifying how they 
challenge dominant systems, primarily in their professional work spaces, by showing up as their 
authentic selves. Some collaborators were still navigating how they could also do so in private 
spaces that are deemed cishet, white, male spaces without having punitive actions taken against 
them. Twitter proved to be a place where they could take up such space. Additionally, users and 
collaborators were able to find and build a supportive and nurturing intragroup community to 
self-define despite whatever gaze or surveillance to which they were subjected (Collins, 2000; 
Gray, 2019; hooks, 2015). With users and collaborators engaging in their Black digital praxis by 
sharing their stories, resources, offering support, or embracing their social identities in this 
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digital space, they allowed themselves to be seen rather than conforming to respectability politics 
or controlling images (Brock, 2020b; Collins, 2000; Johnson & Nuñez, 2015). As structured 
power relations of the media are able to reinforce dominant narratives and controlling images of 
what Black women should be in order to justify racism and oppressive acts, users and 
collaborators worked to enhance the quality of their lives and also dismantle the idea that Black 
women need to be aware and mindful of how others perceive them (Collins, 2000; Sobande, 
2020).  
“Remembering ‘My People Have Me:’” Affirmation and Amplification 
 The crux of #WOCAffirmation was users affirming and amplifying themselves and each 
other. Of the downsampled tweets, 48% contained forms of affirmations, where the majority 
were amplifying other women or their organizations and slightly over a quarter of the 48% of 
tweets were self-affirming or affirming women in general. Affirmations included Black women 
reminding each other that they are worthy of love, are valued, possess power, and that Black 
women’s experiences are valid. 
A common topic among the tweets related to self-affirmations included Black women 
acknowledging how foreign or uncomfortable it felt to affirm or celebrate themselves because 
Black women have historically been made to feel small or invisible (Collins, 2000). Even though 
Black women give so much of themselves to the world (Collins, 2000), users described how we 
tend to point out our faults more readily than our strengths. Despite this discomfort, many users 
purposely promoted themselves and their work. In their tweets, the users gave themselves 
permission to be celebrated and affirmed themselves even if no one else would. In summation, 
both the dialogue within #WOCAffirmation and interviews related to Collins’s (2000) 
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explanation of how Black women value Black womanhood, which is expressed in part by 
affirming each other’s “humanity, specialness, and right to exist” (p. 102). 
In collaborators’ engagement with #WOCAffirmation, Imani, Kiki, and Virginia recalled 
positive experiences with the hashtag and they particularly enjoyed how Black women were 
rendering each other visible via affirmation. For example, Imani explained how  
a lot of Twitter is just screaming into the void. And so seeing people really take the time 
to interact…in a way that felt good and not like a dumpster fire was at least very different 
for me and my experience with Twitter at the time.  
Similar to tweets in #WOCAffirmation, Virginia observed how users replied to others and 
acknowledged how impactful their work was to the user. “‘This article you wrote opened my 
eyes in such a way. This work that you’re doing that’s going unrecognized? It’s not 
unrecognized!’ I remember seeing how many people [were] calling other people [in] saying, 
‘You’re amazing. You’re great!’” Imani and Virginia, respectively, described how they felt 
#WOCAffirmation was a way for women to make space “to hold each other and affirm each 
other,” as well as “to build people up.”  
Virginia and Imani both saw how affirmations within the hashtag served as a space to 
acknowledge and validate each other’s experiences and existence on a humanistic level. Imani 
stated, “You’re not crazy! I see you. That was a fucked up thing that happened. It happened to 
you. And that shouldn’t have…you deserve a good thing even if you feel like you don’t.” 
Relatedly, Virginia stated, “We see you. You’re here with us. And let’s affirm that.” Because of 
Black women’s unique standpoint, Black women have a shared understanding of the 
marginalized experiences we face and therefore are able to engage in a certain ethic of care and 
capacity for empathy that only Black women can relate to (Collins, 2000).  
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 Outside of the collaborators’ direct engagement with #WOCAffirmation, other 
collaborators described how they either engaged on Twitter or what type of engagement they 
enjoyed observing, which including affirmations. LaShay described how her “engagement on 
Twitter with Black women really is… ‘Oh, are you applying for a job? Oh, you got this, girl! 
Prayers for you.’ ‘You want to move out your house? Okay, you got this!’ I'm just encouraging, 
affirming.” Milie similarly observed the sisterhood and solidarity among Black women (Collins, 
2000; hooks, 1986) in how 
if you're feeling down, you can go to Twitter and say, “You know what? I’m having a 
shitty day.” You're not even talking to someone specific. You’re just saying it. And you 
just get someone random and be all, “You know what, girl? You got it!” Or “You 
deserve!” Just some type of validation or motivation and encouragement. So that's 
something that I do love about it and especially love about Black women on Twitter. 
Because we always gon show face, we gon motivate, encourage, and we go laugh about it 
in the process! Somebody gotchu! 
Likewise, Kiki highlighted how she can decompress and find peace within the space she created 
due to affirmation. 
The fact that I'm able to go on to my own home page and I see all these Black women or 
other Black people that are uplifting like, “If you're reading this, I love you. You matter. 
You're beautiful. Your Blackness is so valued. You’re amazing.” Being able to come into 
that community after feeling like the whole world is against you and then remembering 
“Oh no, my people have me!”  
When it comes to feeling personally affirmed, Mina shared she feels “affirmed as a Black 
person” when she interacts with Black Twitter as it is “a digital space available for us, by us.” 
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Focusing on her academic spheres on Twitter, she conveyed how her affirmations relate to the 
way she builds community (Maragh-Lloyd, 2020b). 
Even if [I’m just] offering words of affirmation, it’s part of my community care as far as 
I’m concerned. I'm there to help lift up other Black women the same way that they lift me 
up by amplifying their work, citing their scholarship, being in community together, and 
supporting what they have to say, showing that our lives are valuable. 
 The users and collaborators used their digital space and intragroup community of Black 
women that they created on Twitter to listen to and affirm each other. Although Black women do 
not experience the world in a monolithic sense, because of Black women’s standpoint, Black 
women are often familiar or at least aware of common challenges that Black women face (the 
second and third distinguishing feature in Black feminist thought). As a result, Black women can 
respond, provide support, and empower each other in ways that only they can understand 
(Collins, 2000). Thus, the feeling of being heard and understood while being affirmed 
contributed to users’ and collaborators’ joyful engagement. Consequently, hashtags such as 
#WOCAffirmation and the overall way Black women affirm each other on Twitter challenges 
and disrupts negative narratives created the within physical and reflected throughout the digital. 
 The second part of this sub-theme is the amplification. In the #WOCAffirmation 
downsample, 33% of tweets were women either amplifying themselves, their businesses, or other 
women. Separate from the 33% of amplifying tweets, 46 tweets contained the term “amplify” 
within a hashtag (e.g., #AmplifyBlackWomen). As a result of the amplification, Black women 
gained more exposure and increased their follower counts. Forms of amplification were users 
retweeting others as a means of support. Several users were excited to financially support Black 
women’s business mentioning their bank accounts were going to take a hit that day, wishing they 
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had more funds to support more businesses, and encouraging their timeline to financially support 
as well.  
 Examples of what Kiki saw when engaging with #WOCAffirmation were amplifications 
of Black women’s businesses and academic work. She, like many other users, felt compelled to 
follow users being amplified and share their content to ensure her networks see the content. The 
collaborators who did not engage with the hashtag also spoke ways they amplified Black women 
via supportive actions. Audre explained, “it takes nothing for me to put her on my timeline to 
include her in the digital space that I’m consumed in.” She noted how “sometimes we are guilty, 
myself as well, [of] just having an individualistic kind of viewpoint approach to the world and 
social media. But I do think that it is important to boost other women of color, promote them.” 
So “whether it’s a retweet, a like, whenever I see a Black woman on Twitter…I’ll retweet it. I’ll 
like it. I’ll even purchase from her.”  
 For Kiki, amplifying other Black creatives was part of her personal activism. In response 
to the tweet we read from the #WOCAffirmation dataset in which a user described how she was 
exposed to a range of brilliant Black women on Twitter, Kiki replied, “I love threads that are 
dedicated to retweeting different people in order to boost them. Especially bigger accounts when 
they do that. I love seeing that. I love it so much.” Mina was mindful of who she amplified and 
why. “Engaging with the hashtags, engaging with people—even if they never tweet back? When 
it's relevant, when we shout out their work, let me build this bridge between what they're doing 
and what I'm doing where it's relevant and amplify.” For example, Mina uses hashtags “Cite A 
Sista” and “Cite Black Women” when she is “amplifying my own work or the others.” If she 
retweeted content, “I'm probably going to include it with some of the other women or be like, 
‘Here are some of the accounts of women who contributed to that field. Give them a follow.’”  
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 Part of the collaborators’ intent with amplifying others was to expand Black women’s 
work and exposure within and across networks and public spheres. As Black women have 
historically been excluded access and opportunities to economically succeed, they have 
strategically used Twitter and its technological features (e.g., algorithms, hashtags, trending 
topics) to boost, financially support, and credit Black women’s work as well as their own (Brock, 
2020b; Collins, 2000; Florini, 2019a; Grace et al., 2017; Jackson et al., 2020; Steele, 2019). 
Furthermore, amplification was used to emphasize the importance of including Black women’s 
voices in public dialogues (e.g., as occurred with #WomenBoycottTwitter; Maragh-Lloyd, 
2020b). Building coalitions and working in solidarity by following and amplifying, the users and 
the collaborators implemented technological skills gained from exclusionary acts as a means to 
center their intellectual and political work (Collins, 2000). As a result of engaging and creating 
spaces to affirm and amplify each other, users and collaborators continued to prioritize and 
center joy in their engagement and contribute to another Black women’s joy as well. 
“We Need All the Community We Can Get”: Creating Community Verzuz Isolation  
 Within the dialogue within and engagement with #WOCAffirmation, women discussed 
the need to create and take up safe and exclusive spaces for ourselves in physical and digital 
realms (42 tweets). Users expressed the impact of how these spaces allow Black women to safely 
share their work as well as create and foster community not just for ourselves, but other 
marginalized identities (e.g., queer, non-binary, Indigenous, or disabled folks) who also face 
harm in physical and digital spaces. Moreover, this engagement potentially formed long-term 
communal bonds based on high, reciprocal follows, thus strengthening kinship ties (Brock, 
2020b; Collins, 2000; Florini, 2019a; Jackson et al., 2020). Some tweets mentioned how users 
found friendship, support, learning, and humor by following Black women on Twitter. During 
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our interviews, the collaborators and I discussed how their engagement created community and 
how our community shows up for us. This became evident in our discussions about live-tweeting 
events as well as the collaborators’ need for community in the digital when it lacked in the 
physical.  
Given that we have spent the majority of our lives in physical isolation during 2020 
because of the COVID-19 pandemic, the collaborators spoke about the events they live-tweeted, 
the impact it had on them, and the way live-tweeting fostered community engagement (Jones, 
2019; Maragh, 2016). The main event that the collaborators focused on was Verzuz. This event 
was created by music producers Swizz Beats and Timbaland during the pandemic. In these 
events, two artists or groups virtually battled each other round for round with their hit songs 
while viewers debated who won each round (Cochrane, 2020b). 
 The collaborators exclusively spoke about the Verzuz events in which Black women 
singers faced off, including those between Erykah Badu and Jill Scott, Brandy and Monica, and 
Patti LaBelle and Gladys Knight. These match-ups respectively had the second, third, and fourth 
highest-ranking viewership of all Verzuz events at the time of data collection. “My favorite ones 
were with the Black women. It felt less like a Verzuz [competition] and more like a feelings 
session, you know? It was just a healing session” (LaShay). “Gurl, that’s how it was with Erykah 
Badu and Jill Scott. It just felt regular. Erykah Badu was regular. It just felt so, we just chilling” 
(Patterson). Speaking about Patti LaBelle and Gladys Knight, Mina added, “That was great, just 
like everyone's watching our aunties take us to church.” And, again, given the isolation we were 
all experiencing, the vibes the collaborators and LaShay spoke of were, “more so of what I 
needed over the last few months. Competition is great…but here in this restorative space that I’m 
in, those are the kind of vibes that I needed.”  
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For someone who does not regularly engage in live-tweeting, Patterson stated, “normally 
I can just watch something and enjoy it. But I think because of where we are, it made me want to 
connect with other people in another type of way. It was very nourishing to connect in that way.” 
“It’s community cuz it’s everybody in the comments. Cuz even if you weren’t live-tweeting, the 
comments [were] like ‘yeessss,’ ‘such and such song,’ ‘you betta sang!’” (LaShay). As Imani 
stated: 
I don't go to every Verzuz, but I do go to them fairly often. And even sharing that 
community across Twitter, it has been super helpful to me. So I think that the community 
aspect, even though it's—I am the first one to say it can be a toxic community—but I 
think that it is community all the same. In a world where we can’t do community right 
now? We need all the community we can get.  
As Twitter’s technological features foster communal engagement and calls are tweeted to 
confirm if we are going to live-tweet “X” event as a family, users’ response is their participatory 
convening, engagement and viewing experience across time, space, and geographical boundaries 
(Brock, 2012; Jones, 2019; Maragh, 2016). Black women popularized live-tweeting and created 
communal digital spaces in part as a response to the perpetual exclusion and erasure they faced 
in physical and digital realities (Jones, 2019). Within these spaces and shared experience, Black 
women also shaped these spaces to be supportive and nurturing while also engaging and 
collaborative (Jones, 2019). It is a space where we could talk back, further self-define in addition 
to embodying our social identities, language, and culture (Collins, 2000; hooks, 2014; Jones, 
2019; Maragh, 2016). As evident with how collaborators engaged with Verzuz among other live-
tweeting events discussed in our interviews (Lovecraft Country [Green et al., 2020], Insecure 
[Rae et al., 2016‒present], and The Clark Sisters [Swanson, 2020], for example), it not only gave 
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us a community to share thoughts, read others’ opinions and critiques but served an additional 
space and source for intragroup joy. 
Given the physical isolation resulting from the pandemic, the collaborators found it 
important to engage with each other and create communities on Twitter that did not exist in their 
geographic locations. Kiki, Mina, and Virginia lived in locations that do not have a large 
population of Black folks. For example, Kiki lived in an area whose population is largely made 
up of white conservatives and she relied on Twitter for community and support. In her words: 
I feel like I have a platform whereas physically, when I'm out here at home, I literally just 
have to grin and bear it whenever I see stuff like this [far-right propaganda] because 
there's not a lot of Black people out here. It's me and my fiancé and then...I literally don’t 
know any other Black people here. 
Kiki stated that by engaging on Twitter, “I gained a support system who genuinely are 100% for 
Black people and Black happiness and Black joy.” Mina’s graduate program was not only 
located in a predominantly white geographic area, but for the majority of the time she spent in 
her academic program, she was also the only Black woman there. In regard to her identities, she 
felt like “I [had] to be very intentional about trying to have that part of me fulfilled and seen.” As 
she felt further isolation because she was in the dissertation phase and no longer in coursework, 
she leaned on her academic Twitter family for uplifting support: 
It’s that encouraging tweet when I'm, like, “Oh man I just did this draft, and I think it's 
hot garbage, and I don't know where it’s going.” And then to get some tweets of 




Virginia’s sense of community was especially important to her once she moved abroad. “The 
community that I’m physically surrounded by here in Ireland is very different to my family and 
friends back home. It’s very white.” It was important for her to  
feel connected to people who I actually knew in real life but also Internet friends and 
people who you just want to see their thoughts and opinions on things. So I think it’s 
really just a connection sort of idea. 
Lastly, collaborators spoke about finding community within Black Twitter. While 
justifiably critical of Black Twitter (“There [are] facets of Black Twitter that’s actually safe. And 
then there's Black Twitter in which muthafuckas are just saying whatever. It gets really wild and 
upsetting if you’re not a Black cisgendered person or a heterosexual,” [Kiki]), collaborators 
highlighted how it was important for them to engage in Black Twitter. Mina described Black 
Twitter as an affirming space that “[builds] connections with other people.” Similarly, Audre 
was 
happy that it exists and I’m happy that we have it as a crutch, as another way to express 
ourselves, get the support that we need, and to amplify what we're saying. Those 
retweets, those likes? They matter. So, we need that space to do so. 
Furthermore, Black Twitter was a space for collaborators to find comedic relief highlighting 
how finding joy on Black Twitter can be a way to cope with the everyday stresses they 
experience in physical and digital spaces (Brock, 2020b; Lu & Steele, 2019; Monk-Payton, 
2017). 
Collaborators’ quotes describing such joy included: 
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• “I use it to get a good laugh. I know that if some shit is going on in pop culture, I can 
come to Twitter and get the tea on it. Or just to laugh and kind of enjoy myself” 
(Audre). 
• “Just sharing memes or just going to Comedy Black Twitter and looking at funny 
things just to decompress. Because it can be so difficult to even do that” (Kiki).  
• “Some of what I engage with is really just bullshit. It's there for me to not have to 
think, to not have to feel. It may be humorous, and entertainment is part of it” (Mina). 
• “If I am having a shitty day…I’m about to go on Twitter because I know something’s 
gonna make me laugh…You can go there…and you just gon see what's the talk of the 
day. Whether another celebrity is getting dragged for something crazy or…just any 
type of excerpt or blurb from a show that gets put on Twitter. It just gets turned into 
something completely different and it's just an ongoing joke, which is usually 100% 
of the time hilarious” (Milie). 
Within this satellite counterpublic, Black Twitter offered users a socially mediated place where 
“joy emanates from what can be communally imagined” (Monk-Payton, 2017, p. 29). By using 
storytelling, signifying, sass, and shade, collaborators were able to strengthen community and 
kinship ties with users via humor while engaging in the public sphere of Black Twitter (Brock, 
2020b; Florini, 2019a; Lu & Steele, 2019; Monk-Payton, 2017; Squires, 2002).  
Part of Collins’ (1990) discussion of the matrix of domination was how Black women 
conceptualize and create alternate forms of community and sanctuaries as a means of group 
survival in opposition to the dominant culture. Because Twitter does not involve any 
geographical boundaries, the collaborators were able to seek and find communities of support in 
this digital public sphere that were either lacking in their physical realities or not available to 
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them as a result of exclusionary politics of dominant public spheres (Brock, 2012; Jackson, 2016; 
Jackson & Banaszczyk, 2016; Jackson & Foucault Welles, 2015, 2016; Jackson et al., 2018; 
Kuo, 2018; Squires, 2002). In this satellite counterpublic, collaborators can “(a) engage in 
common discourses and negotiations of what it means to be Black, and (b) pursue particularly 
defined Black interests” (Squires, 2002, p. 454). In Collins’s (2000) definition of a safe space, 
finding such locations on Twitter and digital public spheres contributed to Black women being 
able to speak freely, resist dominant ideologies, or empower themselves through self-definition 
was evident within #WOCAffirmation. The collaborators’ engagement in their digital Black 
public spheres not only served to foster intragroup community and kinship ties but also 
contributed to the collaborators’ ability to create spaces of joy in safe, discursive, ratchet 
engagement (Brock, 2020b; Collins, 2000). 
In describing the special relationship Black women have with others, Collins (2000) 
explained that “this shared recognition often operates among African-American women who do 
not know one another but who see the need to value Black womanhood” (p. 103). Black women 
have been able to use Twitter to hold space for each other and build bonds among themselves 
(Johnson & Nuñez, 2015). As Milie stated, “I just feel like we have our own—not even Black 
Twitter as a whole, but especially Black women—we kind of have our own secret society. And 
it's just for us.” Where Brock (2020b) emphasizes joy and ratchetry, he advocates for Black 
users’ choice and ability to simply be. As cited by Collins (2000), Sondra O’Neale (1986) stated 
how Black women have “always been [in] another world, a world in which she functions—
sometimes in sorrow but more often in genuine joy…by doing the things that ‘normal’ black 
women do” (p. 101). In alignment with dialogue within #WOCAffirmation and collaborators 
experiences, who they followed, how they self-represented and self-defined on Twitter, affirmed 
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and amplified other Black women, and created community among Black women were reflections 
of Black women’s overall and intragroup lived experience on Twitter.  
Using Voice to Resist and to Bond 
 A main motivation for April Reign (2017d) to create #WOCAffirmation was the notion 
that Black women cannot remain silent in response to harm. Because of their intersectional 
standpoint, Black women are often already rendered invisible and vulnerable to harm and pain 
(Collins, 2000; Crenshaw, 1989, 1991). With the hashtag serving as a marker of the conversation 
(Brock, 2020a), #WOCAffirmation demonstrated how Black women have moved “from silence 
to language to individual and group action” (Collins, 2000, p. 120). Language and action took 
shape in discursive engagement within the hashtag and culminated into actions that became 
evident in the overall themes of this study. Within the #WOCAffirmation downsample, 74 tweets 
specifically spoke to Black women not being able to afford to be silent or refusing to be silent. 
Based on the dialogue within #WOCAffirmation and interview questions about sharing our 
narratives and not being silent, I developed this theme about using voice to resist and to bond 
with Black women. Three sub-themes covered in this section include (a) the significance of 
sharing personal narratives, (b) how sharing personal narratives contribute to assuaging the 
sensation that we are not alone in our experiences, and (c) why Black women cannot be silent. 
“This is a Trauma We’re Trying to Heal From”: Sharing Personal Narratives 
Out of the #WOCAffirmation downsample, 33 tweets referenced how Black women can 
use Twitter to center their lived experiences and control, challenge, reshape, and share their 
narratives (Collins, 2000; Conley, 2017; Jackson, 2016; Jackson et al., 2020; Jones, 2019; 
Jordan-Zachery & Harris, 2019; Kuo, 2018). Black women encouraged other Black women to 
give themselves permission to be vulnerable, be fierce truth-tellers, and feel secure in speaking 
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out. One of the tweets from the #WOCAffirmation dataset that I shared with the collaborators 
discussed how users should lift up women who share their intimate, personal stories, and 
memories (Conley, 2017; Jackson et al., 2020). Throughout the interviews, collaborators 
specifically spoke of sexual assault, sexual violence, and gender-based violence. Audre shared 
how “it takes a lot of bravery to share and to be vulnerable about your trauma and what you 
experienced.” She offered an example of how she has “more friends who have been sexually 
assaulted as teenagers or molested as little girls than I have friends who haven’t experienced any 
sexual trauma. So, I do think that is something that unfortunately weaves us all together.” While 
reflecting on her engagement with #MeToo and #SurvivingRKelly, Virginia reflected on her 
own experience with sharing her narrative on social media.  
I think it's really important to share those stories. I, myself, my story of sexual assault, I 
shared that on Twitter and Facebook. And that was the way that I shared that publicly 
beyond myself and my circle of supportive people and stuff. That's how you found out 
about me and where my life has been at places. I think that's positive.  
What was impactful for Virginia as well was that by sharing our stories, it provided a 
countervoice that helped to reframe Black women’s humanity. “It shifts the dynamic a bit to 
people. These are real people. These aren't just statistics. We aren't just a thing on a data sheet. 
These are actual stories, actual lives.” In the same vein, Milie noted how sharing personal stories 
helps remove allegations of hearsay. “Black women are becoming more vocal if they’ve been a 
victim of either rape or sexual assault. They’re naming their assaulter. You see other women 
coming out and saying, ‘Hey, I’ve had an experience with this person too.” I appreciated how 
Audre framed this is as “a part of it is healing. This is a trauma and it's what we’re trying to heal 
from. That's the main goal.” As Crenshaw (1991) described the need to recognize how “race and 
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gender intersect in shaping structural, political, and representational aspects of violence against 
women of color” (p. 1244), Crenshaw highlights the ways Black women are vulnerable to forms 
of sexual, physical, state violence, among others, and emphasizes the need for Black women and 
marginalized populations to be protected.  
Although dialogue within #WOCAffirmation stressed the importance of speaking up, the 
collaborators cautioned about the extent to which Black women should share. Zora Neale 
Hurston is credited with saying, “If you are silent about your pain, they’ll kill you and say you 
enjoyed it,” and Audre Lorde (1984) noted that “your silence will not protect you” (p. 41). 
Although these statements speak to the significance of not being silent, these statements and 
perspectives cannot be considered in isolation of the context of Black women’s lives. Nor can 
they disregard the fallout of what happens when Black women share narratives, especially 
traumas. This ties into how Black women must negotiate the intersecting demands between the 
public and private self (Collins, 2000; Johnson & Nuñez, 2015). Imani explained while it is 
validating to hear how you’re not alone in experiences where “this crazy, fucked up thing 
happened to me and it wasn’t just me” and someone else affirms that “it should never have 
happened,” Imani expounded on how “so often, women of color, specifically Black women have 
to pimp out their pain for people to see them. And I think that's also fucked up! To be quite 
frank.” Milie and Patterson, respectively, considered the potential outcomes of when we do share 
our stories, namely that: 
Sometimes I feel like people are sharing their narrative a little too much. I think it's cool 
that we know we're able to share our narrative, but not when it gets judgmental. Everyone 
should have the safe space to say what they want. But also at the same time not judge 
someone else just because you don't agree with it or what have you. 
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I agree with that, but sometimes we need to be. Sometimes our own mental health – that's 
why I say I know when to shut it. I know when to shut it down because I think critically 
of Twitter…I think of the before and the after. 
The before and after Patterson described was how 
This space sometimes is just “let me run and tell you something.” Run tell that...so it’s 
loving out loud and putting your pain out loud. That's the balance you have to find on 
Twitter. Because however way whether you talking good news or bad news, you gotta be 
prepared for people to come from every direction.  
In discussing the power of self-definition, Collins (2000) explains how silence is not 
necessarily an act of submission to intersecting oppressions but rather can serve as an act of 
survival. There is a balance between having the agency to share narratives to work through the 
pain and knowing when sharing can lead to your pain being used as consumable products or 
jokes (Trudy, 2021). Internal self-censorship, especially as protection against violence, “made 
sense” (Collins, 2000, p. 125). In this “private, hidden space of Black women’s consciousness” 
(Collins, 2000, p. 98), Black women negotiate between how they internally and externally 
choose to self-define, oppose objectification, and resist. As one #WOCAffirmation tweet stated 
how Black women give so much of themselves and gotten little back, a method of protection 
from exploitation, harassment, and lack of reciprocity is holding your story for the appropriate 
space and for those who will care for you once shared.  
Again, as hashtags are markers of the conversations, Audre Lorde stated during the midst 
of her own pain of breast cancer and confrontation of mortality that “my words will be there, 
something for [a woman] to bounce off, something to incite thought, activity,” (Evans, 1984, p. 
263) thus indicating how she chooses to leave markers for other Black women as they make 
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sense of their own experiences and healing. As part of their resistance, Black women have the 
choice to share their personal narrative to work through their healing, share it as a form of 
community care, use their story to dismantle dominant narratives, or withhold it as a form of 
protection from exploitation or unwanted abuse (Collins, 2000; Conley, 2017; Jackson et al., 
2020; Jones, 2019; Jordan-Zachery & Harris, 2019; Kuo, 2018; Maragh-Lloyd, 2020b). 
“If We Gon Make It Through This Shit, It’s Gon Be Together:” Solidarity Among Black 
Women 
 Lorde (1984) further theorizes on silence articulating the impact that an individual voice 
can have among the collective of Black women. The sharing of Black women’s individual and 
collective experiences helps form relationships that help Black women “survive in, cope with, 
and resist [their] differential treatment” (Collins, 2000, p. 31). Both users in #WOCAffirmation 
and collaborators discussed how sharing their personal narratives of how they persisted in 
dominant spaces despite marginalization prompted others to share how as a result of reading 
such stories, they felt less alone in their experiences. For example, LaShay described how “a lot 
of the content that I usually interact with is positive things. Or even if it's negative things, you’re 
not the only one going through this. I hear you, too.” Virginia added when personally reading 
other stories, it “was really empowering to see other people have the courage to say, ‘This is 
what's going on.’ That broke through my feeling of being like, I'm alone.” Similarly, Kiki noted 
how: 
When dealing with trauma, sometimes it's just a really good coping mechanism to know 
that there's other people who went through the same thing. Not necessarily as a way to-- 
what’s it called? Not commiserating but being able to lean on people who understand 
your pain.  
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This type of shared understanding and definition of pain creates a unique intragroup experience 
as Black women have critical insights into Black womanhood and how oppressions impact them 
as they occupy the center of these lived realities (Collins, 2000). As a part of Mina’s intragroup 
experience, during the annual Infants Fertility Awareness week, Mina always shares her personal 
story of her pregnancy losses. This resulted in women: 
DM[-ing] me to say, “I don't feel comfortable by liking this or retweeting this but thank 
you for sharing that cuz I know I’m not alone.” We need that space to be vulnerable, 
open, and share our pain where it will be affirmed and held with love, trust, and regard. 
In this case, privately sharing messages rather than publicly posting content or responses not 
only demonstrated the forging of trusting, communal intragroup bonds but was also an additional 
strategy used to circumvent any potential backlash from users who would publicly view such 
tweets (Maragh-Lloyd, 2020a). Lastly, Milie bridged the lack of community that may exist for 
Black women in the physical to how sharing personal narratives can mitigate that sense of 
isolation.  
I think that's really important for other Black women to see other Black women go 
through the same thing, but also see it in a space where we're all supporting one another. 
Because where they're at physically? They may not have that support, but online they 
[do]. 
Johnson and Nuñez (2015) shared how they found their online community of Black 
women who spoke candidly about subjects such as race, politics, sex, violence, and poverty. This 
helped them see the similar history, experiences, and conflicts that lived within themselves. 
While Black women may perceive the same experiences differently, they inherently still face 
dual forms of oppression and exclusion (Collins, 2000). Thus, Black women have a level of 
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shared understandings to which other populations cannot relate (Collins, 2000). Though all 
collaborators discussed how we can be critical of how Black women share their stories, there is 
still a sense of solidarity among them (Maragh-Lloyd, 2020a, 2020b). These curated spaces and 
digital public spheres provided a way for Black women to build coalitions beyond geographical 
boundaries. As Milie stated, “I just want people to always know that they can reach out because, 
if we gon make it through this shit, it’s gon be together. Not alone!”  
“It’s So Necessary for Us to Raise Hell:” On Silence and Voice 
Within #WOCAffirmation, Black women responded to #WomenBoycottTwitter by 
choosing not to participate in the boycott and refusing to be silent. This was notable considering 
how Black women have often and historically been involuntarily silenced as an oppressive 
measure or via respectability politics. While some recognized the importance of both hashtags, 
some users immediately decided they were not going to boycott and have their voices stifled. In 
contrast, other users admitted they intended to boycott but felt #WOCAffirmation was more 
important and felt compelled to speak up for women. When discussing their engagement with 
#WOCAffirmation, Patterson and Virginia both elaborated on how they felt about 
#WomenBoycottTwitter. Patterson decided that she was going to stay active on Twitter. “I 
wasn’t going to do some type of ‘let’s disappear for that day.’” One tweet in #WOCAffirmation 
mentioned how white privilege was thinking users are punishing Twitter by taking their toys and 
going home for a day. Similar to the tweet, Virginia remembered being upset about the boycott 
and paralleled Black women’s experience in the physical and being silenced to the boycott.  
[It was a] “we’re just going to take our bags and go” sort of mentality. And it was like, 
“No, we’re not boycotting. We can’t just take our stuff and go.” [Black women are] 
constantly physically being kicked out of the room, then on Twitter being asked to 
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willingly vacate the space. And no! No. It’s the being silent. That’s what the fight is 
against.  
Because Black women are already erased, ignored, silenced, and rendered invisible in 
physical spaces at the hand of dueling oppressions, collaborators and users actively chose to not 
succumb to further silence especially given the liberties Twitter affords in expressing their voice. 
Considering the dichotomy between the two hashtags, Virginia continued with “I suppose the 
level of solidarity that’s being requested is too high. It wasn’t there. And it’s not there now.” 
However, “it was great to see someone come out with this positive aspect of it. Yeah, we’re 
angry, but we can still lift each other up.…We can take that anger and be energized together.” 
Within #WOCAffirmation, users directly mentioned Mikki Kendall’s hashtag, 
#SolidarityIsForWhiteWomen, that she created in 2013, which discussed how white women 
often exclude Black women and women of color in their advocacy (Kendall, 2020). Particularly, 
white women tend to side with white men, as they benefit more from racial solidarity than 
gender solidarity (Collins, 2000; Conley, 2017; Crenshaw, 1989, 1991; Gray, 2019; Jones, 2019; 
Kendall, 2020). Although Black women are often ignored when white women perpetuate a 
feminism where white women work in solidarity for some women and not all women (Collins, 
2000; Conley, 2017; Crenshaw, 1989, 1991; Gray; 2019; Jones, 2019; Kendall, 2020), Twitter 
and #WOCAffirmation gave Black women a platform to voice not only their discontent with 
white feminism, but also seek joy and affirmation within their own solidarity, community, and 
sisterhood. 
The collaborators spoke of the importance of Black women using Twitter to speak up for 
themselves, others, and about their experiences. Some collaborators discussed how Black women 
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can feel forced into silence by oppressive tactics. Audre framed this in terms of operating from a 
fear-based reality rather than from a love-based reality.  
I, myself, am coming out of [a fear-based reality] and learning to live a more love-based 
reality. And in doing so, I feel like you are speaking your truth and being who you are 
unapologetically and not being afraid that you will suffer significant loss from being 
yourself even though, of course, Black women, we are attacked. We do suffer losses from 
expressing ourselves. But I'm just all about just stand up for yourself and saying how you 
feel. 
Tweets within #WOCAffirmation discussed how they, as Black women, used to be silent to 
avoid being labeled as the angry Black woman until they realized that controlling images 
purposely subdued them when they should justifiably be angry. Milie. Virginia, and LaShay, 
respectively, brought up how speaking up can work to dismantle these stereotypes and 
controlling images (Collins, 2000).  
• Oftentimes when Black women try to even just say or show a glimpse of what they go 
through, it’s like “Oh, why are you complaining?” Or, “Just deal with it. We all have 
to do it.” Or it's just seen as us being lazy or us being upset or angry. And it’s, like, 
no. I also can be frustrated without being these things. 
• I think as well as it does a lot to breakdown these stereotypes that these people still 
have of Black women. Just angry, and strong, and all that sort of stuff. If you follow a 
Black woman on Twitter for 24 hours, you'll see so much more than that. And not 
that we can't be angry and strong, but that we're human beings and there's all these 
other range of emotions that come with us. 
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• In certain situations, Black women voices are not wanted to be heard. It's okay for us 
to be loud and make sure that we’re understood even in fear of [being stigmatized as 
the] loud Black woman or angry Black woman. Sometimes it just needs to be said. 
What collaborators articulated was while they were aware of the negative Black woman 
stereotypes, how they may be perceived, or what consequences they may face, they still chose to 
use their voice and speak up to center and amplify their concerns.  
Since Twitter is also a space where users can have direct control of their voice, Virginia 
explained how “it’s pretty hard to silence someone on Twitter. Here’s the hashtag. Here is the 
evidence. Here’s the receipts. Here is everything that you need with it.” Kiki felt like, “I have 
more power on Twitter to be able to…have my voice be heard” whereas in the physical, she has 
to “grin and bear it” when encountered with harm, particularly microaggressions. Because of the 
potential harm Black women can face in the physical, Patterson said, “that's why we have to 
create platforms and spaces for us to be able to speak and to really share.”  
As Black women have been historically ignored, silenced, excluded, and deemed not 
valued within multiple spheres, institutions, and dominant structures (e.g., academia, politics, 
government, or law), part of what Black feminism articulates is the need to amplify Black 
women’s lived experiences, voices, and ideologies (Christian, 1987; Collins, 2000; Combahee 
River Collective, 1982; Crenshaw, 1989, 1991). To such point, Milie stated, “Black women will 
tell you what they're going through and no one is listening. No one’s believing them. No one 
cares. And it's just sickening.” Audre added, “it’s so necessary for us to raise hell,” because as 
LaShay explained, “we have to defend ourselves somehow. Being quiet ain’t go do us nothing.” 
Despite being othered and ignored as Black women work for justice, although with limitations, 
Twitter does provide the space for Black women voice their unique experiences and embrace all 
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their social identities as they create an alternative form of community to foster their intragroup 
lived experiences (Collins, 1990, 2000; Gray, 2015, 2019; Squires, 2002). 
 This theme explored one of the motivating factors of Reign creating #WOCAffirmation, 
namely how Black women chose to not be silent about unequal powers present in both physical 
and digital realities as well as how those embedded in digital technologies impact Black 
women’s lives. While Black women have always engaged in public forms of resistance, 
increased access to technology allows them to create and share their content with a wider 
audience. Between both datasets, Black women used Twitter as a form of resistance to center 
their own lived experiences and share stories where in other contexts and locations they could 
have been silenced (Conley, 2017; Jackson, 2016; Jackson et al., 2020; Jones, 2019). Although 
Black women were lauded for sharing their stories, especially as they have more control over 
their voices and narratives on Twitter, there were also costs that countered the benefits of 
navigating the boundaries of the private and public self (Collins, 2000). While users in 
#WOCAffirmation and collaborators both expressed how reading narratives made them feel less 
isolated in their lived experiences and formed bonds of solidarity, sharing their unique 
experiences also left Black women vulnerable to more harm and abuse—vulnerability begets 
visibility (Lorde, 1984). What both cases of voicing our experiences, needs, concerns, and 
choosing to not reveal our stories exposed were a need for Black women to still be protected. 
Digital Resistance 
 Throughout #WOCAffirmation, users expressed the significance of Black women 
creating and taking up space for themselves on Twitter. As dialogue throughout 
#WOCAffirmation discussed the need for safe places on Twitter, collaborators and I discussed 
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how they have to implement certain tactics to preserve the joy and space they created as a result 
of the misogynoir they face (Maragh-Lloyd, 2020a, 2020b). As Kiki described it: 
The duality of Twitter [is] like emotional and mental whiplash…It’s like, one minute 
we're trying to celebrate. We're literally trying to be happy and then there’s always 
something that reminds us just how unwanted we are…You go from one side of Twitter 
where it makes you feel like everyone hates you and then when you come back into your 
space that you curated for yourself, you feel that peace again. 
This duality inhibited some collaborators from fully enjoying the platform. Imani explained: 
To me, it’s always really heartbreaking because for every amazing moment that I have 
talking shit and people really jamming with me, or I watch a funny video or something 
and experience joy, I know there are Black women, and Black non-binary folks, and 
specifically Black trans women who have been chased off this platform due to literally 
fearing for their lives.  
In response to experiencing these polarizing moments on Twitter while describing their 
overall and intragroup lived experiences, the collaborators discussed how they (a) protected 
themselves and (b) measures they took to protect other Black women and marginalized groups, 
which are the sub-themes for this theme of digital resistance. Maragh-Lloyd (2020b) frames 
these sub-themes as agency as care and amplification as care. These discussions with 
collaborators were noteworthy as affirming tweets within #WOCAffirmation were not solely 
focused on affirming women based on race. There were 261 total tweets of affirmation, 
amplification, support, and solidarity for marginalized social identities such as disabled, queer, 
trans, non-binary, and asexual users in addition to a range of other races and ethnicities. Lastly, 
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although not a full sub-theme, I also included a section describing collaborators’ resistance to 
“WOC”. 
Block. Mute. Unfollow. Disengage. Repeat: Protecting Our Space 
 As Jones (2019) stated, the onus of responsibility to protect oneself from harassment, 
harm, and abuse on Twitter is on the victims rather than the platform itself. It is on the users to 
adjust privacy settings and preferences via the block, mute, unfollow, and report features (Board, 
2020; Jones, 2019). Compared to their physical realities, Black women are able to somewhat 
control or mitigate the harm they experience on their digital timelines (Jones, 2019; Maragh-
Lloyd, 2020b). For example, Kiki, who lived in a conservative white town, stated: 
I feel like I have more control over who I interact with, with what I can see, and [what] I 
give…[my] emotional labor to. Whereas out here, if there is some racist redneck literally 
screaming in my face, I have to hold back because who knows what will happen. 
Instead of holding back, “I can literally block them. Or I can cuss them out and then I can block 
them.… And I don't think even have to think about repercussions.” Similarly, Milie explained 
that “if someone is putting out crazy stuff or if someone is saying outlandish things that are just 
trying to troll or whatever, I'll probably just block them.” Kiki and Milie both used the block and 
mute function, whereas LaShay mainly prioritized muting and unfollowing. “I don't block 
people…I muted words a couple times. I don’t use that feature that often. I just unfollow. 
Unfollow the person cuz I'm just like...I don't even know you.” Kiki also muted terms stating, “I 
have used that muted word function so much (for example, she muted “girl dad” immediately). 
There's so many things that don't pop up, and my friends ask, ‘Have you heard about this?’ And 
I’m like, ‘I haven't actually.’”  
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Mina described how she is “real quick with the block and the mute.” While discussing 
her experience with trolls picking arguments to feign ignorance, she explained, “I see what's 
going on here and I'm not going to bite. I'm not going to fight. You are not my problem. Block 
this. Mute that. I'm done with you.” In terms of other women engaging with trolls, she noted, “I 
appreciate them for taking up that space. But that's not a space that I want to take up any more.” 
Imani, too, chose to minimize her engagement with trolling and harassment to prevent additional 
harm arriving in her mentions. “Cuz why? Why? Why [should I] continue to engage with you 
when I know more people who think like you are gonna come over to my page and be on some 
bullshit?” Choosing to opt-out of educating others or to re-center themselves as agents of their 
words both served as a method of resistance and protection (Maragh-Lloyd, 2020b). Once Audre 
realized how what she consumed affected her mental health, she began using a quadfecta: block, 
mute, unfollow, and report. When she reads a tweet and finds out:  
“Oh, you are sexist. You're a misogynist. You hate women. You are homophobic. I have 
to unfollow you.” So, I started doing that. I just started unfollowing people, muting 
people. If it’s retweeted on my timeline, it’s transphobic, homophobic, it’s anti-Black-- 
blocked! I block it. I report it. 
Unfortunately, LaShay added a frustrating problem that several users have, especially 
Black women, was that although they use the block and mute feature to protect their space, it 
was not 100% effective. “Sometimes I got to follow the trail. Sometimes the person will just end 
up back on your timeline even after you done unfollowed them cuz of retweets or the algorithm 
or tweets people in your circle are liking.” Despite Black women adamantly providing evidence 
and expressing this problem to Jack Dorsey and Twitter Support, Twitter’s settings and features 
still left Black women vulnerable or exposed to vitriol (Hampton, 2019). Even though the 
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collaborators intentionally curated their timeline to prioritize joy by predominantly following a 
network of Black women, they had to further control their space by using these measures to 
safeguard themselves from harm and abuse (Maragh-Lloyd, 2020b). 
However, when the timeline was too overwhelming, collaborators spoke of how they 
chose to leave the space altogether. Milie explained that “I do try to stay off Twitter when it’s a 
very heavy, sad day in the news or when someone passed because it’s a never-ending cycle” of 
reading tweet after tweet of users in grief or mourning. Similarly, Audre shared: 
During those times [specifically events related to Breonna Taylor, Megan Thee Stallion, 
and the 2020 uprisings], I've had to take breaks. This is enough. I can’t take it no more. 
I’m tired of seeing this. My whole timeline is engulfed in it, and you have to take a break 
from it. 
Mina compared reaching this level of exasperation to racial battle fatigue. “It’s instances like that 
that will build that feeling for me. And recognizing that that's what's going on and I need to 
disengage is part of my self-care.” The most memorable moments for Patterson when she had to 
leave the platform were when Oluwatoyin “Toyin” Salau was found murdered and the verdict of 
Breonna Taylor’s murderers.  
The young sista who was raped and then murdered, Toyin? Now I will tell you. I had to 
get off social media on that day. I was like, I can't. I can't take this. I can’t. This sista 
protesting for Black men. Then thought she was being vulnerable, opening up herself to 
another and a Black man raped her. Holds her…hostage. And then murdered her. And I 
know he murdered the white woman too…but just knowing this is what this Black 
woman was doing and she was talking about it and it was on Twitter before she was 
murdered? I had to get off. I said this is too much. I can't. I can't. I was devasted. 
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Patterson deliberately chose to neither engage nor battle. “I’m just gonna get off. Imma log 
off.…Twitter is one of those things where I just get off. I'll take a couple of days off. I'll come 
back later.” 
 Despite Black women facing disproportionately higher rates of abuse on Twitter, Twitter 
has not taken appropriate steps to protect Black women from misogynoiristic attitudes, 
behaviors, and actions (Bailey, 2010; Bailey & Trudy, 2018; Board, 2019; Trudy, 2014). The 
collaborators used resistance strategies which included deciding when to engage or disengage 
from debates (both temporarily and permanently). Taking control of protecting themselves by 
curating a joyful space proved to be a form of a personal, self-agency of care used to navigate the 
matrix of domination within Twitter (Collins, 2000; Maragh-Lloyd, 2020b).  
“We Forever Gotta Save Ourselves”: Protecting Other Black Women 
 In conceptualizing Black women’s activism, Collins (2000) explained how institutional 
transformation is partly not successful without allies and Black women’s coalition-building 
strategies. This was evident in how the collaborators spoke about banding together in solidarity 
to support Black women being harassed on the platform. One method the collaborators used was 
entering women’s mentions to add positive, supportive comments to outweigh the trolls in the 
mentions. What Virginia did was add “helpful, supportive, uplifting things underneath Black 
women’s tweets…cuz of the people who are targeting-- harassment, and trolls, and all this 
horrible stuff online. So I like to get in there before that's there.” This was the same strategy she 
witnessed while engaging with #WOCAffirmation. Despite what negative replies a user may 
have received, “it just got washed away so quickly” by positive comments. Kiki’s method was: 
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I’ll still jump in there and defend [Black women] even if I don’t know them. I’ll start 
reporting people, start blocking them, reporting them on all my different accounts. I'll do 
whatever I can to help them keep peace of mind.  
When considering other social identity groups, Audre and I spoke about Black women 
generally support Black trans women more on the platform than how other demographics will. 
“We have to bring them with us because there’s not that many Black men who will.” However, 
Audre critically added, “but to call out Black women-- I’m sorry, but there’s a lot of transphobic 
Black women as well. They are trained.” This was in reference to how patriarchal attitudes, 
beliefs, and actions are not isolated to a singular gender. Cis Black women are also complicit in 
internalizing and perpetuating anti-Blackness and transmisogynoir (Johnson & Nuñez, 2015; 
Jones, 2019; Trudy, 2014). 
Additionally, Imani and Kiki used a strategy that was reminiscent of when Shafiqah 
Hudson first created #YourSlipIsShowing, which was sharing a list of users with other Black 
women of who to block and report (Hampton, 2019; Harry, 2014). Imani stated, “I'm going to 
call you out. I'm going to let other people know they should they should shun you like the bell. 
‘Shame. Shame. Shame.’ And so that should be happening and then imma block you.” Similarly, 
Kiki aimed “to make sure that people are aware that these people are dangerous. Put them on a 
block list and share it around so people know that these are accounts that are super racist and 
super dangerous.” As Virginia stated: 
We ended up forming our own pact together that when we see people in trouble, we will 
come and assist on Twitter. So at least it spreads out and it’s not just that one person who 
bears the brunt of everything. People have your back. 
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These forms of coalition-building (Collins, 2000) were notable because as collaborators 
stated, Twitter was not providing the safety that Black women and other marginalized groups 
needed. This further illustrated how unequal powers are structured, embedded, organized, and 
perpetuated within digital technologies, thus leaving Black women susceptible to higher rates of 
abuse (Benjamin, 2019; Noble, 2018; Noble & Tynes, 2016). “Twitter as a platform has done 
nothing about it” (Imani). “The fact that we…the community that’s using the platform has to 
create these [safe] spaces is kind of messed up because they should already be there.” Imani 
brought up how recently before we interviewed, Twitter Comms (2020) issued a tweet stating, 
“tweets that wish or hope for death, serious bodily harm or fatal disease against *anyone* are not 
allowed and will need to be removed. this does not automatically mean suspensions” after it was 
revealed that Twitter was suspending users who tweeted they hoped Trump died after contracting 
COVID-19. After several users adamantly pushed back on Twitter Comm’s tweet countering 
with examples of how they have received, reported, or observed death threats, especially within 
marginalized communities, 1 day later Twitter Safety (2020) issued a tweet indicating, “We hear 
the voices who feel that we’re enforcing some policies inconsistently. We agree we must do 
better, and we are working together inside to do so.”  
Twitter released this whole thing that was like, “Oh, we hear your voices that you feel 
like our policies have been enforced unfairly. We're working internally to resolve this.” 
And I’m like, if you are working internally, that means not shit gon get done. I already 
know what it looks like inside of Twitter. I've seen what those development teams look 
like.  
Referring to the cishet white male composition of those development teams, Imani alluded to 
how Twitter’s development team will continue to have algorithms, biases, and technologies that 
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uphold and reflect whiteness (Benjamin, 2019; Noble, 2018; Noble & Tynes, 2016). Therefore, 
the disparities in how their policies are enforced despite the years of Black women detailing the 
vitriol they experienced will continue leaving them further vulnerable to abuse. Without 
recognizing and changing how Twitter’s technological functionalities reinforce racialized and 
gendered oppressive power relations, Black women will perpetually bear the consequences of it, 
be rendered invisible, and remain unprotected both on the platform and whatever spills over to 
their physical realities (Benjamin, 2019; Collins, 2000; Jones, 2019; Noble, 2018; Noble & 
Tynes, 2016). 
Collaborators’ Resistance to “WOC.” As part of their self-definition, collaborators also 
expressed their frustration with the term “women of color” feeling that conflating Black women 
with women of color inherently erases Black women’s identities and experiences. This spoke to 
one collaborator’s hesitancy to engage with #WOCAffirmation as well as other collaborators’ 
discomfort and difficulty with answering interview questions related to specific tweets within 
#WOCAffirmation. While reflecting on her introduction to #WOCAffirmation, Imani expressed 
her initial hesitancy with the hashtag by describing how “we’ve all been scarred by ‘things that 
are for women of color’ that essentially just erased the experience of Black women.” Similarly, 
LaShay explained how WOC or even BIPOC erases specific groups. “We can be specific and we 
don’t have to be generalized. I feel like that generalization is for white people…to talk about 
everybody but also talk about no one at the same time.” Milie also brought up how Black women 
“experience things different than any other ethnic background” and does not want Black women 
to get lumped in with women of color. “Everyone’s path isn’t the same. And that’s okay.” Milie 
highlighted the importance of acknowledging the differences in everyone’s background while 
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recognizing the current buzzword of inclusivity. She concluded with, “Call me a Black woman! 
I’m good with that. Acknowledge me as a Black woman because I am.” 
Barbara Smith, a member of the Combahee River Collective, spoke about the use of 
woman of color in the Combahee River Collective Statement (2015) where then woman of color 
was phrased as third world women (Taylor, 2017). Smith explained how using third world 
women demonstrated solidarity with women in countries who were suffering at the hands of the 
United States’ politics (Taylor, 2017). The use of third world women characterized the 
Collective’s international politics and how they felt they were internally colonized within the 
United States. Furthermore, it was a way to not only identify “with various anti-colonial and 
national liberation movements around the world,” but to show how the Collective “saw 
themselves not as isolated within the United States but as part of a global movement of black and 
brown people united in struggle against the colonial, imperialism, and capitalist domination…by 
the United States” (Taylor, 2017, p. 11). While the Collective and other Black feminists (e.g., 
Bambara, T. C., 1970; Collin, 2000; Hull et al., 2015; Lorde, 1984; Wallace, 1975) used third 
world women to extend solidarity in the Black feminism they were building, women of color 
eventually emerged and demonstrated a shift in such solidarity.  
Like how other social identifying terms have evolved over the years whether due to 
populations becoming more critically conscious about their unique experiences or how language 
can change or be co-opted thus losing its original intent or power, such shift has occurred with 
third world women and women of color. In this case, although collaborators hesitated and 
resisted using women of color to describe their unique positionality, this resistance was still a 
form of engagement on Twitter and with #WOCAffirmation.  
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This theme explored the self-reliant strategies Black women have implemented as 
personal and communal care throughout their overall and intragroup lived experiences on Twitter 
(Collins, 2000; Maragh-Lloyd, 2020a, 2020b). In order for Black women to navigate the duality 
of Twitter from curating their own spaces of joy to mitigating harm, Black women have to exert 
labor to protect themselves from misogynoir. As collaborators discussed resistant strategies to 
protect Black women and additional marginalized communities similar to what occurred within 
the dialogue within and engagement with #WOCAffirmation, there was an understanding of 
transversal politics, that is, a “coalition building that takes into account the specific positions of 
‘political actors’” (Collins, 2000, p. 246). In other words, transversal politics centers an 
individual’s experience while being empathetic to the positionalities of others involved in the 
dialogue, which is necessary for Black women to further engage in self-definition. This entailed 
using internal dialogues within “safe spaces” between groups that can be affirming among each 
other or designed to protect Black women from external assaults while also understanding that 
harm can still occur in these created public spheres (Collins, 2000). In this case, 
#WOCAffirmation and the collaborators demonstrated such via creating the hashtag as a 
counterpublic, affirming dialogue, and employing various tactics such as countering attacks with 
positive comments or sharing block lists as protection against external assaults. As Milie 
concluded, and is also applicable to structured powers in general, Twitter does not protect us, “At 
all, gurl. We forever gotta save ourselves.” 
Misogynoir 
 An additional motivating factor for the creation of #WOCAffirmation included the lack 
of solidarity and support for Black women on Twitter when they were silenced or rendered 
invisible throughout the years in similar circumstances. Users also discussed how Black women 
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face the highest rates of harm on Twitter as was made evident by their experiences with 
#YourSlipIsShowing, 4Chan, and the rise of the (radicalized online) alt-right.  
Within #WOCAffirmation, a majority of harmful tweets came from white male users and 
a few white women who were trolling or spamming the hashtag (33 tweets). Examples of trolling 
tweets included white men questioning why women of color needed affirming since white men 
individually never needed it. If white men did need white male affirmation, they stated it would 
be labeled as white supremacy. Additional sentiments included stating how #WOCAffirmation 
was “bullshit” because it was divisive by race and instead, the hashtag it should be 
#WomenAffirmation.  
When discussing observations of harm and harassment on Twitter, participants 
immediately responded with examples of controlling images or how users harass Black women 
who added their opinion on any subject (Bailey, 2010; Bailey & Trudy, 2018; Collins, 2000; 
Jones, 2019; Trudy, 2014). “Oh, the racist trolls…when they’re feigning ignorance?” was the 
first thing that came to mind for Mina. For Patterson, it was “Oh gosh. They talk about their 
physical features,” using Megan Thee Stallion and Serena Williams as examples. Virginia added, 
“Whether it's the commenting on physical appearance-- really it runs the gamut from threats of 
physical harm to just gross stuff.” Similarly, LaShay called out colorism and the hegemonic, 
dominant standards of beauty that are shaped by racism and how that can impact one’s 
experience and engagement with others on Twitter. Based on physical appearance, this form of 
controlling image not only influences Black women’s relationships with Black men and other 
racial groups but penalizes Black women who do not meet those standards (Collins, 2000).  
Kiki described how “it’s so easy to find a Black woman getting harassed or seeing people 
be super racist and having misogynoir against Black women. It’s so easy to see that on 
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Twitter…we’re constantly getting attacked from all angles no matter what” (Jones, 2019; 
Maragh-Lloyd, 2020a). Relating her experiences on Twitter back to her professional work with 
Black girls and women, Patterson reflected on “how do you get [young girls] to understand that 
you’re valued regardless of what's going on around you? Because you're getting so many 
messages that you're not valued.” This particularly resonated given the mistreatment of Black 
women in physical and digital spaces in addition to the production, circulation, and 
legitimization of controlling images across various (social) media sites, social institutions, and 
government agencies (Collins, 2000).  
Based on the responses to my interview questions about the harm the collaborators 
observed on Twitter, I identified three sub-themes. They include (a) misogynoir in form of visual 
cues (GIFs), i.e. digital blackface, (b) the exploitation of Black women’s intellectual creativity 
and their bodies, and (c) the harm collaborators and Black women experience from Black men on 
the platform. 
“I Have a Love-Hate Relationship With GIFs”: Digital Blackface in Form of GIFs 
 While analyzing the #WOCAffirmation tweets, I identified 63 tweets with links to 
embedded GIFs. As I needed to click each link to see what kind of media content it was, I also 
saw the picture and profile of the user who posted it. These GIFs were predominantly being used 
by Black women. A majority of the GIFs featured Black women celebrating. For example, they 
showed Rihanna dancing; Beyoncé lemonading; Whitney Houston hyping up a person on stage 
at an award show; and Kerry Washington, Taraji P. Henson, and Mary J. Blige dancing in a 
commercial directed by Ava DuVernay. As critical discourse analysis involves analyzing media 
beyond text, I asked collaborators how they felt about GIFs in our interviews.  
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 Collaborators first focused on how they used GIFs. As Black women were among the 
earliest users on Twitter to use alternate forms of text (e.g., emojis, memes, and GIFs) to 
communicate (Jones, 2019), Milie and Audre described how they like to use GIFs to convey or 
emphasize what they’re trying to tweet (Jackson, 2017; Jones, 2019). Milie and Audre, 
respectively, stated, “I have a love-hate relationship with GIFs. I think it’s cool how you can 
always find a GIF for what you’re trying to convey,” or “speaking without having to speak. The 
GIF explains itself” (see Jackson, 2017; Jones, 2019). Imani and Mina were also particular and 
intentional about GIFs they chose to use and both expressed a preference for using GIFs fear 
featuring Black women. Imani explained, “I have a policy of if there’s a human in my GIF, I try 
to make sure that human is a Black woman. And if…not…then it’s puppies and kitties and otters 
and stuff.” Similarly, Mina described her “online Black feminism” as being “very intentional 
with the GIFs” she uses. “I almost always use GIFs of Black women to accompany my tweets 
when I want to use GIFs,” or she would choose to use none at all.  
The collaborators also discussed how they feel when non-Black women use GIFs 
featuring Black women. Jackson (2017) framed this practice as digital blackface, that is, a 
“minstrel performance that become available in cyberspace” (para. 2). While non-Black women 
use these GIFs to embody Blackness in a comedic or ridiculing manner, Black women often face 
punitive consequences for expressing ourselves in such way in our physical realities (Jackson, 
2017; Jones, 2019). For Virginia, “one thing that sort of still irks me a bit is white people using 
Black people as GIFs a lot.” Audre explained, “I can see how you make those types of GIFs 
universal and then a white person or a non-person to color can turn around and use it in a way 
that can be deemed as offensive.” Similarly, Milie elaborated, “I just don't feel comfortable with 
other people using them. Cuz I don’t know if they’re laughing at you or with you.” Audre and 
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Virginia both used NeNe Leakes as an example. Audre explained how “for them, they may view 
someone like NeNe as ghetto and outrageous, but we view her as ‘this is the personality of 
basically of what I’m tryna convey.’ If you’re not a Black woman, you can’t resonate [with] 
that.” Imani further explained how a user once posted how she created a series of GIFs all 
women can use when someone is mansplaining something to them after a Vice President debate 
between Kamala Harris and Mike Pence. “And I was like [clears throat and projects voice], ‘If 
you are not a Black woman, this is not your face. Period.’” Again, given Black women’s 
standpoint, their experiences are unique in ways non-Black women cannot relate to (Collins, 
2000). 
Collaborators also began to speak of the stereotypical features of Black women in GIFs. 
Mina and Virginia, respectively, described, “it feels like digital blackface to me, as if they are 
invoking stereotypes of Blackness for effect, clout, emphasis, or whatever.” “This is rooted in a 
long tradition of ‘we’re entertaining’.” Moreover, the keywords tagged under such GIFs also 
embody characteristics of Black women stereotypes. Milie stated, “A lot of them [contain] 
certain keywords like ‘angry’ or ‘sassy’ or whatever and it’s always a Black woman.”  
Collaborators further discussed the problematic nature of non-Black women not only 
using GIFs inappropriately but the decisions they made to search for said GIF and post it. While 
Imani and I recalled how part of Jasmyn Lawson’s (who is now a content executive at Netflix) 
role when employed at Giphy was to create GIFs reflecting a diverse range of Black women 
because such GIFs were not readily accessible at the time, Imani discussed how non-Black 
women searching for and choosing said GIFs had to be an intentional decision (Jackson, 2017; 
Jones, 2019; Scott, 2017; Wheeler, 2018). Imani stated, “You had to search for that GIF. Cuz 
you know why? Because most GIFs are not of Black folks. So for you to choose to use Black 
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GIFs that means you are choosing. And that choice is problematic.” In the same thread, Audre 
expressed how non-Black women “had to search for that [GIF] cuz that’s not something you 
have access to within your white space.”  
 Lastly, Patterson and Virginia reflected on knowing from where the scenes used in GIFs 
originated. Patterson shied away from using them “because it's just this little snapshot of what 
somebody experienced and then people are using it in so many different ways. And I’m like, ‘I 
got to know where this comes from first.’” Offering an example, Patterson described a GIF 
featuring a Black woman reacting to either being robbed or to a fire in her community. Users 
took “her pain in the moment…and used that as a means of explaining something very basic.” 
Virginia used the example of Antoine Dodson. Although she explained how we often say, “hide 
ya wife, hide ya kids,” “that moment and that specific person with those life circumstances, it’s 
reduced down. I actually wonder…what's the part that’s making it memorable? I'm a bit skeptical 
about that sometimes.” The moment in which he was angrily protecting his sister went viral as 
people used his queer masculinity for comedic relief. In doing so, his sister, Kelly Dodson, and 
the violence she experienced was rendered invisible. (Tanner, 2017). As their contemplations 
ventured back into how stereotypes are evoked in GIFs while also considering the context of the 
origins of GIFs, Patterson reiterated her hesitancy with not using GIFs as she saw “a lot of the 
times the pain of Black women [were] reused in a very comedic way.”  
 One of Collins’s (2000) core themes of Black feminist thought is the use of controlling 
images to justify Black women’s oppression. In framing the overuse of Black women featured in 
GIFs by non-Black women for a hyperbolic, exaggerated reaction to a tweet’s content as digital 
blackface, Black women’s actions were viewed as stereotypically excessive despite the context 
or what behaviors were portrayed (Collins, 2000; Jackson, 2017). While within 
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#WOCAffirmation Black women used GIFs in celebration as a reflection of their mood and 
intragroup joy, their likeness being used by non-Black women embodied a negative, mimicking 
portrayal with a disregard of the context the footage was taken from. As a result, the circulation 
of minstrelsy imagery in form of misogynoir contributed to erasing Black women’s identity and 
lived experience while simultaneously being appropriated and serving as consumable content 
(Collins, 2000; Jackson, 2017; Trudy, 2014). 
 “It’s Profitable to Be Black, but Not Profitable to ‘Be Black:’” The Exploitation of Black 
Women’s Being 
 When responding to how Black women have been able to use Twitter to their advantage, 
Kiki replied, “We create it…if Black women were not on Twitter, it wouldn’t be anywhere right 
now. We create all the trends. We create all the memes. We create the vernacular on Twitter” 
(see Jones, 2019). While discussing how Black women’s work gets exploited, co-opted, or 
erased, she continued with, “We’re still at the bottom. We literally create culture, and we’re 
never given our flowers for it.” Audre described that “we’re victims of culture vultures” (see 
Bailey & Trudy, 2018; Sobande et al., 2020). She continued to explain how Black women use 
Twitter “to promote ourselves, to promote our business, to get our names out there because a lot 
of these larger corporations use social media as a way of scouting.” Yet, they are the same 
businesses and corporations or “white influencers who go through Twitter to find Black women 
influencers or Black fashion designers to prey and steal their ideas” particularly since “social 
media is currency” (see Sobande et al., 2020).  
Through an analysis of Nielsen’s data of Black women’s consumer preferences, Grace et 
al. (2017) assessed that Black women are increasingly influencing mainstream culture. They 
“drive product categories and shift culture” (Grace et al., 2017, p. 3) in both digital and physical 
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spaces and are “trendsetters for women of every race and ethnic background” (Grace et al., 2017, 
p. 4). Acknowledging Black women’s adept use of technology and social media, the report 
further detailed how Black women are more likely to use social networking sites for consumer 
engagement activities over other demographic groups (Grace et al., 2017). As a result of Black 
women’s engagement, influence, and being top consumers across television, film, music, health, 
beauty, and fashion on social media in addition to the growing number of Black women self-
made entrepreneurs, marketing agencies are learning, leveraging, and capitalizing off the power 
of Black women’s voices and influence in popular culture (Grace et al., 2017). 
 With the rise of prosumer capitalism, social media, online content sharing, and the 
exploitation of such content as well as using ‘influencers’ for marketing purposes and 
partnerships, there is also a rise of not securing consent from users (Bailey & Trudy, 2018; 
Sobande et al., 2020; Trudy, 2014). Additionally, users are often neither credited nor 
compensated for their content (Bailey & Trudy, 2018; Sobande et al., 2020; Trudy, 2014). Imani 
stated how “a lot of intellectual property shenanigans happen” on Twitter and shared how her 
former partner “refuses to engage in the platform anymore cuz she's like, ‘Black people just get 
stolen from on Twitter!’” While Audre described how corporations steal content and ideas from 
Black women, Imani and Kiki described how ideas get stolen from the spaces such as craft and 
Black artistry Twitter. “The thing I see the most often is artwork designs like-- craft Twitter is a 
whole – crochet and cosplay and sewing Twitter? Black maker Twitter? Full of drama, right? 
Because people steal other people shit” (Imani). She talked about how screenshots from 
Instagram will pop up on Twitter serving as receipts. “They’re like [counts off], ‘Look at this. 
Look at this. And look at this. Look at what this screenshot is.’ I'm like, ‘Oh no, girl! But she did 
steal that. She stole it from you.’” When Imani and Kiki, spoke about how Black women will call 
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(white) users out who steal their content, and there’s a lack of accountability on that user’s end. 
“White folks coming in here-- they won't even say ‘this is inspired by.’ They'll just take it.” “I 
know in the Black artistsphere, there’s a lot of instances of white artists pulling stuff like 
this…white people…just get defensive and [don’t want] to be held accountable for what they 
did.” As Black women are creating and leading digital content and curation in novel ways that 
both do and do not break into mainstream media, this inherently leaves Black women’s digital 
content and labor at risk of being erased, co-opted, not compensated, (mis-) used, and (mis-) 
appropriated by users as well as commercialized sites (Bailey & Trudy, 2018; Sobande et al., 
2020).  
The collaborators also spoke about the harm of blackfishing (Thompson, 2018a, 2018b). 
“I have strong feelings about blackfishing” (Imani). When speaking of exploiting Black women, 
“Blackfishing is the biggest example. Consuming Black bodies, consuming Black culture, 
consuming Black media is the biggest thing that happens on Twitter. And I don't love Twitter for 
that to be quite frank.” In the same vein, Kiki asked, “Remember when it [was] 2017 or 2018 
when all those Instagram models were blackfishing, pretending to be Black women when it 
turned out to actually be white women who were literally putting on blackface?” Our 
conversation about blackfishing touched upon the non-Black women in higher education that 
were outed for masquerading as Black women in physical and digital spaces in 2020 (Harrison, 
2020). Kiki and I questioned why these women chose to pose as Black women in particular. “It’s 
apparently because being Black can get you a lot of money and clout if you weren’t actually 
Black. But Black people don’t ever get it. It’s profitable to be Black, but not profitable to ‘be 
Black.’” Still speaking of the sudden emergence of white academics masquerading as Black in 
higher education and why they chose to assume the identity of Black women, Patterson stated: 
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I think it's this desire to want to drink the greatness of us and hoping that it gives you the 
strength that you need…even if you drink it, you are never us. That drink can never truly 
nourish you because it is not your life. It is not your birth. It is not your death. It's just 
you in this moment, this story that you're creating, and you're living in it. But you will 
never truly be us. 
As Black women have historically faced negative consequences as a result of not living up to 
European standards of beauty, the use of controlling images including the mammy, matriarch, 
and jezebel also thread together Black women’s lower location in social class hierarchies 
(Collins, 2000). Whereas white women can cosplay with Black women’s aesthetic and still be 
protected by their whiteness, Black women are not afforded that privilege (Collins, 2000). As 
Thompson (2018b) stated, “people desire Blackness, just not on Black women” (para. 6). 
The exploitation of Black women’s intellectual and creative content as well as their being 
is two-fold in this sub-theme of misogynoir. Individual users and corporations are both stealing 
and profiting off Black women’s content and labor. Additionally, non-Black women are 
blackfishing by donning Black women’s aesthetics such as their physical features by use of lip 
fillers, darks tans and make-up, and hairstyles along with language (African American 
Vernacular English) and clothing. Both forms of exploitation leave Black women uniquely 
erased given not only their significant influence over popular culture but also because of how 
controlling images that Black women have been historically negatively impacted by (Collins, 
2000). Although Black women can leverage Twitter for their own personal success, they are 
mined for other’s success due to users and corporations profiting off of Black women’s likeness 
and influence stemming from their engagement on Twitter.  
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“Black Men Don’t Protect Black Women:” The Engagement Between Black Men and Black 
Women on Twitter 
Although it was predominantly white users who trolled, spammed, and critiqued the 
hashtag, I identified a contrast that existed between the harassment from white users and what 
collaborators personally experienced and observed during their engagement on Twitter. While 
the collaborators did speak of the harassment they experienced from white users, there was a 
greater focus on the harassment they faced or witnessed from Black men during interviews. 
Although the last portion of the interview included reading tweets within #WOCAffirmation 
where one of the tweets was from a Black man stating how Black men do not deserve Black 
women, all the collaborators already spoke of their engagement with Black men on Twitter prior 
to discussing and agreeing to this tweet. In so discussing their engagement with Black men on 
Twitter, the collaborators articulated the tension and complicated relationships between Black 
men and Black women (Collins, 2000; hooks, 2004; Maragh-Lloyd, 2020b; Trudy, 2014). 
Relating Black women’s experiences with Black men back to how white men and women trolled 
within #WOCAffirmation, the underlying part of the misogynoir from all three populations 
relates back to anti-Blackness and white supremacy (Bailey, 2010; Bailey & Trudy, 2018; Trudy, 
2014). 
 Further emphasizing their strong and high intragroup engagement, Imani, Milie, Mina, 
and Patterson described how they tend to neither follow nor engage with Black men on Twitter. 
When discussing Milie’s engagement with Black women on Twitter, she responded, “It holds a 
huge significance because I'm not there to talk to Black men to be honest with you. They usually 
on some other shit. And then I’m blocking them.” Similarly, Imani explained:  
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It’s actually Black men who I spend a lot of time blocking and muting…I will engage in 
ashy for one round. I’ll be like, “Here are all the ways that you are wrong and got me 
fucked up. Let me just bring out the list.”  
And then Imani will hit the block button. Patterson’s engagement is low with Black men on 
Twitter for various reasons. She recounted a time when someone asked her how many Black men 
she followed. “I said maybe 10? I said Black men are fucking basic. I can read about a Black 
man on a fucking Bazooka comic. I’m not wasting my time on no fucking Twitter.” When 
describing how her young staff was mourning over George Floyd, yet were oblivious to Breonna 
Taylor’s murder, Patterson stated it was because “Shaun King hasn’t started talking about it 
immediately. And I’m like, stop fucking following that mothafucker. He’s a damn fucking idiot. 
He’s another one pimping [pain].” Patterson stated this in the context of how King consistently 
harassed Black women who exposed his fraud, yet still has the platform to exploit followers and 
families particularly in social justice causes (Cochrane, 2020a).  
In multiple interviews, some collaborators expressed frustration with the way Black men 
centered the violence they experience, while concurrently dismissing Black women’s 
experiences. When describing how white users will enter a Black woman’s mentions when she 
asserts her opinion on something, Imani elaborated how Black men also entered that space 
claiming: 
“Oh, y’all are ungrateful” or “You hate Black men.” And I’m like, no, nobody ever said, 
“I hate Black men.” Especially nobody ever said, “I hate cis Black men.” What we did 
say is, “Y'all hate us. Y'all harm us. Y'all kill us. And when you say, ‘Black lives matter,’ 
what you mean is anyone who doesn’t experience the world like you.” And we’re not gon 
sit here and pretend that that’s an okie doke thing to say. 
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Imani’s statement further exemplified how Trudy (2014) theorized the ways that Black men, 
although not exclusively, perpetuate cis-heterosexual and male privilege as well as enact 
patriarchal norms and violence over Black women. Moreover, Trudy attributed the fact that 
Black trans women face forms of violence higher than any other LGBTQIA+ community 
(Human Rights Campaign, 2020) to a combination of factors including racism, anti-Blackness, 
misogyny, misogynoir, and transmisogynoiristic violence against Black folks in addition to “the 
transphobic notion that Black trans women’s identities ‘betray’ Black masculinity” (Trudy, 2014, 
para. 13). 
The collaborators were also exhausted by the way “Black men don’t protect Black 
women, but we’re always expected to do the same” (Kiki). Milie talked about Black women 
being “taught to hold down our own even when they're harming us or even when they're 
belittling us,” which is evident on both Twitter and in physical spaces (Collins, 2000). While we 
explored the difference in response to or even awareness of Breonna Taylor’s death compared to 
George Floyd, Patterson responded, “This is why I don't march anymore. Black women put 
themselves out there all the time. I'm not doing it. Imma have to do something else…because we 
consistently show up for Black men and it is not reciprocated.” Granted both Black men and 
women are subjected to state violence, there is often a difference in or lack of response from 
Black men when Black women, Black trans women, or non-binary folks are murdered by the 
hands of the state. In response to why she chose not to march for Eric Garner, Kimberly Foster 
(2014) explained how “we have been conditioned to believe the exploitation of Black women’s 
work to be a normal expected part of our womanhood.” Instead of offering unconditional 
support, collaborators asked for reciprocal support as we fight the same cause for liberation. In 
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the meanwhile, some collaborators, again, chose their balance between their public and private 
self where in this case, some chose to privately mourn rather than publicly support. 
Other prominent scenarios that occurred highlighting the tension between Black men and 
women during the summer of 2020 that came up in interviews included Talib Kweli’s 
harassment of Maya Monroe and J. Cole’s song targeting Noname. What was mentioned in all 
interviews was how Megan Thee Stallion was treated during the summer specifically in relation 
to Tory Lanez and her feature on Cardi B’s (2020) song, WAP. What hit close to home for 
LaShay was “everything that [Megan Thee Stallion was] dealing with so publicly, I’ve dealt with 
small microaggressions all through the school year.” This was compounded by the fact that she 
and Megan were the same age, height, and build. LaShay revealed the lack of protection she felt 
growing up as we discussed the misogynoir comments Megan faced.  
I’ve never felt protected…because I’ve always been bigger. Not even fat, but I am thick. I 
am thicker than most people. But I am tall. And I just remember being in elementary 
school and people would walk behind me and people were like, “Oh, LaShay will protect 
me.” And I’m like, “Gurl. I’ve never been in a fight in my life.” 
She continued describing how once she was called to physically defend someone which led her 
to ask herself, “What about me says--? I’m finna do nothing like that,” as she looked at her 
acrylics.  
When details about Megan Thee Stallion being shot were released throughout the 
summer, it was primarily Black men questioning and justifying what happened. Megan Thee 
Stallion spoke out at various times in an attempt to control her narrative and correct mainstream 
commentary. Milie stated, “She shouldn't have to show you videos or pictures of her in the 
hospital for you to believe her…you shouldn't even question that.” The examples of discourse on 
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Twitter about Megan Thee Stallion and LaShay’s personal experience demonstrated how racist 
and sexist ideologies within controlling images have been used to justify racism and oppression, 
particularly including physical violence in these cases, against Black women as well as reify 
their social status against non-Black women (Collins, 2000). Yet when Black women’s self-
definitions are used to resist negative controlling imagery of Black womanhood, Black women 
still face punitive consequences (Collins, 2000).  
When discussing the harm Black women experience on Twitter, Milie described how 
Black women will provide evidence, yet Black men will say, “well, we don’t know what 
happened,” will rebut any evidence, and state that they have to hear both sides. In part of denying 
Black women’s lived experiences, Black women are asked to provide evidence in order to make 
their lived experiences valid or worthy (Perry, 2016). This is more often the case on Twitter 
when the victim at the center of the discussion is a Black woman as opposed to a Black man. 
Black men will often align with the white patriarchy and question Black women whose side are 
they on in relation to siding with their race or siding with race and gender. This is reminiscent of 
Black women who had to “take sides against ourselves” (Bray, 1991; Collins, 2000) in the Anita 
Hill and Clarence Thomas hearings (Collins, 2000). LaShay stated: 
Unfortunately, there are a couple men in my circle that I know personally that are just 
like, ‘you let Megan tell her story. Why aren't you letting him tell his?’ But I’m like, he’s 
doing his for a profit; she was just saying what happened. 
Patterson was frustrated with the way men were justifying “the pain that was brutally put upon 
her.” She compared it to the narratives of how: 
…it's these “I'm a girl dad” bullshit. And then next thing you know, “Megan is a liar. She 
ain’t get shot. Listen to her music. Look at how she dress.” Mofo, you just was talking 
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about being a girl dad and now you calling her a hoe and thot because she should have 
got shot? What kind of stupid shit?  
Although there is no clear, agreed upon definition of what constitutes a “girl dad,” a phrase 
popularized after Kobe Bryant’s death, the crux of Patterson’s point is how the politics of 
respectability (Higginbotham, 1993) enables Black women to be viewed in a humanistic manner 
only if they abide by, in this case, sexual guidelines determined out of whiteness—the same 
whiteness that created the controlling imageries that have been fundamental to oppressing Black 
women in the first place (Collins, 2000). As Collins (2000) explained, sexuality was never 
designed for Black women’s pleasure, nor was it subject to their control.  
These examples of how Black men engaged with collaborators, reacted to Megan Thee 
Stallion, and worked to dictate and dismiss Black women’s narratives and lived experiences 
exemplified misogynoir, intersectionality, and respectability politics (Bailey, 2010; Bailey & 
Trudy, 2018; Collins, 2000; Crenshaw, 1989, 1991; Higginbotham, 1993; Trudy, 2014). Granted 
that social networking sites give Black women the power to control their narratives (Conley, 
2017; Jackson et al., 2020; Jones, 2019; Jordan-Zachery & Harris, 2019; Kuo, 2018), Black 
women’s voices were still policed, silenced, and challenged, in these cases intra-racially by 
Black men. When Black women speak to their lived experiences, it is not to devalue or dismiss 
Black men or white women’s truths, but rather to highlight that despite shared race or gender, 
Black women’s experiences are unique and erased given the axes of oppression (Collins, 2000; 
Crenshaw, 1991).  
Moreover, what I gleaned from collaborators was similar to Alice Walker’s (1996) 
frustration about Black men rarely bothering to consider to what women are saying how they feel 
nor understand how Black women experience and perceive life. Rather than finding solidarity in 
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our experiences, Black men saw Black women’s stories as meaningless, thought they must 
control or own Black women’s expression, and did not always honor Black women’s struggles or 
pain (Walker, 1996). Therefore, rather than Black men trying to detach themselves from 
misogynoir in attempt to align with dominant values, the collaborators offered examples of what 
they would instead prefer from Black men. 
Protect Black Women But Make It Non-Performative. “Listen to Black women” and 
“protect Black women” are statements that have been popularized over the years, particularly on 
Twitter. As we critique what ‘listen’ and ‘protection’ mean and entail, it is important to know 
how one aspect of patriarchy involves women and children (e.g., their bodies, intellect, or ideas) 
belonging to cishet men. Relatedly, with the idea of protection, there comes the expectation of 
possession and domination, which is also apparent within Black patriarchy and Black 
masculinity (Collins, 2000; hooks, 2004). However, Collins (2000) emphasized there is a fine 
distinction between Black men protecting and controlling Black women. What collaborators 
would like to see as forms of protection included Black men holding other Black men 
accountable for their harmful actions or doing actual work to support Black women. In regard to 
the statement “protect Black women,” Kiki posed:  
Why you saying that to me? You’re saying that to me, [then a] few seconds later start 
tweeting about how you just watched your friend assault a Black woman and didn't do 
anything about it? “Rest in peace, Black queen. Sorry I didn't do anything,”  
she sarcastically concluded. “Why aren’t you doing more to hold other Black men accountable 
when you see them doing garbage behavior?” Patterson described how “It’s only ‘protect Black 
women’ when it's your sister and when it's your mother. It’s not ‘protect Black women’ as the 
thing that we're to do,” although she and I agreed that even those familial bonds are at times 
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irrelevant especially considering the violence and abuse that occurs within families by the hand 
of Black men (Collins, 2000; hooks, 2004; Lorde, 1984). Kiki and LaShay explained how these 
sayings are “almost like, I hate to say it, but just like white people do performative activism? 
Black men will do it too, for brownie points,” describing what Mia McKenzie (2015) (as cited by 
Jackson et al. [2020]) referred to as performative digital ally theater rather than digital allyship.  
Considering the expectations and assumptions that Black women will continue to exert 
labor for the greater benefit of society, “Black women are saving the world. We do it all the time. 
That’s on our shoulders and that’s something I would rather take on that to trust a man. Straight-
up. Point blank” (Mina). Therefore, if Black men are going to critique and harass women about 
their opinions and choices that may go against hegemonic norms, Audre asked “the least that you 
can do as Black men is hold us down while we do this work” of supporting our families, 
community, and culture. “I think that we would see a lot more justice for Black women 
specifically if we had more Black men behind us. Not saying that we do need Black men, but if 
we had more Black men allies.” To extend Audre’s statement, instead of engaging in 
performative, low-risk allyship, an alternative could be engaging in forms of solidarity as an 
accomplice, thus demonstrating levels of social risk to be taken by virtue of their male privilege 
(Jackson et al., 2020). What I appreciated about Virginia’s concluding thought was that her 
sentiment seemed to capture what other collaborators expressed. “Personally, I got tired of being 
the Black woman who's holding it down despite the partner, despite the circumstances, despite 
family. It's like...we're not superheroes. That's not the affirmation I’m looking for, I suppose. I 
want a real-world affirmation.” 
 Although collaborators voiced what actions they would like to see in regard to listening 
and protecting, we must also question what protecting means. If Black men replicate cishet, 
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white supremacist, capitalistic, and patriarchal attitudes given male privilege, it may be 
questionable to expect Black men to protect us from the models they are replicating. What 
collaborators and I are more interested in is creating spaces and dismantling systems so Black 
women would not need protection in the first place. Support Black women, stand with them, and 
call other men out against inequities and injustice rather than perpetuating them against Black 
women.  
Part of the context of the creation of #WOCAffirmation related to the lack of solidarity in 
supporting Black women being harassed on the platform. The collaborators primarily focused on 
controlling images when speaking about the harm and misogynoir they experienced or observed 
on Twitter. By virtue of controlling imagery, systemic oppressions rely on the exploitation, 
appropriation, consumption, and erasure of Black women (e.g., their bodies, intellect, culture, or 
actions; Collins, 2000; Trudy, 2015). Between the overuse of Black women in GIFs by non-
Black women or how individuals and corporations gain financially via blackfishing, what was 
considered negative or deviant for Black women due to controlling images, individuals and 
corporations have been able to exploit and succeed off Black women by the protection of their 
whiteness.  
Society often challenges how Black women choose to self-love via self-definition. In 
relation to their bodies, overlapping controlling images negate how non-Black women perceive, 
interpret, critique, and challenge Black women’s joy. Labeled as jezebels, Black women 
choosing to self-love by embracing and actively portraying their sexuality such as Megan Thee 
Stallion contrasts with the serious mammy who is asexual (Collins, 2000). While controlling 
images was the primary focus of collaborators’ overall and intragroup lived experience on 
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Twitter, what it demonstrated in conjunction with #WOCAffirmation was Black women’s unique 
experiences of misogynoir as a result of intersecting oppressions. 
Black Women as Producers of Knowledge 
 Part of the dialogue and amplification within #WOCAffirmation included 83 tweets that 
shared resources from the personal, professional, or academic work in which the users engaged. 
Users stated how they were saving the resources being shared to either use themselves or to 
financially support the organizations or individuals offering them. Users also asked if someone 
would curate a list of services being offered via #WOCAffirmation. Similarly, 76 tweets were 
from users lauding how much they learned from and were intellectually challenged by Black 
women on the platform. Examples of such tweets were an intersectional analysis of the 
competing hashtags #WOCAffirmation and #WomenBoycottTwitter and also referenced 
#SolidarityIsForWhiteWomen as part of their analysis. Users also quote tweeted Dr. Eve 
Ewing’s thread detailing the abuse Black women face on Twitter and how given intersectional 
feminism, a strategy (in this case silence) that may be radical for one group (white women) may 
be regressive for another (Black women). Based on my participatory observation of 
#WOCAffirmation, there was also an accompanying dialogue, although not hashtagged, 
detailing the above. Throughout our conversations, the collaborators also talked about how they 
learned and gained information and resources from Twitter, specifically how Black women 
served as a source of academic and intellectual enrichment. As Black women have historically 
had to create unique methods to produce and validate knowledge, Black women have used 
Twitter as a site to achieve such (Collins, 2000).  
Referencing Twitter as a whole, Audre, Imani, Mina, and Patterson discussed how their 
engagement on the platform contributed to their academic work. As Audre expressed how she 
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used Twitter to gain new perspectives, Imani explained how “having the access to folks” enabled 
her and users “to think in lots of different ways. And maybe they are not radically different. 
Maybe it's a lens I need to consider or something I didn’t know that I need to spend time looking 
up.” Continuing with how Twitter’s technological functionalities and accessibility provided 
easier access to content (Brock, 2020b; Florini, 2019a; Graham & Smith, 2016; Jackson et al., 
2020; Tufekci, 2017), Imani elaborated on what has kept her on the platform despite her 
frustration with Twitter. Speaking particularly to how it related to her professional work in 
education, diversity, equity, and inclusion, “The exposure to those voices? I would not get 
anywhere else. How else would I know what's happening…with the Hawaiian Educators? I 
wouldn't.” Similar to how I worked to integrate content on Twitter my coursework and 
understanding of concepts, collaborators have been able to leverage dialogue and access to 
resources on Twitter bringing them to their academic and professional spheres. Mina used 
Twitter to build her “intellectual circle” to support her academic work and spur dialogue in her 
classes. While in coursework, her peers and she created the space to say, “Let’s talk about this 
hashtag in this environment, in this classroom, how it relates to this class,” thus being able to 
bridge what she’s experiencing in the real world to her academic foundation in higher education.  
It's funny cuz we had already engaged on Twitter around a hashtag, around a tweet, 
around the topic, and saw how it was 100% applicable to our coursework. And we're 
bringing it in there very purposefully and then supporting each other through that process. 
The collaborators found various conversations and multiple perspectives unrestricted from 
physical boundaries on a singular subject within and across disciplines by using Twitter as the 
means to transmit ideas (Chatelain, 2018).  
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Shifting to how Black women are producers of knowledge, there were times when the 
collaborators produced knowledge themselves or witnessed other Black women doing so. Mina 
leveraged her ability to share “articles that I have access to as a student and an employee 
connected to a university…and get that article to people who don't have institutional access” in 
order to facilitate learning for folks outside the gatekeeping university setting. Imani shared how 
one of her friend’s tweets went viral containing a video where the content “really brought out 
cultural responsive Twitter [for] folks who are building pedagogy, folks who are thinking 
about…taking [curriculum and instruction] out of theoretical pedagogy and putting it into the 
classroom.” Imani continued explaining how as a result of her friend figuring “out how to 
Internet…and get people to engage,” her friend and other educators were able to create “a really 
impactful space for Black teachers on Twitter” and encouraged educators to engage and 
question, “what does it mean to be…not just culturally relevant, but culturally responsive to 
engage and sustain students’ cultures in the classroom and not assimilate.”  
While Audre found books clubs and LaShay joined one that focused on Black femme 
authors, collaborators also shared how much they benefitted from the sphere of Black women 
healthcare Twitter. LaShay and Millie gained insight about reproductive health issues, where 
LaShay emphasized how she learned that Black women “have fibroids and [doctors] don't say 
anything about them cuz they deem them harmless. They don't even go in and test unless you ask 
them to.” LaShay also talked about how she discovered that she can ask doctors if they are 
denying her service and chart the denial on her record. While learning what language and actions 
to use to advocate for her healthcare and medical needs, what stuck with LaShay was the 
sentiment that “your healthcare is yours. Don't let doctors treat you like a science experiment.” 
Part of what Milie discussed was how she learned “breast cancer is being found in Black women 
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at a younger age now. So now they're starting to do mammograms or annual screenings on Black 
women starting it as early as 30,” which was personally significant to her. Overall, information 
shared throughout Black women healthcare Twitter was particularly meaningful for collaborators 
in light of the medical and health care disparities Black women face in the medical industry 
(Williams, 2018).  
As a result of how collaborators curated their timeline and found digital public spheres 
relevant and meaningful to them, collaborators have been able to find discourse on Twitter where 
their identities were centered in ways that they were not in their physical realities. What further 
strengthened the intragroup relationship between knowledge production, their lived experiences, 
and having high credence in assessing knowledge from Black women was the underlying 
understanding of how navigating intersecting oppressions have been paramount in Black 
women’s survival (Collins, 2000). In tandem with how Black women have been able to leverage 
Twitter to center their concerns especially among other Black women, Kiki stated how:  
Twitter has opened me up to so many brilliant Black women that I would have never 
heard of if I wasn’t on Twitter. I wouldn’t have heard it on the news, television, anything. 
Twitter has definitely exposed me to some to geniuses honestly. 
Contrasting with what users and collaborators gained as producers or consumers of 
knowledge from Black women on Twitter, Black women also experienced harm or faced 
backlash when it came to informing others. Black women’s marginality uniquely positions them 
and the knowledge they produce to be discredited, ignored, or face unsolicited criticism both 
within and outside their racial and gendered group (Chatelain, 2018; Collins, 2000; Jones, 2019; 
Maragh-Lloyd, 2020a). Patterson spoke to what she observed when Black women share their 
narratives and experiences on Twitter. “Black women are torn up when they give their 
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opinion…It’s almost a ‘raping’ of their being to be able to speak on Twitter freely…Any time 
they’re voicing their opinion about anything that is happening in society, they’re just abused” 
(see Jones, 2019; Maragh-Lloyd, 2020a, 2020b). In their personal experiences of engaging with 
users, Imani, Kiki, and Mina found their threshold between conversing with others to help them 
gain understanding and recognizing when debate is solely harassment (Jones, 2019; Maragh-
Lloyd, 2020a, 2020b). Discussing her personal experiences, Mina noted how: 
After a couple of interactions, I was just like, “They are committed to not learning.” So 
I'm not going to extend my own energy trying to teach this person who is trying very 
intently to not learn while pretending like that’s their goal. 
Imani stated, “I know 90% of the time, 99% of the time, they’re not looking to engage. They just 
want to say whatever ashy shit they trying to say and I'm like, I'm going to call you out.” 
Likewise, Kiki explained, “There's so many people who will start a conversation but aren't 
actually interested in learning. They're just doing it frustrate you.” Kiki continued with her 
frustration about how “I shouldn't have to have to teach y'all, but then again y'all are incapable of 
being able to learn on your own. So it’s up to me either way” (see Lorde, 1984). This was in 
reference to when Black women hold conversations about critical issues such as injustices 
concerning social identities such as race, sexuality, and gender. While Imani and Kiki may have 
engaged in debate to a slight extent with users, Mina took the approach of “it’s not my job to 
teach you! Try Jesus, not me. No. I am not doing this,” as a means to protect her space (digitally 
and mentally). These experiences speak to Maragh-Lloyd’s (2020b) description of how Black 
women will choose to opt-out of debates as a form of self-care. Moreover, opting out serves as a 
resistance strategy to no longer have to educate and defend to their followers or those in their 
mentions about the validity of their experiences or opinions (Maragh-Lloyd, 2020a).  
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When considering Black women’s overall and intragroup lived experiences on Twitter, 
#WOCAffirmation, and collaborators described how Black women were able to use Twitter as 
an alternative location to further develop Black feminist epistemologies and center issues 
meaningful to them. Additionally, their knowledge could be shared with the public at large 
contrary to the traditional suppression of Black women’s ideas in white, male-controlled 
institutions (Collins, 2000; Jackson et al., 2020). As collaborators were cautious and further 
researched content they encounter rather than accepting it at face value, they were also mindful 
of how much they engaged in debate when their particular voice and knowledge is being 
challenged (Chatelain, 2018; Collins, 2000; Maragh-Lloyd, 2020a, 2020b). As noted in themes 
“using voice to resist and bond” and “digital resistance,” Black women have to negotiate the 
balance between invisibility, hypervisibility, and amplification due to the castigation of their 
work and opinion no matter how we protectively curate our space on the site (Chatelain, 2018). 
Whether gaining or offering knowledge, Twitter’s lack of financial and technological barriers 
permits Black women the ability to engage in public speech and actions with minimal mediation 
from mainstream or traditional sources of power (Jackson et al., 2020). However, as mentioned 
in the theme of misogynoir, although Twitter is a space that Black women are defining and 
shaping, have the affordability to control their narratives, self-define, and not just be consumers 
but producers of knowledge (Conley, 2017; Gray, 2015; Jackson et al., 2020; Jones, 2019; Kuo, 
2018; Tufekci, 2017), Twitter is still a space where Black women’s voices are vulnerable and 
can be subjected to backlash and marginalization (Chatelain, 2018; Jones, 2019; Maragh-Lloyd, 




 From the analyses of the combined findings of #WOCAffirmation and interviews, I 
found five themes answering the guiding research question of how the creation of, dialogue 
within, and engagement with #WOCAffirmation reflect the overall and intragroup lived 
experiences of Black women on Twitter. Black feminist thought was used to frame how the 
study was conducted, data was analyzed and interpreted, and contributed to existing bodies of 
knowledge. The five themes demonstrated how collaborators and users within 
#WOCAffirmation used Twitter as a self-controlled place where they can seek safe spaces in 
form of counterpublics, enclaves, and satellites to curate, prioritize, and center joy in their lives 
primarily via their engagement with other Black women. They also used Twitter to further self-
define their identity, in how they choose to use their voice, control their narratives, and combat 
the misogynoir they and other Black women experience on the platform. Because Twitter is a 
site with minimal barriers to entry and access, collaborators and #WOCAffirmation users also 
leveraged Twitter as an alternative site to be producers and consumers of knowledge particularly 
given how Black women are excluded from such practices in their physical realities. In the next 
chapter, I will discuss further the findings in how they answer the research question and 
contribute to the existing bodies of literature as well as provide implications and 




While Chapter 4 provided the findings from both the #WOCAffirmation and interviews 
datasets, this final chapter discusses the overall findings in relation to the entire study. First, I 
review the importance of this study and what it accomplished. Then I provide an overview of the 
study and research design. Lastly, I discuss this study’s assumptions, limitations, and 
delimitations concluding with implications for change and suggestions for further research. 
Overview of the Study 
This study worked to answer the guiding research question: how does the creation of, 
dialogue within, and engagement with #WOCAffirmation reflect the overall and intragroup lived 
experiences of Black women on Twitter? In response to how Black women and their lived 
experiences are under explored in digital studies, the purpose of this Black feminist qualitative 
study was to explore how elements of Black feminism are reflected on Twitter via 
#WOCAffirmation. As a result, this study intervened in cultural studies and digital humanities by 
exemplifying the physical implications of digital interaction by Black women.  
The existing literature and bodies of knowledge that foreground this research exploring 
#WOCAffirmation and collaborators’ overall and intragroup lived experiences on Twitter 
centered Black feminism. Collins (2000) provided an understanding of the ways that Black 
women’s distinctive, self-defined standpoint contributed to how Black women produce 
independent and specialized knowledge. Black feminist thought’s distinguishing features and 
core themes that are relevant to understanding #WOCAffirmation particularly to how they 
reflected my collaborators’ experiences on Twitter. Similar to how Black women had to develop 
alternative methods to produce and validate knowledge, Black women also created multiple 
alternative public spheres in form of counterpublics, enclaves, and satellites. These mediated 
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spaces were established in order to share information, explore political interests and social needs, 
and safely engage in discourse or critique of systems of dominance without concerns of 
surveillance or fear of punitive actions. Black Twitter and Black feminist hashtags were ways 
Black women created Black digital public spheres to engage in and circulate discourse that was 
meaningful for them and that are often excluded from dominant and mainstream conversations. 
However, despite engaging in multiple digital public spheres, Black women were still vulnerable 
to cases of misogynoir. The creation of, dialogue within, and engagement with 
#WOCAffirmation reflected these points, namely how Black women have created digital spaces 
for themselves to affirm each other and their experiences as well as to amplify their needs, which 
included protection from oppressive systems. 
Using Black feminist thought (Collins, 2000) as the theoretical framework, this study was 
designed to center Black women’s lived experiences. This was evident in the identification of 
literature and what I chose to define and value as credentialed sources of information where 
prioritizing Black women authors and their intellect was paramount. The chosen methodology of 
using Black feminism in qualitative inquiry was also in alignment with the theoretical 
framework. Rather than relying on a single source, I collected two sets of data to allow for a 
robust amount of materials to draw from. The digital data and interviews complemented each 
other and provided a more in-depth insight into Black women’s overall and intragroup lived 
experience on Twitter. Lastly, to further protect Black women’s intellect and voices in addition 
to users within #WOCAffirmation, I developed an ethics of care to ensure collaborators and 
users did not experience any additional undue harm that was not considered by the Institutional 
Review Board. Incorporating these elements further contributed to the research design. 
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Examining the Findings: Answering the Research Question 
 In answering the research question guiding this study, I identified five themes between 
the #WOCAffirmation downsample and collaborator interviews. The themes were how users 
within #WOCAffirmation and collaborators (a) create space to prioritize joy on the timeline, (b) 
use their voice to resist and bond with other Black women, (c) protect their joy and space via 
digital resistance, (d) experience misogynoir, and (e) are producers of knowledge on Twitter. 
One core theme from Collins’ (2000) Black feminist thought that dominantly was threaded 
throughout themes was the power for Black women to self-define. A second core theme included 
controlling images where self-definition was also a method used to combat the impact negative 
controlling images had on Black women’s misogynoiristic experiences on Twitter.  
 Self-definition refers to Black women having the power to name their own reality 
(Collins, 2000). What self-definition accomplishes is to challenge dominant narratives that have 
been created for Black women, which includes how controlling images are used. Self-definition 
also questions the credibility and intentions of those who are creating narratives from dominant 
groups. What #WomenBoycottTwitter exposed was the lack of support for Black women and 
women of color who faced similar and more hostile experiences than being suspended on Twitter 
as in what happened to McGowan. In part of Black women self-defining and naming their own 
realities, what #WOCAffirmation accomplished was to create space on Twitter to collectively 
amplify the voices of Black women rather than silencing themselves when Black women already 
are forcefully silenced by oppressive systems.  
Creating a community of “safe spaces” (Collins, 2000, p. 101) for Black women to self-
define was paramount in collaborators’ overall and intragroup lived experiences along with what 
#WOCAffirmation achieved. With #WOCAffirmation serving as a digital counterpublic 
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(Squires, 2002), part of the way community was created was how Black women had the liberty 
to self-define and self-value as well as witness other Black women do so. There was 
intentionality in how Black women curated their space on Twitter where in this study users and 
collaborators prioritized solidarity in creating a large, reciprocal, intragroup following. Creating 
a community of predominantly Black women not only contributed to how Black women can seek 
and engage in dialogue that was meaningful to their unique experiences, but also served as a 
strategy of care, centered joy, and feeling of safety when their network largely consisted of Black 
women (Maragh-Lloyd, 2020a). While #WOCAffirmation served as a counterpublic, other 
digital networks (also including enclaves and satellites) users and collaborators engaged in 
created the space for Black women to continue naming their realities and thereby worked toward 
Black women’s resistance against dominant and institutional structures of oppression (Brock, 
2020b; Collins, 2000; Florini, 2019a; Gray, 2015; Jackson et al., 2020; Kuo, 2018; Squires, 
2002; Steele, 2016). 
Although #WOCAffirmation and the various public spheres collaborators occupied were 
not necessarily free from surveillance, these safe spaces fostered “the conditions for Black 
women’s independent self-definitions” (Collins, 2000, p. 111). These digitally networked 
spheres allowed #WOCAffirmation users and collaborators to individually and collectively 
fashion their experiences and ideas of Black womanhood where this was partially achieved via 
affirmation and amplification (Collins, 2000). Affirmation between the hashtag and how 
collaborators sought and engaged with affirmation in their overall and intragroup lived 
experiences acted as a form of publicly expressed love and care (Collins, 2000). This in turn 
strengthened the connectedness among Black women thus providing “deeper, more meaningful 
self-definitions” (Collins, 2000, p. 113). Because of the shared recognition of Black women’s 
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unique lived experiences, amplifying each other within these spaces were affirming actions 
within itself – “I see you. We see you. I hear you. You’re here with us,” (Imani & Virginia). 
These affirmations also removed the sense of isolation users and collaborators experienced given 
the lack of intragroup community and solidarity in their physical realities. What was particularly 
notable was how the affirmations went beyond serving users and collaborators on an individual 
level; part of their self-definition and joy was sourced within the collective care of Black 
women’s joy (Collins, 2000; Maragh-Lloyd, 2020a). Using voice to self-define within these 
intragroup spaces, Black women were able to lean on their relationships with each other, even 
with those they did not know on Twitter, and affirmed each other’s humanity (Collins, 2000). 
While #WOCAffirmation users and collaborators used their voice to affirm, amplify, and 
create community, they also used voice as a tool of resistance and protection. Rather than 
relinquish control to the dominant structure of Twitter by boycotting and remaining silent, Black 
women chose to take control and voice their realities with #WOCAffirmation. Although 
#WOCAffirmation created the space for Black women to safely share their narratives, 
collaborators emphasized what protection that withholding your story has from external abuse 
and harassment (Collins, 2000; Maragh-Lloyd, 2020a, 2020b). This was also apparent when 
Black women acted as producers of knowledge on Twitter, which had the potential to invite 
unwanted debate. As Collins (2000) stated, “silence is not to be interpreted as submission in this 
collective, self-defined Black women’s consciousness,” (p. 98) but again, as a tool for resistance 
and survival. Whereas Black women used their voice to amplify themselves and gain visibility 
while controlling their narratives, sometimes a public silence can protect their private space 
(Collins, 2000). Although using voice to self-define in this context focused on interactions at the 
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individual level, strategies of resistance at a macro level were also apparent in Black women’s 
overall and intragroup experience.  
What the counterpublic #WOCAffirmation and collaborators’ engagement with the 
hashtag along with their overall experience on Twitter demonstrated was how Black women 
exerted specific measures to protect their space as well as themselves. One strategy Black 
women executed for protection was forms of personal and communal care (Maragh-Lloyd, 
2020a). Personal care took shape as (a) using Twitter’s features such as blocking or muting to 
shield themselves from abuse and harassment, (b) creating a network of Black women via their 
following, or (c) choosing when to engage in debate if they chose to do so. Communal care was 
demonstrated in (a) amplification of themselves and other Black women as care or to prevent 
erasure, (b) affirming Black women especially when they were facing a brigade of negative 
tweets, or (c) sharing lists of accounts with each other to block and report (Maragh-Lloyd, 2020a, 
2020b). These resistance strategies were used to circumvent and combat the attacks Black 
women faced in the form of misogynoir. 
Self-definition also appeared in how users and collaborators resisted, challenged, and 
countered negative controlling images of Black womanhood and misogynoir, which as a result 
re-centered Black women and their agency in dialogues (Collins, 2000; Bailey, 2010; Bailey & 
Trudy, 2018; Maragh-Lloyd, 2020a; Trudy, 2014). Controlling images of racialized stereotypes 
have been used to continue to subjugate Black women and control their sexuality where 
misogynoir further speaks to the treatment of Black women as a result of anti-Blackness 
misogyny (Collins, 2000; Bailey, 2010; Bailey & Trudy, 2018; Trudy, 2014). The types of 
misogynoir Black women interracially and intraracially experienced on Twitter in addition to 
controlling images included erasure, silencing, and exploitation. While #WOCAffirmation 
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partially challenged distorted narratives of Black women’s behavior and images by amplifying 
and affirming projects Black women were completing despite working within oppressive 
structures, part of Black women’s overall and intragroup lived experiences on Twitter combatted 
misogynoir by forming positive self-definitions of Black womanhood. This took form in 
collaborators “rejecting externally defined, controlling images of Black womanhood” (Collins, 
2000, p. 115) where they embraced their sexuality in form of discursive engagements about the 
portrayal of Black women’s sexuality and rejecting respectability politics (Collins, 2000; 
Higginbotham, 1993). By users and collaborators naming their individual and collective realities 
and lived experiences, they were able to work toward dismantling power dynamics and structures 
within dominant systems (Collins, 2000). 
Lastly, in how Collins (2000) articulates the ways Black women have “had to use 
alternative ways to create independent self-definitions and self-valuations” (p. 252) in order to 
develop a distinctive standpoint, Black women have in turn created ingenious ways to engage on 
Twitter, including producing and validating knowledge. As evident with the creation of and 
dialogue within #WOCAffirmation along with collaborators’ discussions of how they used and 
observed Black women engage on the platform, Black women were able to use Twitter for 
discursive engagement around topics that are typically suppressed in white, male, dominated 
spaces. As a result of the alternatives ways Black women produce and validate their knowledge, 
it directly contrasts with how white men establish credentialed knowledge. Therefore, Black 
women’s knowledge and standpoint are often contested and discredited (Collins, 2000). This was 
evident with how collaborators described their own experiences and observations of other Black 
women on Twitter when they would offer their opinions or insight on a subject (Chatelain, 2018; 
Jones, 2019). While Twitter is a space where Black women can center and control discourse 
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meaningful to them, users can gain multiple perspectives on a singular issue, and hashtags can be 
used to circulate discourse across public spheres, Black women are still subjected to harm by 
sharing their knowledge and opinions based on how intersecting powers and oppressions are 
formed and organized (Chatelain, 2018; Collins, 2000; Conley, 2017; Jones, 2019). 
Outcomes of what happens when Black women are able to create independent self-
definitions is that such empowerment can bring about social change (Collins, 2000). Challenging 
and rejecting controlling images allows for Black women to change how they view themselves 
(Collins, 2000). Furthermore, Collins (2000) describes how a critical mass of individuals with 
such changed consciousness can foster Black women’s collective empowerment in addition to 
changing the condition of their lives. Moreover, collective group actions can bring about the 
transformation of social institutions (Collins, 2000). How users engaged with #WOCAffirmation 
to self-define was demonstrative of how collaborators and Black women engaged with Twitter as 
a whole to articulate their realities, challenge controlling images, and leverage the platform to 
produce knowledge. #WOCAffirmation, as a counterpublic, created the space for Black women 
to feel empowered in their work and with their voice. Between #WOCAffirmation and other 
digital public spheres, these spaces and Black women’s overall and intragroup discursive 
engagement contributed to Black women feeling seen, heard, and affirmed in ways they are not 
always in their physical realities. Even under oppressive systems, Black women have been able 
to create new means of liberation and reimagine freedoms. As Collins (2000) concluded, 
“perhaps that is why so many African American women have managed to persist and ‘make a 
way out of no way.’ Perhaps they knew the power of self-definition” (p.121). 
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Assumptions, Limitations, and Delimitations 
 Assumptions present in the study were that collaborators had similar overall and 
intragroup lived experiences on Twitter. This was in part due to the theoretical framework and 
the inclusion criteria. Although there were minor differences in how some collaborators 
experienced or interpreted different phenomena on Twitter, Black feminist thought (Collins, 
2000) explains how granted Black women are impacted by the same structural oppressions, we 
are not a monolithic group. Thus, Black women can experience the same situations and 
challenges differently. Secondly, it was assumed that collaborators were willingly interested to 
be involved with this study. This was evident in some of their responses in how they supported 
Black women on Twitter and knowing how important and necessary this study was while also 
wanting first-hand knowledge of how research is conducted. 
 Limitations of the study included that although no hashtags were used to recruit 
collaborators, it was likely the recruitment tweet circulated at a higher rate among academic 
Twitter. This was evident based on those who retweeted and favorited it. Additionally, I 
observed a spike in retweets when two users in academia who have between 4,000-8,000 
followers retweeted it. This could have contributed to how all collaborators were college 
educated while also knowing there are higher rates of college-educated users on Twitter (42%) 
than the general public (31%; Wojcik & Hughes, 2019). Furthermore, 30% of the 
#WOCAffirmation tweets analyzed that were issued on October 13, 2017 were not available 
either due to tweet deletion or private or suspended accounts at the time of tweet hydration. 
Although not all tweets were available to be analyzed, combining the hashtag analysis with the 
interviews added to the rigor and credibility of this study. Lastly, based on my participatory 
engagement with the hashtag, I know not all discourse surrounding the boycott and 
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#WOCAffirmation, such as the differentiation and response between white and Black feminisms, 
were hashtagged.  
 For delimitations, it is important to emphasize that this study focused more so on Black 
women’s experience and how Black feminism is threaded throughout their experience although it 
overlaps into other disciplines including information and communications technologies. For 
example, between data collected and engagement with collaborators, this study could lean into 
communicative practices or explore how the technologies impact discourse, engagement, and 
perpetuate harm. Exploring how biases embedded in technologies and algorithms also touched 
this work and were included in collaborators’ responses. However, I chose to keep the primary 
focus on Black feminism and how that was reflected in Black women’s experiences on Twitter. 
The other delimitation for this study was how the context of Black feminism was situated in the 
Global North, specifically in the United States. However, there are growing bodies of research 
exploring digital Black feminism in Britain (Sobande, 2020) and the Caribbean (Black Radical 
Feminism, 2020). 
Implications for Change 
 Evans-Winters (2019) describes how “transformative research is action-oriented (or 
outcome-based)” (p.22), where outcomes can be in form of change in attitude, behavior, or 
policy. Based on my methodologies and findings from this study, I frame my implications within 
these parameters. As the Combahee River Collective (2015) Statement reads, “If Black women 
were free, it would mean that everyone else would have to be free since our freedom would 
necessitate the destruction of all the systems of oppression” (p. 18). When Black women’s well-
being are centered in various analyses or policies, everyone can benefit. Between centering 
Black women in implications and considering transformative, action-oriented research, 
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implications are based in two realms of Twitter and academia. However, to preface the 
implications, it is important to note that the matrices of domination that shape operating systems 
and systems of oppression need to primarily be considered for change. Understanding why Black 
women are negatively impacted and marginalized in the first place and thereby dismantling those 
systems is paramount. 
Twitter 
 What users in #WOCAffirmation and collaborators highlighted was how they are able to 
use Twitter and take up space to engage in communities and content that brings them joy. They 
created spheres of counterpublics, enclaves, and satellites to center and self-define themselves in 
ways they were limited in physical spaces. Twitter is a space where part of Black women’s 
intragroup lived experience is to be seen, understood, affirmed, and humanized – a space for joy. 
Simultaneously, Twitter is also a space where Black women are faced with high rates of 
misogynoir in form of vitriol comments, stolen labor, and intellect. Therefore, I pose changes in 
attitudes, behavior, and policy to protect Black women on Twitter as well as compensate them 
for their intellect and labor. 
Protect and Pay Black Women 
An implication for changes in behavior targets those entities who steal, co-opt, and profit 
off Black women’s content on Twitter in which they provide fair compensation for Black 
women’s intellectual labor and content. While Black women are trendsetters and increasingly 
influence mainstream culture largely contributed to their engagement on Twitter (Grace et al., 
2017), Black women as influencers or users on Twitter are discredited as well as severely 
underpaid for their content compared to white influencers (Chen, 2020; Frier, 2021; Rosenblatt, 
2021). Granted Frier (2021) focused on TikTok influencers (although also mentioned other 
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social media sites), the pay disparity between Black women and other demographics are evident 
across the entertainment industry as well as other professional fields (United States Census 
Bureau, 2020). One example was how user Sydnee McRae charged musicians and record labels 
$500 for her to create dance challenges and promote their songs with 1.1 million followers after 
her original dance to a Megan Thee Stallion song went viral (Frier, 2021). Meanwhile, a white 
TikTok user, the same person who also performed multiple viral dances created by Black users 
on The Tonight Show (Elzie et al., 2021), performed McRae’s dance to her 70 million followers 
and struck a deal earning $5000 – ten times more than McRae (Frier, 2021). Based on my 
participatory observations, Black women on Twitter often share how they get offered to receive 
compensation in exposure or merchandise as if such compensation covers the financial expenses 
in Black women’s lives. If we are to “listen to Black women” and rely on their knowledge, labor, 
intellect, and content, Black women need to be seen and acknowledged in their full humanity as 
equals. This means Black women need to be financially compensated for their worth at least at 
the same level as their peers. It means to hire, promote, pay, and support Black women instead of 
letting corporations or even other social media sites profit off of Black women’s content – 
content that drives Twitter and popular culture trends. 
At the policy level, Twitter needs to provide better protection from perpetual harm on its 
platform. While Black women are harassed and abused on Twitter, it can also spill over into 
physical forms of violence and abuse. Black women have told Jack Dorsey and Twitter Support 
for years the kind of harm they experience and witness along with suggestions on how to 
improve their features only to be ignored (Jones, 2020; Jones, 2019). Similar to how LaShay 
spoke of the labor she has to exert as a user to “follow the trail” of searching for how she is still 
being exposed to content or users she has blocked or muted, Black women often detail how 
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Twitter’s settings and features are not a catch-all. A main difficulty in locating the source of how 
blocked and muted content/users enter your timeline is precisely because they are blocked and 
muted. If Black women filter, block, or mute specific content or users, because they cannot see 
it, they also cannot see threats piling in their mentions or under their promoted content. They 
would have to intentionally search for the threats they are trying to protect themselves from 
rather than Twitter assuming the responsibility to improve its features or take some form of 
action against users who are violating their Terms of Service. 
Additionally, as Imani spoke of how Black women’s content gets flagged as lewd or 
racially coded, users are thereby at higher risk of having their accounts suspended. This 
particularly puts Black women at risk of having their financial revenue impacted as Black 
women and Black creators highly use Twitter to promote their businesses (Grace et al., 2017). 
An example of disparities in how users are suspended includes how Black women report users 
who send death threats, call them “nigger,” and those accounts remain active. Black women 
tweet “nigga” and get suspended (Jones, 2020). Instead of letting corporations or even other 
social media sites profit off of Black women’s content – content that drives Twitter and popular 
culture trends – it leads back into the behavior of paying Black women for their labor and 
content rather than punishing them. 
Correcting how Twitter currently protects Black women in the aspects of not suspending 
their accounts, creating a culture to compensate Black women for content, and from misogynoir 
in general goes beyond hiring a more diverse staff. That would assume Black women and 
additional marginalized groups do not internalize and perpetuate oppression as well. It would 
assume these populations consciously recognize what oppressive tactics look like. 
Representation politics alone will not always save us. Like Imani stated how Twitter is already 
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predominantly white and replicates whiteness, Noble (2018) explains how “we need people 
designing technologies for society to have training and an education on the histories of 
marginalized people…and we need them working alongside people with rigorous training and 
preparation from the social sciences and humanities” (p. 70). Rectifying their attitudes, 
behaviors, and policies requires Twitter to dismantle its current power structure that neglects 
racial and gendered violence to its users as well as within itself (Benjamin, 2019; Jones, 2020; 
Noble, 2018). It requires them to acknowledge and correct how the platform, its algorithms, and 
racially coded technologies enable surveillance and abuse of Black women among additional 
marginalized populations. As collaborators and users within #WOCAffirmation spoke of how 
they create and make meaning of the affirming spaces they create on Twitter, especially wherein 
it lacks in their physical realities, it is imperative to protect such spaces Black women take up. 
Academia 
Changes in attitudes, behaviors, and policies at the academic level focus on Black 
feminist epistemology. Higher education and researchers need to critically rethink the politics 
within knowledge production, how it is currently credentialed, and the systems that continue to 
perpetuate dominance in knowledge validation. The implications based on this study’s research 
design include centering Black feminist epistemology, citation politics, and developing an ethics 
of care while engaging digital data beyond Institutional Research Boards guidelines.  
Black Feminist Epistemology 
Given that the researcher and researched population were Black women, this study 
intentionally centered Black women, their lived experiences, and their knowledge production 
contributing to Black feminist epistemology (Collins, 2000). Black women’s standpoint, 
theorizing, and knowledge production should not be suppressed because it does not meet white 
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knowledge validation processes thereby also not deemed as credible research (Christian, 1987; 
Collins, 2000). Moreover, Black studies does not mean the focus of research and our experiences 
need to be synonymous with pain. Researchers can explore and prioritize the joy within Black 
studies while also acknowledging the inevitable harm Black folks experience (Brock, 2020b; 
Evans-Winters, 2019).  
Although at parts still written and organized in standard eurocentric framing, this 
research demonstrated how research can be designed outside the traditional parameters of 
whiteness. An attitude for particularly higher educational institutions to acknowledge is how 
qualitative research designs and methodologies do not have to follow nor be framed around the 
same two to three white researchers. Researchers of color along with additional social identities 
also discuss, frame, and design qualitative methodologies from a non-white lens. As this study 
centered Black feminism in the methodology, literature and data collection, and theoretical 
framework, an implication for change in behavior includes for non-white research methodologies 
and designs as well as theories to be taught and appropriately used. Read and credit Black 
women. Teach about Black women. Publish their work. 
Citation Politics  
As emphasized in Chapter 2 and within Black feminist thought, this study elaborated on 
attitudes and behaviors about citation politics. Researchers of color tend to be underrepresented 
in publication and citation rates as well as are under-circulated (Chakravartty et al., 2018). 
Therefore, this reinforces and reproduces institutional racism and sexism publishing and 
citational practices (Chakravartty et al., 2018). Where white men have citational privilege in the 
academy, initiatives such as Cite Her Work, Cite Black Women, and Cite A Sista exist to 
amplify, center, and credit Black women as valued, intellectual knowledge producers in addition 
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to disrupting inequitable citational practices (Smith et al., 2021). In this study, at least 53% are 
works from Black women, 23% are from authors of color, and the remaining percentage of 
authors are either white or an unknown race. Black women’s academic literature and knowledge 
exist despite how far one has to scroll down results from the library database or Google search 
results as I at times had to do. It exists despite the additional labor one may have to execute to 
locate it. Black women’s literature needs to be valued, read, properly cited, and published (Smith 
et al., 2021). It needs to be taught and included throughout syllabi and not only toward the end of 
the semester where content can be at risk of not being covered due to content being pushed back 
from unforeseen circumstances during the semester. 
In addition to citing Black women, it is important to critically reconsider what sources 
within texts, canons, and discourse constitute as knowledge and deemed credible within 
academia (Christian, 1987; Collins, 2000; Johnson, 2013). I incorporated sources from non-peer-
reviewed texts, prioritizing those written by Black women, to not only demonstrate that Black 
women’s lived experiences and intellect shared via digital sources and social media sites are 
valid and credentialed (Johnson, 2013), but to work toward dismantling hierarchal assumptions 
of what sources are considered superior to others (Christian, 1987). Moreover to sources, 
individuals who assist with locating sources or with using technologies and software to access 
and analyze data such as librarians and archivists whose efforts are often erased from the 
research process should be cited (Padilla, 2021). In this study, I included Thomas Padilla, 
Miranda Barrie, Bergis Jules, Ed Summers, and Igor Brigadir for their assistance with installing 
Twarc and confirming I correctly pulled the data from the #WOCAffirmation dataset. If it were 
not for them, there would be no existence of #WOCAffirmation data overall nor for me to 
engage with.  
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Additionally, as Trudy (Bailey & Trudy, 2018) explained, although Bailey coined the 
term misogynoir, Trudy’s labor and intellect in theorizing misogynoir is often plagiarized. Along 
with how Johnson (2013) discusses how digital content is considered non-credentialed, Trudy 
(Bailey & Trudy, 2018) explains because she does not have “institutional support and resources” 
(p. 765), she knows there is little recourse for her work being plagiarized. Given how Black 
women are often intentionally excluded from academic settings and positions, it is still essential 
to cite and credit their intellectual labor and theorization (Collins, 2000). Research does not 
occur in isolation. Librarians and archivists are intellectual equals whose work, labor, and 
contribution need to be included in the main body of the text and not solely the 
acknowledgements (Whearty, 2018). All forms of information and theorization need to be 
credited. Granted there is plenty of misinformation circulating social media sites, it is important 
to critically evaluate content as well as use additional sources to corroborate content. However, 
ultimately, cite Black women. Cite the sources. Cite your librarians and archivists.  
Ethics of Care and Digital Engagement 
Overall, a policy change in how to more ethically engage with digital data needs to be 
reflected in Institutional Review Boards (IRB) protocols. Although there are guidelines on 
Internet research ethics within each IRB, the Association of Internet Researchers (franzke et al., 
2020) is an example of how external organizations are working to address ethical challenges and 
concerns amid ongoing technological and legal developments that are not reflected in IRB 
guidelines. franzke et al. (2020) offer considerations beyond informed consent, research designs, 
the context of research, and basic requirements to minimize associated risks and harms where 
some of these are further discussed below. 
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In regard to attitudes about engaging with digital data, IRB and social media platforms 
currently do not have catch-all protections in place for researchers engaging in social media 
content. Having IRB approval does not always necessarily indicate that the study incorporates an 
ethical design. Therefore, it is incumbent upon each researcher to decide how they choose to 
explore and include digital data beyond what the IRB and social media platform’s terms of 
services require especially when engaging with vulnerable populations outside of how the IRB 
defines them. As explained in Chapter 3, the digital data for this study were retrieved from the 
Documenting the Now (DocNow) project that prioritizes ethical practices and considerations in 
social media content data collection, analysis, and preservation. Granted each social media 
platform has their own Terms of Service outlining how public data can be used, there is still a 
lack of user awareness of how their data can be collected by third parties (Jules et al., 2018). 
Because Twitter’s Terms of Service only allow for public data to be used, this provided an 
additional protection for tweets in my dataset that were private, suspended, or deleted to not be 
included when hydrated with DocNow’s tool, Twarc. Although DocNow recognizes “there are 
no purely technical solutions to this work and that it is fundamentally a socio-technical problem” 
(Jules et al., 2018, p. 11), it is important to understand the social context in how software, 
algorithms, and platforms are used and thereby develop a sense of values and care in how one 
navigates them. 
Attitudes about digital ethical challenges, shifting behaviors in how to gain consent from 
users and collaborators as well as how to construct methodologies need to be critically redefined 
and reconsidered. When it comes to engaging with and including digital content in research, 
Bailey (2015) and Florini (2019a) were intentional about not enacting undue harm on the 
communities they were researching with. Collaborative consent, especially with vulnerable 
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communities already subjected to vitriol and negative visibility outside of the IRB’s inclusion of 
harm, is one method to work toward undoing the power imbalance between individuals and 
academic/research institutions (Bailey, 2015). Going beyond the IRB’s initial yes of consent 
about participating in a research project could include speaking with the online community about 
your work, creating an advisory panel of those related to your work, or directly asking those 
whose digital content you are including if you can cite their work (Bailey, 2015; Florini, 2019a). 
Because Black women have been and are currently exploited for their intellectual labor including 
their tweets and threads by scholars and journalists, it was further paramount for me to consider 
how I engaged with my collaborators and digital content with #WOCAffirmation without prior 
consulting and permission to use their voice and tweets (Bailey, 2015; Bailey & Trudy, 2018; 
Florini, 2019a; Johnson, 2013). Collaborative consent and collaborative construction of the 
research methodology reshapes what an ethics of care looks like in research, shifts power 
imbalances between collaborators and the researcher, and allows Black women and additional 
marginalized groups the choice to preserve their voice (Bailey, 2015; Florini, 2019a). 
Suggestions for Future Research 
 There are numerous ways to extend this study for future research. One suggestion is to 
expand the exploration of Black women’s engagement on Twitter beyond the United States and 
Global North especially considering how Matamoros-Fernández and Farkas’ (2021) found 
44.23% of articles they analyzed were focused on North America, specifically the United States. 
Considering other geographical locations and their contextualizing their histories, culture, and 
power structures across various social identities as well as the location’s availability, 
accessibilities, and functionalities of social media platforms could provide additional insights 
into how Black women experience Twitter and dewesternize digital humanities studies.  
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An additional suggestion is to explore how Black women experience other social media 
platforms. According to Matamoros-Fernández and Farkas (2021), Twitter is the most observed 
platform (54.81%) compared to seven other social media platforms, which is likely due to the 
accessibility of Twitter’s API. Furthermore, each theme and sub-themes in this study could be 
independently researched. For example, studies could respectfully go more in depth with various, 
but specific digital Black public spheres on Twitter or focus on Black women’s experience with 
Black Twitter with Black men or other demographic groups on Twitter. Studies could also 
research how harm from other social media platforms (e.g., Reddit, 4chan, IG Live) spill over to 
Twitter, how Black women and Twitter serve as producers and sites of knowledge, or how 
algorithmic outcomes impact Black women.  
One of my original intents for this study as well as how I was drawn to this body of 
research but did not get to explore in depth was how Black women manipulate digital 
technologies and explore that as a form of labor. As social media sites were not necessarily 
created with Black women in mind, Black women have still been able to make their platforms 
work for them, whether socially, politically, financially, or simply to make space for joy and for 
what is meaningful for them. Exploring how Black women successfully and creatively 
manipulate technologies across platforms, such as how Noelle Chesnut Whitmore directed The 
Lion King Musical on the social media application Clubhouse (hiphopobama, 2020) will provide 
a deeper understanding of Black women’s technological skills. Lastly, utilizing various methods 
and methodologies with a critical lens can add to the research literature surrounding Black 
women, Black feminism, and digital studies. As I combined two datasets using the hashtag 
analysis to further inform interview questions, the relationship between a hashtag analysis and 




 This final chapter tied together how the completed study answered the research question. 
This study gave an in-depth examination of Black women’s overall and intragroup lived 
experience on Twitter using a critical discourse analysis of #WOCAffirmation to reflect 
collaborators’ experiences. The theoretical framework tied the components of this study together 
by justifying the methods, methodology, literature collection, and how this study contributed to 
Black feminist epistemology. Due to interlocking oppressions impacting Black women at the 
axes of at minimum race and gender, Black women and collaborators have cultivated ways to 
create their own spaces – counterpublics, enclaves, and satellites – to survive and thrive in both 
physical and digital spaces. Black women and collaborators have used Twitter, a space they have 
more control over than in their physical realities, to find and create spaces of joy, affirm their and 
other Black women’s identities, create community, and use as an intellectual resource while also 
producing knowledge themselves. Despite the disproportionate layered forms of harm, abuse, 
and harassment Black women face on Twitter, they are still able to have positive, beneficial 
experiences on the site. As Maya Angelou (1986) wrote, “You may shoot me with your words, 
You may cut me with your eyes, You may kill me with your hatefulness, But still, like air, 
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Appendix B  










Potential Collaborator Interest Survey 
Digital Black Feminism Dissertation Research – Interest Survey 
Hello, thank you for your interest in my dissertation research. My name is Yvonne Morris and I 
am a PhD student at the University of Nevada, Las Vegas (UNLV).  
 
I am conducting a study to explore the overall and lived intragroup experience of Black women 
(femmes, trans, cis) on Twitter. In general, I am interested in how Black feminism and themes 
present in #WOCAffirmation show up on Twitter in tandem with the experiences Black women 
have in their physical lives. 
 
This survey is to determine if you meet the inclusion criteria of this study, which include: 
 
- self-identify as a Black/African American/Afro Latinx woman 
- are 18 years of age or older 
- have been on Twitter for a minimum of three years 
- have high engagement on Twitter and with Black/African American/Afro Latinx women 
Twitter users (engagement includes: interacting with said population via following, tweeting at, 
favoriting tweets, or retweeting Black/African American/Afro Latinx women as well as 
following hashtags created by Black/African American/Afro Latinx women. 
 
I will be conducting one interview with 6-8 participants that will be 60-90 minutes long. 
Interviews will be conducted via a video call (Skype, Zoom, Google Hangout, FaceTime, or 
similar media). 
 
You will be compensated $25 for your time in which payment will occur immediately following 
the conclusion of the interview. If you choose to review your individual interview transcript and 
overall findings of the study, that will take an addition 30-45 minutes and you will be 
compensated $10 for your time, in which payment will occur immediately following the 
conclusion of the review. 
 
Once you complete the survey, if you meet the inclusion criteria as described above, I will follow 
up with you to discuss the next steps in your participation in the study. If you do not meet the 
inclusion criteria, the data submitted will be immediately destroyed. 
 
Infinite thanks for your interest and please share as appropriate! 
 
1. Email address 
2. First and last name 
3. Do you self-identify as a Black woman? 
4. How long have you been on Twitter? 
5. Are you familiar with #WOCAffirmation? 




7. How would you describe your overall engagement on Twitter? How would you describe your 
engagement with Black women on Twitter? (ex: do you have a high following with them; do 
you favorite, retweet, or reply to a lot of their tweets; pay more attention to their tweets or 
hashtags, etc.?) 





e. 74 or older 
9. Where is your current geographical location? (to give an idea of time zones when scheduling 
interviews) 









INFORMED CONSENT  
Department of Teaching and Learning 
 
TITLE OF STUDY: Digital Black Feminism 
INVESTIGATOR(S): Christine Clark (PI), Yvonne Morris 
For questions or concerns about the study, you may contact Yvonne Morris or Christine Clark at 
702-895-3888. 
 
For questions regarding the rights of research subjects, any complaints or comments regarding 
the manner in which the study is being conducted, contact the UNLV Office of Research 
Integrity – Human Subjects at 702-895-2794, toll free at 888-581-2794 or via email at 
IRB@unlv.edu. 
 
Purpose of the Study 
You are invited to participate in a research study. The general purpose of this study is to explore 
the shared, day-to-day experiences of self-identified Black/African American/AfroLatinx women 
and femmes on Twitter. More specifically, this study aims to examine, and then to describe, how 
Black feminism, Black women's intersectional identity, and emergent themes in 
#WOCAffirmation manifest on Twitter, and, in so doing, reveal how Black/African 
American/AfroLatinx women’s and femme’s experience on the platform reflect the 




You are being asked to participate in the study because you fit this criteria: you self-identify as a 
Black/African American/AfroLatinx woman or femme; are 18 years of age or older; have been 
on Twitter for a minimum of three years; and have engagement with other Black/African 
American/AfroLatinx on Twitter where “engagement” qualifies as interacting with 
Black/African American/AfroLatinx women on Twitter via following, observing, reading, 
tweeting, favoriting tweets, or retweeting from this population as well as following hashtags 





If you volunteer to participate in this study, you will be asked to do the following: participate in 
one individual interview (60-90 minutes) related to your engagement with Twitter, which will 
take place face-to-face or video call, such as Skype, Zoom, Google Hangout, or similar media. 
Participants will be audio recorded with the option to opt out of video recording. The opportunity 
to review your individual interview transcript and the study findings (30-45 minutes) is 
encouraged, but will not exclude you from the study if you choose to not engage in this part of 
the study. 
 
Participants will be audio recorded with the option to opt out of video recording. The opportunity 
to review your individual interview transcript and the study findings (30-45 minutes) is 
encouraged, but will not exclude you from the study if you choose to not engage in this part of 
the study. 
 
Benefits of Participation  
There may not be direct benefits to you as a participant in this study. However, we hope to learn 
how Black feminism exists on Twitter and amplify the voices of Black women whose are erased, 
rendered invisible, or exploited in physical and digital spaces. 
 
Risks of Participation  
There are risks involved in all research studies. This study may include only minimal risks. 
Participants may experience discomfort in responding to interview questions sharing personal 
accounts of experiences that were unfavorable and/or challenging that had an impact on them. 
 
Cost /Compensation  
There is no financial cost to you to participate in this study. The interview will take 60-90 
minutes of your time. You will be compensated $25 for your time. Payment will occur 
immediately following the conclusion of the interview. If you choose to review your individual 
interview transcript and overall findings of the study, that will take an additional 30-45 minutes 
of your time. You will be compensated an additional $10 for your time. Payment will occur 
immediately following the conclusion of the review.  
 
Confidentiality  
All information gathered in this study will be kept as confidential as possible. Public reference, 
in oral or written presentation of the findings of this study, will de-identify you by name as well 
as by any other detail that might link you to this study. All participants will be assigned a 
pseudonym prior to the interview, which will be used on audiotape, audio files, transcripts, or 
field notes. All records will be stored in a locked facility at UNLV or on a UNLV secured 
storage server where only the research advisor will have access to for five years after completion 
of the study, after which time it will be destroyed. 
 
Voluntary Participation  
Your participation in this study is voluntary. You may refuse to participate in this study or in any 
part of this study. You may withdraw at any time without prejudice to your relations with 
UNLV. You are encouraged to ask questions about this study at the beginning or any time during 




Participant Consent:  
I have read the above information and agree to participate in this study. I have been able to ask 
questions about the research study. I am at least 18 years of age. A copy of this form has been 
given to me. 
 
 




I agree to be audio taped for the purpose of this research study. 
 
 





I agree to be video taped for the purpose of this research study. 
 
 





Semi-Structured Interview Questions 
Hello. Thank you for participating in this interview with me. We will be discussing your overall 
experience on Twitter and your experience with Black women on Twitter. If you need any 






Space for us 
3 parts: overall Twitter, BW, flashround 
Next steps 
 
I came to this through my personal interests of social movements, social change, and social 
media. I absolutely loved my experience following BW on Twitter, learned countless bits of 
information from them (I argue I learned more and am exposed to more on Twitter because of 
BW than in my academic coursework). After observing the various forms of harm BW faced on 
the platform, I correlated this with what we experience in real life. So wanting to highlight their 
brilliance and how we’re expected to fight for the greater good of society, yet still be rendered 
invisible, I felt #WOCAffirmation could be the vehicle to observe this phenomenon.  
 
Overall Twitter Questions 
Why did you join Twitter? What has kept you on Twitter? 
What have you gained from being on Twitter?  
Which hashtags have resonated with you? Describe why.  
What kind of content on Twitter invigorates you? 
How do you cultivate joy on Twitter? How necessary is it for you to do so?  
How do you feel about GIFs? 
Black Women Experience Questions 
What is your memory of #WOCAffirmation? What are your feels? 
Describe your engagement with Black women on Twitter. What significance does this hold 
for you?  
What observations do you have regarding how Black women use Twitter; how they engage 
with each other, their experiences on Twitter overall? 
As a Black woman, how do construct your space/timeline on Twitter? What factors 
contribute to how you craft this space? 
How have Black women created a space for culture and community for you on Twitter? 
 
 215 
How do you see Black women employ hashtags to bring attention to their physical and 
digital realities? 
Which Black feminist hashtags resonate with you? Describe why.  
Are there any forms of changes across spaces that you’ve seen as a result of Black women’s 
labor and brilliance on Twitter? 
How do you think Black women have been able to use the platform to their advantage? 
What forms of labor, erasure, or exploitation of have you seen from Black women on 
Twitter? 
As a Black woman, how does your experience on Twitter parallel your experience in society? 




Is there anything I did not ask that you want to share about your overall and intragroup 
experience on Twitter? 
 
What happens next: 
• I will finish conducting interviews, transcribe them, start the findings and analyses, once 
complete, I’ll send the individual transcript and overall findings to you. If you choose to 
read and provide any feedback, that will also be compensated. I want to make sure I’m 
honoring your voice and want to give you the option to read if you choose. 
• Complete payment + payment log 
 
#WOCAffirmations to close with: 
• Never be afraid to shine. Your light was designed to brighten the world.  
• Our existence as women of color is resilience--it is radical love 
• Everything you want is on the other side of fear  
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